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19. ABSTRACT (continued)

A related and evolving research thrust is the detailed analysis of both the funda-
mental and technological limitations that affect the performance of envisioned optical
information processing and computing devices and systems, for both linear and non-
linear function implementation. The primary objective here is to compare and contrast
electronic and optical (as well as hybrid electro-optical or optoelectronic) devices, circuits,
and systems with respect to their current, near term projected, and ultimate computa-
49o;a.apabilities. The demonstrable goal of such an effort is to be able (on the basis
of the above analyses) to segregate classes of problems most appropriate for solution by
electronic, optical, or hybrid processors, subject to specific and pre-defined performance
metrics.

During the course of the research effort, the Variable Grating Mode Liquid Crystal
Device was further developed and extensively characterized. A new dynamic model for
grating formation and grating modulation was developed that explains for the first time
both the observed linear relationship between applied voltage and grating spatial fre-
quency, and the device temporal response characteristics. The experimentally observed
polarization properties of diffraction from electrically addressed VGM liquid crystal cells
were utilized to derive a model of the liquid crystal grating structure, which in turn
provided strong evidence for the involvement of the converse flexoelectric effect in grat-
ing formation. For the first time, both thin (Raman-Nath-like) and thick (Bragg-like)
diffraction characteristics in alternating diffraction orders originating from the same opti-
cal device were observed and explained. These results were shown to confirm predictions
of a new model of the general polarization properties of birefringent phase gratings, devel-
oped under this contract. Finally, experimental implementations demonstrated for the
first time the flexibility and computational power inherent in the intensity-to-position
conversion process afforded by the VGM LCD for application to fully parallel imple-
mentation of nonlinear optical processing and computing functions such as level slicing,
thresholding, logarithms, exponentiation, polynomial expansions, all sixteen primitive
binary logic functions, and full binary addition.

Examination of the fundamental and technological limitations of optical informa-
tion processing and computing allowed the fundamental relationships (and therefore
the basic tradeoffs) among dynamic range, frame rate, resolution, and sensitivity for
quantum-limited analog multi-dimensional arrays to be derived. The fundamental and
technological limitations imposed by the choice of numerical representation, inherent
computational complexity, and detection for both electronic and optical computational
systems were compared, with particular emphasis on the relative advantages and disad-
vantages of analog, digital, and hybrid representations and detections. The maximum
possible rate of irreducible binary operations per unit power was derived at the quan-
tum/thermal limit, at the current device level, and at the current system level. This
study showed that as many as 14 orders of magnitude in effective computational power
are currently lost for semiconductor electronic implementations in the transition from the
fundamental limits to the system integration level. Finally, the key factors contributing
to the relative insensitivity of volume holographic grating formation in photorefractive
materials for multi-dimensional weighted interconnection applications were determined,
which in turn allowed for the determination of the maximum reconfiguration rate that
can be achieved per unit power.
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DEVICES AND SYSTEMS FOR NONLINEAR OPTICAL

INFORMATION PROCESSING

ABSTRACT

The principal thrust of this research effort is the development and evaluation of
optical devices and associated systems architectures for the implementation of highly
parallel nonlinear optical information processing functions such as thresholding, level
slicing, logarithms, and power laws. Such devices include the Variable Grating Mode
Liquid Crystal Device (VGM LCD), which is uniquely capable of performing a novel and
powerful intensity-to-position encoding function.)

A related and evolving research thrust is the detailed analysis of both the funda-
mental and technological limitations that affect the performance of envisioned optical
information processing and computing devices and systems, for both linear and non-
linear function implementation. The primary objective here is to compare and contrast
electronic and optical (as well as hybrid electro-optical or optoelectronic) devices, circuits,
and systems with respect to their current, near term projected, and ultimate computa-
tional capabilities. The demonstrable goal of such an effort is to be able (on the basis
of the above analyses) to segregate classes of problems most appropriate for solution by
electronic, optical, or hybrid processors, subject to specific and pre-defined performance
metrics. )< 1.. !7 P-

During the course of tli' research effort, the 'ri4le Grating Mode Liquid Crystal
Device was further developed and extensively characterized. A new dynamic model for
grating formation and grating modulation was developed that explains for the first time
both the observed linear relationship between applied voltage and grating spatial fre-
quency, and the device temporal response characteristics. The experimentally observed
polarization properties of diffraction from electrically addressed VGM liquid crystal cells
were utilized to derive a model of the liquid crystal grating structure, which in turn
provided strong evidence for the involvement of the converse flexoelectric effect in grat-
ing formation. For the first time, both thin (Raman-Nath-like) and thick (Bragg-like)
diffraction characteristics in alternating diffraction orders originating from the same opti-
cal device were observed and explained. These results were shown to confirm predictions
of a new model of the general polarization properties of birefringent phase gratings, devel-
oped under this contract. Finally, experimental implementations demonstrated for the
first time the flexibility and computational power inherent in the intensity-to-position
conversion process afforded by the VGM LCD for application to fully parallel imple-
mentation of nonlinear optical processing and computing functions such as level slicing,
thresholding, logarithms, exponentiation, polynomial expansions, all sixteen primitive
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binary logic functions, and full binary addition.

Examination of the fundamental and technological limitations of optical informa-
tion processing and computing allowed the fundamental relationships (and therefore
the basic tradeoffs) among dynamic range, frame rate, resolution, and sensitivity for
quantum-limited analog multi-dimensional arrays to be derived. The fundamental and
technological limitations imposed by the choice of numerical representation, inherent
computational complexity, and detection for both electronic and optical computational
systems were compared, with particular emphasis on the relative advantages and disad-
vantages of analog, digital, and hybrid representations and detections. The maximum
possible rate of irreducible binary operations per unit power was derived at the quan-
tum/thermal limit, at the current device level, and at the current system level. This
study showed that as many as 14 orders of magnitude in effective computational power
are currently lost for semiconductor electronic implementations in the transition from the
fundamental limits to the system integration level. Finally, the key factors contributing
to the relative insensitivity of volume holographic grating formation in photorefractive
materials for multi-dimensional weighted interconnection applications were determined,
which in turn allowed for the determination of the maximum reconfiguration rate that
can be achieved per unit power.
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DEVICES AND SYSTEMS FOR NONLINEAR OPTICAL
INFORMATION PROCESSING

1. INTRODUCTION

The research effort described in this report was initiated as a follow-on to an earlier
contract sponsored by the Air Force Office of Scientific Research, entitled "Nonlinear
Real-Time Optical Signal Processing" [1]. The goal of this earlier program was to extend
fast parallel nonlinear operations to optical processing systems with large time-bandwidth
and space-bandwidth products. The current contract evolved naturally from the critical
need identified in the earlier program for optical information processing components
that were capable of implementing highly parallel nonlinear functions with essentially
arbitrary programmability.

C During the preceding research effort, a unique optical information processing com-
ponent was invented and preliminarily investigated. This device, the Variable Grating
Mode Liquid Crystal Device or VGM LCD [2-61, was based on an unusual physical effect
in certain nematic liquid crystals that produced a variable period diffraction grating in
response to an applied field. Optically addressed versions of the basic device structure
were fabricated in collaboration with Hughes Research Laboratories, Malibu, CA, and
were used in preliminary systems characterization experiments to demonstrate all sixteen
Boolean logic functions, full binary addition, exponentiation, logarithms, power laws,
thresholding, level slicing, and other nonlinear operations [2-31. Functional programma-
bility was demonstrated to require only a low contrast ratio, low resolution programmable
Fourier plane filter.

The initial primary goal of the current researh effort was to further characterize
the Variable Grating Mode Liquid Crystal Device, and of the variable grating mode
liquid crystal effect itself, with a specific focus on the achievement of sufficient physical
understanding of the mechanism and its limitations to allow advanced development of
the VGM LCD device technology to proceed rapidly. Emphasis was placed throughout
on the early determination of performance limiting factors that could be classified as
fundamental in nature, in order that the full potential of the VGM LCD could be clearly
defined, and on the basis of which further decisions on continued advanced development
could be judiciously made.

During the course of the research effort, the consideration of fundamental and techno-
logical limitations was extended to devices other than the VGM LCD, and in fact to the
very nature of optical information processing and computing as a potential burgeoning
technology. These investigations auidrcssed numerous important issues such as the energy
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cost of numerical representation in analog, digital, and hybrid formats at the quantum

limits, and at the current technological limits for both semiconductor (VLSI) electronics
and for optical device implementations.

The long term goal of this effort is to clearly delineate if possible the computational
advantages that accrue to particular choices of representation, computational paradigm,
and detection schemes, all in the highly parallel context of optical information processing
and computing systems. Such a delineation would then allow decisions to be made on
the optimum implementation of certain classes of computational problems, both on a
technology-independent and technology-dependent basis. In other words, systems design
studies could then be broadened to include consideration of the maximum achievable
computational power of a given paradigm, and of the likely achievable computational
power of the same or other paradigms implemented with various currently available or
forseeable technologies.

Both of these principal research thrusts are summarized in this report. Section 2
outlines the background of the research effort, with reference to significant preceding
work. The technical objectives for the program are stated in Section 3, along with a

description of the associated scientific approaches utilized. The principal results of the
research effort are then summarized in Section 4, with details provided in the several
appendices. Publik.tions resulting from AFOSR sponsorship of this research are listed
in Section 5, including a Ph.D. Thesis on the Variable Grating Mode Liquid Crystal
Device. The scientific personnel that contributed to the program are listed in Section 6,
and references to the technical sections of the report are provided in Section 7.
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2. BACKGROUND OF THE RESEARCH PROGRAM

The Variable Grating Mode Liquid Crystal Device (VGM LCD) is comprised of an
oriented thin layer of a certain nematic liquid crystal material [3] sandwiched between
two transparent conducting electrodes. In electrically addressed VGM LCDs, the liquid
crystal layer is placed in direct contact with the electrode surfaces. In optically addressed
VGM LCDs, an additional photoconductive layer is placed in series with the liquid crystal
layer to provide a local conversion of input intensity to voltage applied across the liquid
crystal layer.

The variable grating mode liquid crystal effect manifests itself in the dramatic re-
sponse of the liquid crystal material to an applied field. Above a given threshold voltage,
the homogeneously aligned nematic liquid crystal phase exhibits an additional periodic
orientational component, forming a birefringent phase grating characterized by a spa-
tial frequency that is a linear function of the applied voltage. A wide range of spatial
frequencies have been induced in a single VGM cell, typically from 200 - 1200 lp/mm.

Hence the VGM LCD essentially performs a voltage-to-spatial frequency conversion
function, which can be transformed to a voltage-to-spatial position encoding mechanism
by utilizing collimated light for readout in conjunction with a Fourier transform lens.
Addition of the photoconductive layer provides an input-intensity-to-voltage conversion
function, such that the optically addressed version of the VGM LCD becomes in effect
an input-intensity-to-spatial-frequency or input-intensity-to-spatial-position converter.

This input-intensity-to-spatial-frequency transformation property is unique to the
Variable Grating Mode Liquid Crystal Device, to the best of our knowledge, and provides
an exceptionally flexible means of introducing arbitrary nonlinear optical information
processing and computing functions. In operation, an input image spatially modulates
the photoconductive layer, locally altering the spatial frequency of the VGM domains

through variations in the local electric field within the liquid crystal layer. Readout at a
nondestructive wavelength by a collimated beam then produces in the back focal plane
of the Fourier transform lens a one-dimensional mapping of all areas in the input image
that are characterized by the same input intensity.

The arbitrarily programmable nonlinearity is then introduced in the Fourier plane
by means of a one-dimensional transmissive filter that implements the desired nonlinear
transformation [1-3], such as a level slice, a variable offset threshold, or a logarithmic
function. Dynamic programmability is exceptionally easy to implement, requiring no
alteration to the VGM LCD and resetting of only the transmission characteristics of the
one-dimensional filter.

It should be emphasized that the performance requirements implied for the Fourier

5
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plane filter are quite modest (relatively low contrast and resolution), since it need only
support in resolution the total number of resolvable grey levels in the input image, and

in contrast ratio the total number of resolvable grey levels required for the output image.
For the generation of sigmoid-like threshold functions as utilized, for example, in several
proposed implementations of neural network models, Fourier plane filters with contrast
ratios of 10:1 and a resolution spanning 100 pixels will likely be more than adequate.

Following the invention of the Variable Grating Mode Liquid Crystal Device at USC
under the previous program and its subsequent patenting [6], extensive characterization

efforts were undertaken. These efforts involved an attempt to understand the strik-
ing polarization properties of the VGM domains as evidenced in the diffraction pattern
[4], parallel efforts at Hughes Research Laboratories to synthesize VGM variants with
wider dynamic range and faster response times [3], and the characterization of optically
addressed cells as utilized in a variety of potential applications ranging from the imple-
mentation of parallel optical logic functions [2] through full parallel addition with carries,
to nonlinear thresholding, level slicing, and logarithmic filtering [3, 5, 6].

In summary, then, the unique intensity-to-spatial frequency conversion function im-
plemented by the Variable Grating Mode Liquid Crystal Device provides a highly ver-
satile method of introducing essentially arbitrary functional nonlinearities into parallel
optical information processing and computing systems. The further characterization of
the VGM LCD and of the VGM effect itself became the subject of the current research
effort, as described in detail below.

The evolving effort on fundamental and technological limitations of optical informa-
tion processing and computing derived from a perceived need to delineate on the basis of
quantifiable metrics among the many possible strategies (whether electronic, optical, or a
hybrid combination) for dramatically enhancing available computational power. An ex-
tensive parallel history of such efforts exists in the VLSI literature [7, 8, 9], in which basic
physical principles have been invoked to both understand current VLSI performance and
to project future operational capabilities. Over the past few years, initial efforts have
been undertaken to analyze the comparative fundamental and technological limitations
of digital optical computing [10, 11, 12, 13, 14] and of integrated optical devices [15].
On the other hand, the tradeoffs inherent in analog as opposed to digital approaches,
and in particular in the use of mixed representations (as is inherent, for example, in
neural network models), were not previously explored. This apparent void provided the
specific point of departure for the studies initiated under this contract, with results and
implications as described in Section 4.

6
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3. STATEMENT OF TECHNICAL OBJECTIVES 4

The technical objectives of the concluded research program are summarized in this
section, in conjunction with a description of the primary scientific approach utilized to
achieve each objective.

3.1 Technical Objectives

To physically characterize and develop active components such as the Variable Grat-
ing Mode Liquid Crystal Device (VGM LCD) that are capable of implementing nonlinear
optical information processing functions such as thresholding, level slicing, logarithms,
and power laws.

To develop complementary systems concepts utilizing active components such as the
VGM LCD that are capable of implementing nonlinear optical information processing
and computing functions.

To analyze in detail both the fundamental and technological limitations that affect
the performance of envisioned optical information processing and computing devices and
systems, for both linear and nonlinear functions.

To compare and contrast electronic and optical (as well as hybrid electro-optical or
optoelectronic) devices, circuits, and systems with respect to thier current, near term
projected, and ultimate computational capabilities.

On the basis of the above analyses, to develop methods for segregating classes of prob-
lems most appropriate for solution by electronic, optical, or hybrid processors, subject
to specific performance metrics.

3.2 Scientific Approach

Theoretically and experimentally analyze the fundamental mechanism of grating for-
mation and modulation in the Variable Grating Mode Liquid Crystal Device, in order to
optimize the device response time.

Develop a dynamic model of grating formation based on selective amplification of
specific wave vector components of the (nonlinear) flexoelectric instability.

Theoretically and experimentally analyze the strikingly unique polarization properties
of diffraction from variable grating mode liquid crystal behavior.

Utilize the analysis of polarization properties to experimentally determine the char-
acteristic parameters of the VG.% grating structure as a function of applied voltage (and

grating spatial frequency).

7



Examine the fundamental and technological limitations imposed on both electronic
and optical computational systems by the choice of numerical representation (binary,
multi-valued logic, analog), computational complexity (architecture and algorithm de-
pendent), and detection scheme (digital or analog).

8



4. SUMMARY OF RESEARCH PROGRAM

In this section, the principal accomplishments and results that have been developed
under this research program are summarized. As this research has resulted in numerous
journal publications, book chapters, and conference presentations, several such key pub-
lications are provided as appendices. These publications describe the specific research
results in considerable depth.

Extensive characterization efforts of both electrically addressed and optically ad-
dressed VGM liquid crystal cells were undertaken in an effort to identify the underlying
mechanism responsible for the observed variable grating mode phenomenon. This in-
cluded detailed measurements of the device response time from below to above threshold,
and of the relaxation time between various spatial frequency conditions. In addition, the
diffraction efficiency was measured as a function of the applied voltage, and the polariza-
tion properties of the diffracted orders were examined. The results of these measurements
are detailed in Appendix 1 [AFOSR Jour. Publ. 1]. In order to perform these exper-
iments, significant improvements in cell fabrication technology were made, resulting in
superbly uniform alignment and grating spatial frequency across wide aperture liquid
crystal cells [AFOSR Thesis 1].

Strikingly unique polarization properties of diffraction from electrically addressed
variable grating mode liquid crystal cells were observed during these experiments. For
linearly polarized input beams, the diffraction orders exhibited completely different be-
havior in alternating diffracted orders. In the odd orders, the diffracted beams were
essentially linearly polarized, but in a direction that rotated counterclockwise as the in-
cident polarization was rotated clockwise (as is characteristic of a half-wave plate, for
example). In the even orders, the diffracted beams were always linearly polarized parallel
to the direction of liquid crystal quiescent alignment, with an intensity that varied as the
projection of the incident polarization on the quiescent alignment direction.

These unusual experimentally observed polarization properties were utilized to derive
a model of the liquid crystal grating structure, in direct analogy to the use of x-ray
diffraction for the elucidation of atomic and molecular crystal structure [Appendices 1,
2; AFOSR Jour. Publs. 1, 21. Observed along the direction of grating modulation, the
motion of the liquid crystal director describes a cycloidal figure, with components in the
plane of the electrodes as well as normal to it. By utilizing careful measurements of
the diffracted intensities under a wide range of incident polarization and applied voltage
conditions, the angular excursions of these components could be determined [Appendices
1, 2; AFOSR Jour. Pubis. 1, 2].

With this experimental evidence in hand, the free energy for the nematic liquid crystal
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structure including the flexoelectric contribution was minimized, resulting in analytic
expressions for the various components of molecular motion, in complete agreement with
the experimental results [Appendix 1; AFOSR Jour. Publ. 11. This provided rather
conclusive evidence of the importance of the flexoelectric mechanism to variable grating
mode grating formation, as had been earlier predicted theoretically [16].

This accomplishment then allowed us to begin to examine the temporal response of
grating formation and alteration, which resulted in the development of a new dynamic
model for grating formation and grating modulation in variable grating mode liquid crys-
tal structures [AFOSR Jour. Publ. 9]. This model is based on the selective amplification
of specific wave vector components of the (nonlinear) flexoelectric instability. This model
explains for the first time both the observed linear relationship between applied voltage
and grating spatial frequency, and the device temporal response characteristics, neither
of which evolve from the static free energy minimization approach.

Further research on the unusual polarization properties of the Variable Grating Mode
Liquid Crystal Device produced results that could not be explained on the basis of the
thin grating approximation utilized previously. In particular, it was observed that both
thin grating (Raman-Nath-like) and thick grating (Bragg-like) diffraction characteristics
occurred in alternating diffraction orders originating from the same optical device. The
anisotropic optical beam propagation method [Appendix 4; AFOSR Jour. Publ. 5] was
then developed in order to incorporate the effects of both large natural anisotropy and
spatially varying birefringent axes in a model of birefringent phase grating diffraction.
Such an analysis resulted in completely satisfactory agreement between the experimental
observations and theoretical predictions [AFOSR Jour. Publ. 8].

These results on the unique polarization properties of the Variable Grating Mode
Liquid Crystal Device were seen to have profound implications for a wide range of modern
optical devices, in which such polarization properties could be utilized to advantage.
Such devices included photorefractive volume holographic optical elements, electrooptic
spatial light modulators such as the PROM, PRIZ, PICOC, and MSLM, and the Linear
Array Total Internal Reflection Spatial Light Modulator. Therefore, a unified theory
of the polarization properties of birefringent phase gratings was developed for the first
time, that in fact accounts for a very wide range of observed but previously unexplained
phenomena [Appendix 4; AFOSR Jour. Publ. 7, AFOSR Bk. Ch. 2].

With regard to the evolving investigation of the fundamental and technological limita-
tions of optical information processing and computing, a key early result was the deriva-
tion of a fundamental relationship (and therefore a basic tradeoff) among dynamic range,
frame rate, resolution, and sensitivity for quantum-limited analog multi-dimensional ar-
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rays [Appendices 3, 5; AFOSR Jour. Pubis. 3, 4, and 61. This relationship applies
equally well to spatial light modulators (as used, for example, as incoherent-to-coherent
optical converters) and to array detection of output results. The implications are rather
surprising, in that at the quantum limits, that is irrespective of envisioned technological
implementation, the tradeoffs place strict limitations on the joint specification of these
parameters. For example, to achieve a 1000:1 dynamic range at a frame rate of 1 kHz
over a 1 square centimeter 1000 x 1000 array requires approximately 2 mW per square
centimeter of absorbed incident power. This is an extremely large number in view of
the strong push over the past decade to achieve ever more sensitive SLMs and detector
arrays.

Utilizing this key result, the fundamental and technological limitations imposed by
the choice of numerical representation, inherent computational complexity, and detec-
tion were compared for both electronic and analog computational systems. Taking the
computation of a two-dimensional Fourier transform as an example, the fundamental
quantum limitations on the total energy required to perform the computation were de-
rived for both analog and digital representations (assuming that the analog computation
was performed optically). At the quantum limits, the digital FFT approach is slightly
superior to the analog approach from the energy metric perspective alone. However,
when the technological limitations are considered, the digital approach as implemented
in VLSI suffers strongly in comparison at the device, circuit, and particularly the system
implementation levels [Appendix 5; AFOSR Jour. Publ. 6]. Hence the optimum com-
putational system from an energy consumption point of view will tend to favor analog
implementations for high computational complexity problems in the foreseeable future.

The results described above can be expressed in other equally useful ways. For exam-
ple, it is possible to derive the maximum rate of irreducible binary operations per unit
power possible at the quantum/thermal limit, at the current device level, at the current
circuit level, and at the current system level. Surprising results accrue to such a calcu-
lation, including the fact that for the vast majority of current electronic computational
systems ranging from personal computers to supercomputers, the number of irreducible
operations performed per unit input power is about 14 orders of magnitude lower than
that implied by the relevant fundamental limits [Appendix 5; AFOSR Jour. Publ. 6].
Not only does this result have powerful implications on future electronic computational
systems design, but it also suggests a rather sizable gap in energy efficient computation
that could conceivably be filled by appropriately configured optical information proces-
sors and computers.

Highly parallel interconnections that can be dynamically reconfigured have been rec-
ognized as key to the potential success of optical information processing and computing

11



systems, ranging from simple high speed Vander Lugt correlators to sophisticated neural-
like networks. Hence, we undertook to determine the key factors that contribute to the
seeming relative insensitivity of volume holographic grating formation in photorefractive
materials for multi-dimensional weighted interconnection applications. By again starting
at the quantum limited recording conditions, we were able to derive the derating factors
that affect the recording sensitivity (or response time at a given incident power level)
for a wide range of photorefractive materials operated under various experimental con-
figurations (including the utilization of so-called enhanced recording techniques such as
alternating applied fields and running gratings). Such considerations allow estimates to
be made of the maximum reconfiguration rate of the holographic interconnection matrix
that can be performed per unit incident power under a wide variety of circumstances.
These results are described in detail in Appendix 6 JAFOSR Bk. Ch. 1], which has been
written in such a manner as to hopefully prove accessible to researchers approaching op-
tical information processing and computing from the systems as opposed to the materials
and devices perspective.
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5. PUBLICATIONS UNDER AFOSR SPONSORSHIP

The following technical publications and conference presentations describe research
supported in part by this contract.

5.1 Journal Publications

1. A. R. Tanguay, Jr., P. Chavel, T. C. Strand, C. S. Wu, and B. H. Soffer, "Physical
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20APPENDIX 1

Physical characterization of the variable grating mode
liquid crystal device

A. R. Tongay. Jr. Abstract. The physical principles of operation of the variable grating mode
C. S. Wu (VGM) liquid crystal device are described. The VGM device is capable of per-
P. Chael °  forming a two-dimensional intensity-to-spatial frequency conversion, which in
T. C. Stivandf turn allows the implementation of a wide range of nonlinear optical processing
A. A. Sawchuk and computing functions. The device utilizes certain nematic liquid crystal
University of Southern California mixtures that are observed to form variable frequency diffraction gratings under AImage Processing Institute, and Departments of the influence of an applied bias voltage. Both fundamental and technological

Electrical Engineering and Materials Science limitations to device performance characteristics are discussed.Los Angeles, California 90089-0483 Keywords. spatial light modulator variable grating modm" liquid crystal device; optical
B. H. Soffer information processing optical device.
Hughes Research Laboratories Optical Enginering 22(6A 687-694 (November/Dfetwmh 1983A
3011 Malibu Canyon Road
Malibu, California 90265

CONTENTS The variable grating mode liquid crystal device (VGM LCD)9-12
transforms input intensities to spatial positions when used in conjunc-I . Introduction tion with a Fourier transform lens. The nature of this image trans-

2. Device description and operational mode formation can be realized in the following manner. The VGM LCD
3. Fundamental origins of the operational properties primarily consists of a photoconductive layer in series with a layer of
4. Physical origin of the variable grating mode effect nematic liquid crystal mixture. A dc bias voltage is applied across the
5. Acknowledgments device to provide a voltage division between the two layers. Within a

6. References given image pixel, the input intensity decalv the voltage across the
I. INTRODUCTION photoconductive layer and correspondingly enhances the voltage

across the liquid crystal layer. The photoconductor thus implementsA wide variety of one- and two-dimensional operations are necessary an intensity-to-voltage conversion. The nematic liquid crystal mix-
for full-scale implementation of parallel optical processing and ture employed in the device has the unusual property that the
computing systems. Incoherent-to-coherent conversions are often alignment of the liquid crystal molecules, which is homogeneous in
required for algorithms involving spectrum analysis and modifi- the quiescent state, exhibits spatially periodic modulation when a
cation, correlation, convolution, and holographic image formation, bias voltage is applied across the layer. This modulation results in a
particularly when the information to be processed is available only in birefringent phase grating' 3 characterized by a spatial frequency that
time-sequential or matrix-addressed raster format. A number of depends linearly on the applied voltage. The effect of the liquid
one- and two-dimensional spatial light modulators capable of this crystal layer is thus to implement a voltage-to-spatial frequency
type of image transduction are described within this special issue of conversion. If both layers are considered together, the entire device is
Optical Engineering, -4 as well as in several review articles.'-' thus seen to perform an image-wise intensity-to-spatial frequency

Other, equally important processing and computing functions, conversion, which can be modified to the more general intensity-to-
such as logic operations, programmable matrix addressing, binary position transformation by placing a Fourier transform lens behind
addition, linearity compensation, and input-output nonlinearities the VGM LCD. Collimated readout illumination normally incident
(e.g., exponentials, logarithms, power laws, thresholds, level slices, on the device (at a wavelength of photoconductive insensitivity) is
and level restoration), have proven particularly difficult to implement. angle encoded within each image pixel by diffraction from each
All of these functions, on the other hand, can be implemented by induced phase grating and subsequently angle-to-position mapped
means of some form of intensity-to-position encoding in conjunction by the Fourier transform lens into its focal plane.
with either fixed (single function) or programmable (multifunction) This type of process is shown schematically in Fig. 1, in which the
masks. This general statement follows from the realization that all of input image is assumed to consist of two separate regions of differing
the functions listed above are special cases of data-dependent multi- intensity. The VG M LCD encodes both regions with different spatial
plications, in which the input value (e.g., pixel intensity) selects the frequencies, resulting in separated diffraction orders in the filter
appropriate multiplier (e.g., mask location) to obtain the desired (Fourier) plane. Insertion of an appropriate spatial filter or pro-
product (e.g., output intensity). grammable mask (not shown in Fig. I) into the Fourier plane allows

the separated orders to be selectively modified to implement any
Pernnnent address: Institua O'Optique. Universiti de Paris sud. SP 43. 91406 Orsay desired data-dependent multiplication or point nonlinearity. In the

Cedex, France. reconstructed output image, all regions of equal input intensity are
tPresent address: IBM Corporation. 5400 Cottie Rd., San Jose. CA 95193. modified identically, irrespective of their location in the input image

field. Thus, all of the data-dependent multiplications are performed
Invited Paper LM-104 received July 15, 1983. revised manuscript received July 23, 1983 in parallel. Functional programmability is achieved by replacement
accepted for publication Aug. 7. 193. received by Managing Editor Aul. 29. 93. This or reprogramming of the Fourier plane mask, which need only be a

i a revision of Paper 38-.12 which was presented at the SPI conference on low resolution device with a total number of resolution elements
dneain Optical Infoimation Processing. Jan. 20-21, 19113. Los Angeles. CA. The
oper iesented there appears (unrefereed) in SPIE Proceedinp Vol. 351. equal to the number of gray levels required to be processed.

919, Society of Photo-Opticat Instrumentation Engineers. The overall input-output characteristic of nonlinear function
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implementation utilizing the VGM LCD is shown schematically in Fig. 3. Polarzation photomlcrogrsphsof the liquid crystal domain pat-

Fig. 2 by specifying sequentially the nature of the transformations tarn in an electrically activated call. In (al, the polarizer was oriented at
from input intensity to spatial frequency within the VGM LCD, from 90 °, and the analyzer at 900, with respect to the grating wave vector. In

spatial frequency to spatial filter amplitude transmittance in the (b). the polarizer was oriented at 900. and the analyzer at 100. with
Fourier transform plane, and from output amplitude to output resaect to the grating wave vector. The unit vector oA denotes the

intensity (usually by means of square law detection). The overall direction of quiescent alignment, and 1 g Indicates the direction of the

nonlinearity achieved can be easily compensated for the functional grating wave vector.

dependences of the separate steps by adjustment of the selected
spatial filter transmittance function.

The VGM LCD has thus far been utilized to perform a wide of these concepts has appeared previously.-' 2

variety of parallel nonlinear point transformations, including level The critical element of the VGM LCD is a thin (4 to 12 ,im) layer

slicing,.10. 2 binary logic functions (AND, OR, NOR, etc.),' 0 -' 2 and of nematic liquid crystal mixture1 2 that exhibits a periodic modulation
full binary addition (inputs: two addend bit planes and one carry bit of the liquid crystal director, and hence of the index ellipsoid, under

plane; outputs: sum bit plane and carry bit plane)." I The purpose of application of an electric field normal to the plane of the layer. By
this paper is to describe the physical principles of operation of the means of suitable preferential alignment techniques,''1 the quiescentliquidf scrystalpefdevice, identifytechiareas of strengthcen
variable grating mode liquid crystal device, identify areas of strength state of the liquid crystal is homogeneous (parallel to the plane of the
and weakness, and differentiate limitations to current device per- layer). As will be discussed in Sec. 4, this periodic variation of the

formance thought to be fundamental in origin from those that are principal axes of the dielectric tensor gives rise to a birefringent phase
seemingly technological. Section 2 consists of a more detailed descrip- grating characterized by striking and unique optical properties."
tion of the device, its operating mode, and its operational properties. The grating can be visualized in a polarizing microscope, as shown in

The fundamental origins of these operational properties are examined Ti. 3, by utilizing the birefringence properties of the periodic per-

in Sec. 3, in which the natural focus will be the physical mechanism of turbation. Distinct polarizer/analyzer combinations give rise to

the variable grating mode effect in nematic liquid crystal mixtures. remarkably different grating images, as can be seen by comparison of

Experimental and theoretical efforts to elucidate the nature of this Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) (see Sac. 4). Furthermore, the grating period is
mechanism are described in Sec. 4, which concludes with several Fg.3a n ()(e e.4.Frhroe h rtn eidi

observed experimentally to be related inversely to the applied voltage
important but as yet unanswered questions. across the layer. Above the threshold for domain formation, there-

fore, the spatial frequency of the grating is a linear function of the
2. DEVICE DESCRIPTION AND OPERATIONAL MODE voltage across the layer, as shown for a variety of nematic liquid

A number of important aspects of device construction and device crystal mixtures in Fig. 4.

operation are reviewed in this section, A more complete description This voltage-to-spatial frequency transformation can be optically
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W 3. FUNDAMENTAL ORIGINS OF THE OPERATIONAL
PROPERTIES

0As was mentioned in Sec. 2, the operational properties of the VGM

200- LCD are primarily determined by the variable grating mode effect
exhibited by the neratic mixture liquid crystal layer. The current state
of knowledge concerning the physical origin of this unique effect is

summarized in Sec. 4. In this section, we outline a number of key
N42 factors and considerations that affect several important device prop-

erties in order to provide both focus and a frame of reference for the
succeeding section. These device properties include the accessible range

1000 20 40 60 80 100 120 of spatial frequencies, the number of accessible gray levels, the func-

APPLIED VOLTAGE, VOLTS DC tional dependence of diffraction efficiency on applied voltage, maxi-
mum diffraction efficiency, response time, device uniformity, device

Fig. 4. V M spatl frequency ma function-of appledvoltage forvarous input sensitivity, and device operational lifetime.Feg.4. V csptal mtureq s aThe accessible range of spatial frequencies extends from the thresh-ti lquid crystal mixtures. old for grating formation at the low end to the onset of dynamic
scattering induced by high electric fields at the high end, as shown in
Fig. 4. For phenyl benzoate mixtures with slightly negative dielectric

addressed by means of a photoconductor placed in series with the anisotropy (<-0.30) such as HRL 2N40,13 this range extends from
liquid crystal layer, as shown in Fig. 5 and described in the previous approximately 200 line pairs/mm to over 600 line pairs/mm. In order
section. The photoconductive layer employed in devices constructed to avoid overlap of higher diffracted orders from lower spatial fre-
thus far is comprised of evaporated or ion-beam sputtered zinc sulfide quencies with lower diffracted orders from higher spatial frequencies,
(ZnS), chosen to optimize the impedance match with the liquid crystal the maximum range that can be processed (uniquely assigned to spe-
layer (p> 010 fn cm). The layer thicknesses employed were of order cific gray levels) spans a factor of two in spatial frequency. For exam-
1.5 to 5 pmo. As shown in Fig. 5, the photoconductive and liquid pie, a usable range in HRL 2N40 extends from 300 line pairs/mm to
crystal layers are sandwiched between indium tin oxide (ITO)-coated 600 line pairs/mm without order overlap. This accessible range can be
1.2 cm thick glass optical flats. The liquid crystal layer thickness is extended by an additional factor of two by utilizing the orthogonal
determined by a perimeter Mylar spacer. polarization behavior of alternating diffracted orders, as described in -

In operation, a dc bias voltage is applied between the indium tin Sec. 4. Hence, the accessible range of spatial frequencies observed in
oxide electrodes, of order 40 to 150 V. The input image to be spatial several of the nematic liquid crystal mixtures tested so far is sufficient
frequency encoded is focused on the ZnS photoconductor, produc- for optimized gray scale processing. It should be noted that although
ing image-wise modulation of the local voltage across the liquid the maximum number of resolution elements that can be processed is
crystal layer, thus effecting a parallel intensity-to-spatial frequency linearly proportional - the highest spatial frequency utilized for
conversion. The high lateral impedance of the thin film layers allows devices of a given size (see Jiscussion below), use of significantly larger
high resolution images to be processed with low pixel-to-pixel cross- spatial frequencies begins to place stringent requirements on the
talk. The device sensitivity is optimized for exposure at blue and Fourier transform lens due to f-number reduction. For example, to
near-ultraviolet wavelengths due to the peak photosensitivity of zinc utilize a spatial frequency range of 600 ine pairs/mm requires the
sulfide in that spectral region. Quasi-nondestructive readout can be output optics to have an f-number less than 1.2 (or less than 2.6 if the
accomplished at wavelengths beyond the photoconductivity edge, lens is displaced off-axis to accept only the positive diffracted orders).
such as that of the He-Ne laser (6328 A). Image erasure occurs with This is primarily a pragmatic limitation rather than a fundamental one,
removal of the input image, within the dielectric and liquid crystal as VGM effects have been observed at spatial frequencies exceeding
relaxation times of the device (see Sec. 3). To date, ail VGM LCDs 1000 line pairs/mm.' 6

that we have constructed have been designed for transmissive read- The number of accessible gray levels that lead to well-separated
out, although reflective readout is possible with incorporation of an diffraction orders in the filter plane is limited by the ratio of the
appropriate dielectric mirror. Such a configuration would have the frequency range between VGM harmonics to the object spectrum
advantage of fully separating the reading and writing functions, bandwidth, as shown in Fig. 6. The object spectrum bandwidth is in
allowing for increased effective optical gain. turn limited primarily by two effects: spot size due to diffraction from
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finite-sized pixel apertures, and grating imperfections that cause
local deviations from uniform spatial frequency. The first effect is 25 Lm
fundamental and has been treated previously. 0 The principal result Fig. 7. 1owteon plho twrraaphofa VOM liquid crystal layerexhib-
of this analysis is the inequality hbg a number of grating discontinuities (circed).

b .o .. N, (1) __

in which b is the pixel width, v. is the lowest usable VGM spatial too
frequency, and N is the desired number of distinguishable gray levels.
This inequality requires that the pixel size contain at least 2N periods
of the lowest grating frequency if N gray levels are to be processed.
For example, a 256X256 pixel image could be processed with 32
distinguishable gray levels on a 50 mm square device with vo =300 6 6 2 "O ORDER
line pairs/mm. An additional restriction arises from scattering effects
due to grating imperfections, which tend to further increase the size
of the diffracted orders. The most common type of imperfection o
observed in these devices is thejoining or splitting of grating lines, as A Is ' ORDER

U &A
shown in the photomicrograph in Fig. 7. The origin of these "discli- -
nations" is not at present understood, although the density of occur- A

rence of such imperfections is directly related to the quality of AA
Z A

substrate preparation. 0
A typical measurement of the functional dependence of diffrac- i-

tion efficiency on the applied voltage across the VGM liquid crystal 4 a
layer is shown in Fig. 8. Since the applied voltage is linearly related to A

the induced grating spatial frequency, this relationship is illustrative
of the dependence of the diffraction efficiency on spatial frequency as -
well. To first order, the nature of this dependence is not important to
the implementation of optical processing functions since any varia-
don in diffraction efficiency with spatial frequency can be linearized
by insertion of an appropriate multiplicative filter in the focal plane II_ _ _ 1_ _ _ _

of the Fourier transform lens. In any case, the theoretical functional 1(6- 10 20 30 40 50 60 70

dependence can be derived only from knowledge of the relationship APPLIED VOLTAGE (VDC)
between the induced orientational angles of the liquid crystal direc- -

tor and the applied voltage across the layer. This relationship is Fig. 8. Diffraction efficiency as a function of applIed voltage across a
discussed further in the subsequent section. nematic liquid crystal mixture of pheNy bensoetes (HRL 2N40. The lar

The maximum diffraction efficiency that can be achieved at a thickness was opproxlmetely 6 an. as defined by m perimeter Mylar

given spatial frequency and applied voltage depends fundamentally spew.
on the magnitude of the anisotropy in the index of refraction (iAn -
ne - n, with ne the extraordinary refractive index for polarization
parallerto the molecular axis and no the ordinary refractive index for order is larger than the first diffracted order due to the peculiar

polarization perpendicular to the molecular axis), the magnitude of nature of the birefringent phase grating formed by the VG M distor-
the periodic angular reorientation of the liquid crystal director, and tion (details are given for this phenomenon in Sec. 4).
the thickness of the VGM liquid crystal layer. Full periodic reorien- The response time of the cell is a critical parameter that directly
tation of the index ellipsoid from homogeneous (parallel to the affects the achievable overall processing throughput rate. At present
substrate) alignment to homeotropic (perpendicular) alignment for it is the major factor inhibiting widespread incorporation of VGM
HRL2N40(An = 0.15)in a 6pmcellread out at 6328 A gives rise to devices in optical processing systems. The rise time for grating for-
an optical phase modulation of approximately 9 rad. Hence, the mation from below to above threshold varies from mixture to mix-
maximum diffraction efficiency is fundamentally limited to that ture, but is typically of order one second. The response time for
expected for a pure sinusoidal phase grating." In practice, full grating change in response to a step increase in applied voltage
reorientation is typically not achieved before the onset of dynamic (corresponding to a step increase in grating spatial frequency) is
scattering, although reorientation angles of 450 are thought at pres- typically of order a fraction of a second. " The response time of the
ent to be commonly reached (see Sec. 4). As can be seen from Fig. 8, photoconductive voltage division across the liquid crystal layer is not
typical second-order diffraction efficiencies are of order 20%. This a significant factor by orders of magnitude relative to the reorien-
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ration response time, so that eventual improvements in VGM LCD
response time will accrue only by advances in the state of understand- OPT ICAL FL ATS

ing of the physical origin of the VGM effect and the dynamical nature
of the grating reorientation process, followed by appropriate modifi-
cation of the device operational mode to enhance the rate of molecu- SPACER
ar reorientation and/or a search for a nematic liquid crystal mixture
with physical characteristics optimized for dynamic VOM effects.

The input sensitivity of the VGM LCD, defined as the input VGM LIQUID
(writing) intensity per unit area per unit change in grating spatial CRYSTAL LAYER

frequency, is determined by a number of factors. These include the
slope of induced pring spatial frequency as a function of applied
voltage for the particular nematic liquid crystal mixture employed, yY
the wavelength dependence of the photoconductive layer photosensi-
tivity, and the cell switching ratio (fractional increase in voltage
across the liquid crystal layer from illumination at the threshold for
grating formation to saturation). The first factor (liquid crystal
response slope) varies significantly from mixture to mixture (see Fig. Z Z
4). Of the VGM nematic liquid crystal mixtures investigated to date,
HRL 2N40 has proved to be nearly optimum in this regard. It is not ITO TRANSPARENT
yet clear what fundamentally influences and eventually limits this COUNTERELECTRODES
parameter. The photosensitivity of the photoconductive layer is I-I
determined primarily by the choice of photoconductive material Fig. 9. Variable grating mode liquid crystal teat geoatr showing the
(limited to those that can be appropriately impedance-matched to Cortesin coordinate system rnerre todinthettaswellethmoleou-

INr orientation angles a and vi. This configuration was utilized in the
the liquid crystal layer), method and quality of thin film deposition, polarized light diffraction efficency and ph ot copy epeint".
layer thickness, spectral width and central wavelength of the expo-
sure (writing) illumination, and the operational bias voltage em-
ployed. The cell switching ratio is a function of the series impedance P
of the liquid crystal layer, the impedance of the unilluminated photo- PIN PoIFFRACTED .

conductive layer, and the impedance of the photoconductive layer
under saturation illumination. In addition, the cell switching ratio
will be altered by incorporation of surfactant layers to improve liquid I
crystal quiescent alignment, and of a dielectric mirror in the reflective 1 2 3 4
readout device structure. At this stage of the device development, the
input sensitivity of the VGM LCD has not been optimized. A typical
value of 15 (AW/cm2) - (mm/line pair) was obtained with a VGM -
LCD consisting of a 6 pm layer of HRL 2N40 in series with a 5 ism 1 2 3 4
thick evaporated ZnS layer that had been polished and rubbed with
surfactant polyvinyl alcohol, operated at 160 V dc, and illuminated VGM DOMAIN t
in the passband 410 to 550 nm.9  ORIENTATION

The uniformity of VGM LCD response depends inherently on 1 2 3 4
technological issues, including uniformity of layer thicknesses, homo-
geneous mixing of the liquid crystal material employed, and the ., I
as-deposited spatial dependence of photoconductive sensitivity. -
Whereas it is relatively straightforward to construct electrically acti- 1 2 3 4
vated VGM cells (see Sec. 4) that exhibit a high degree of spatial

uniformity, deposition of a photoconductive layer with equivalent Fig. 10. Tme polarization behavior of VOM diffracted orders, with ilMumi-
spatial homogeneity has proven more difficult. Nonuniformity of the notion normal to the plane of the liquid crystal layer. The left-hand column
device response characteristic can be a contributing factor in the Indicates the Input polarization aseociated with each row of output poied-
establishment of the maximum number of accessible gray 'levels istlon. The ins shows the corresponding orientation of the VOM

discussed previously. In experimental devices constructed thus far, grating.

device uniformity has not proven to be the limiting factor. In any
case, it is expected that response nonuniformities can be minimized
significantly by improvements in the photoconductive layer deposi- reorientation process. The elucidation of the fundamental nature of
tion process, othe grating (molecular orientation angles as a function of appliedThe lifess evoltage across the liquid crystal layer) and of the physical mechanismThe lifetimes of experimentally constructed VGM LCDs have th tg v srsIot eo s r e ei d ci saiiya disr oi na
ranged from less than a week to over a year. The causes of VGM that gives rise to the observed periodic instability and its reorienta-
device faless hant yt been etevelayer sTu e, auhsev otion dynamics has been a subject of considerable experimental and
device failure have not yet been extensively studied, although several theoretical interest." 6,19-30 In this section, the present state of
contributing factors can be identified. These factors include the ertia number of
purity and composition of the liquid crystal mixture employed, the importandingeolve que tis esntednature of the liquid crystal!/photoconductive layer interface, the important unresolved questions are presented.
inatuer of the liqidvcsalng procssondcthve daeienerat e The grating produced by the periodic spatial reorientation of the
integrity of the device sealing process, and the device operational nematic liquid crystal molecules is quite unusual, giving rise to
history. Since the VGM effect requires a dc applied voltage, unidirec- striking polarization-dependent properties. " These diffraction effects
tional ion poisoning may contribute to gradual device degradation. can be investigated in an electrically activated VGM cell with no

intervening photoconductive layer, as shown in Fig. 9. The orienta-
4. PHYSICAL ORIGIN OF THE VARIABLE tion of the grating is such that the grating wave vector is perpendicu-
GRATING MODE EFFECT lar to the directinn of unperturbed alignment, which is homogeneous

As can be clearly understood from the discussion presented in Sec. 3, a and induced by unidirectional rubbing or ion-beam milling. That is,
vast majority of the important device operational properties depend the periodic modulation direction is perpendicular to the initial (zero
critically on the detailed nature of the grating formation and dynamic applied bias) liquid crystal director (long molecular axis), as shown
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in the polarization micrographs (Fig. 3). 2rx
For all linear input polarization angles, the even and odd diffrac- a = ao cos (-4

don orders are found to be essentially linearly polarized. In addition, (4)
the even diffraction orders are nearly linearly polarized parallel to
do "domisu"comprisin the VGM grating. as shown in Ft 10. For 217
input polarization perpendicular to the domains, the even orders are 1 0 = o sin -
found to be almost fully extinguished. On the other hand, the odd
diffraction orders are nearly linearly polarized with a major axis that This procedure allows the extraction of the maximum orientational
rotates counterclockwise at the same rate as the input polarization is excursion angles ao(V) and qo(V) as functions of the applied bias
rotated clockwise. This effect is the same as that produced by a voltage above the threshold for grating formation, as shown in Fig.
half-wave plate oriented at 450 with respect to the grating wave 12(a ) and Fig. 130(o). In each case, subject to the assumed forms of
vector. For input polarization at 450 to the wave vector, all orders are a an il implicit in Eq. (4), it is observed that the maximum excursion
observed in the far-field diffraction pattern. An analyzer placed on angles both in and out of the plane of the grating seem to increase as
the output side of the VGM device can be rotated to extinguish the the logarithm of the applied voltage.
even orders (when oriented parallel to the grating wave vector) or the The spatial distribution of the ends of the liquid crystal molecules
odd orders (when oriented at -450 to the grating wave vector), described by Eq. (4) is approximately cycloidal. Such a dependence of

These unusual polarization properties have recently been utilized the angles a and q on the spatial coordinate x has been predicted by
to determine the spatial distribution of the molecular orientation direct minimization ofthe free energy in a similar nematicliquid crystal
within the VGM liquid crystal layer."I The polarization dependence system This particular solution is obtained by incorporation of the
of the diffraction phenomena is directly related to the formation of a converse flexoelectric effect in the expression for the free energy.pri of. t
birefringent phase grating"3 in which the principal axis of the index cve flexoelectrieffectieserexpsessionefo potheifreeoene hay

bothin he lan ofthe ratng chaac- The flexoelectnic effect describes a strain-induced polarization thatellipsoid varies periodically both in the plane of the grating (charac- arises due to molecular shape effects in conjunction with a nonzero
terized by an orientation angle a) and normal to the plane of the dipole moment, as shown schematically in Fig. 14. The converse
grating (characterized by an orientation angle 17). The angular coor- flex electric effect thus pertains to a polarization-induced strain within
diates are as shown in Fig. 9. the liquid crystal layer, which can result in a periodic molecular re-

The polarization properties of light diffracted by the liquid crystal orientation characterized by a linear dispersion relation between the
birefringent phase grating can be summarized by means of a transfer grating wave vector and the applied field, as is observed experimen-
matrix that connects the output polarization at each point (x,y) on tally. Including the dielectric, distortion, and flexoelectric contribu-
the rear surface of the liquid crystal layer with the input polarization tiors to the free energy. yields an expression of the form
at the front surface of the liquid crystal layer. On the basis of the
experimental observations, this matrix must be of the form

FvGM Jf (Fdilcri + Fd rto + Fgfejgctjjc dV

A + A(x;p) B(x;2p) (2 
/ )dI , (2) I¢-

LC(l) D O + D(x;p)J =Fo -

in which the notation A(x;p) indicates that the complex amplitude A I; r
varies in the x direction with periodic repetition distance p. For + W J+(V ) 2 +K 26)
uniaxial liquid crystal molecules at an arbitrary orientaiion (a,7),

assumed uniform throughout the layer thickness at a given coordi-
nie in the x direction, the Jones matrix can be determined by + K36 X V X )2 dV
appropriate rotations of the index ellipsoid, which yields I

snos(I - eJ) si cosa(l eo A-E

where [/sin which K 1, K , and K3 are the elastic constants for splay, twist, and

2 irt bend deformations, respectively; ; is the liquid crystal director; E is

X the applied electric field; ec and to are principal components of the
dielectric tensor of the liquid crystal; and e , and e3 are flexoelectric
coefficients.3" Minimization of FVGM with respect to the orientation

in which t is the liquid crystal layer thickness, no is the ordinary index angles a and 17 of the director, subject to fully pinned boundary

of refraction, ne is-the extraordinary index of refraction, and X is the conditions at both substrate surfaces, and with the simplifying

wavelength of readout illumination employed. The angles a andir assumption that K2 = K, yields 2'
are assumed to be periodic functions of x and independent of y and z.
Measurement of the intensities in each diffraction order for a min- (6 a)oS(kx)cos(nz/t) (
imnum set of polarizer/analyzer orientations uniquely determines the 1
magnitudes of the Fourier components of the polarization transfer 1 = ,osin(kx)cosirz/t)
matrix. These experimentally derived values can then be compared i
with the theoretically calculated coefficients of Eq. (3) (by harmonic in which k is the grating wave vector, and t is the liquid crystal layer
expansion) for different possible assumptions concerning the spatial thickness. This solution generates a dispersion relation between E

distribution of the orientation angles a and qt. An example of such a
comparison between theory and experiment is shown in Fig. 1t, (K) 2  k2 + (ir/t)2]2
under the assumption that the spatial dependences of a and v7 are E2 = C k2 + ,[k 2 + (Ir/t)2T . (7)
given by +
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Fig. 11. Measured diffracted order intensities as a function of theoretcl
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Fig. 14. Schematic: diagram ilustrating a1 possible mechanism for the
occurrence of the flexoelectrlc effect due toe4 shape anisotropy In liquid
crystal molecule with a permanent dipole nmoment. In (a). the molecular

O- 10 orientation* awe randomly distributed, resulting in zero net polaizatIon. In
(b), the applied distortion Induces a shape-dependent molecular realIgn.

APPLIED VOLTAGE IV) ment. resulting in a net polarization. (After Ref. 31.

Fig. 12. The in-plane molecular orientation angle (a)as a function of the
applied dc bias voltage across the cell M (we Fig. 51 not yet been established beyond doubt, although the accumulated

evidence points strongly toward the converse flexoelectric effect.
This assignment is also intuitively appealing since the VOM effect is

in which e4 - eI- e3, ft - (K/ 4 we* 2). and e. 1111 ee - Ite The observed only in liquid crystal mixtures with slightly negative dielec-
dispersion relation is linear when k > ,,j, as shown in ?A8. I5 Eric anisotropy, 12 for which both the dielectric and distortion contri-
(compare with the experimental relationship shown in Fig. 4). butions to the free energy increase for devitions from uniform

The origin of the periodic instability in VGM liquid crystals has alignment. The addition of the flexoelectric term counteracts these
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________________________________only one possible means of achieving parallel intensity-to-position
120 1 r encoding. The processing potential of the intensity-to-position algo-

DOMAIN WIDTH AT THRESHOLD *4.3 Pi rithm should provide more than adequate inducement to intensify
100 1 the search for alternative implementations.
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The principal features of the liquid-crystal molecular orientation within the variable-grating-mode liquid-crystal
device have been determined as a function of the applied voltage acros the cell by measurement of the polarization
properties of light diffracted by the liquid-crystal birefringent phase grating.

The variable-grating-mode (VGM) liquid-crystal de- polarized. In addition, the even diffraction orders are
vice is a two-dimensional spatial light modulator that linearly polarized parallel to the domains comprising
is capable of implementing an intensity-to-spatial- the VGM grating, as shown in Fig. 2. The even-order
frequency conversion over an input image field.' In this intensities vary continuously with the component of
process, the intensity variations in an input image dis- incident polarization parallel to the domains. For input
tribution are converted to local spatial-frequency polarization perpendicular to the domains, the even
variations in a phase-grqting structure within the liq- orders are found to be almost fully extinguished. On
uid-crystal layer. As a direct result of this intensity- the other hand, the odd diffraction orders are linearly
to-spatial-frequency transduction, programmable polarized with a major axis that rotates counterclock-
spatial filtering of the converted image results in se- wise with essentially constant intensity at the same rate
lected modifications of the input intensities. By uti- as the input polarization is rotated clockwise. This
lizing this device concept, a wide variety of optical effect is the same as that produced by a half-wave plate
processing and computing functions have been dem- oriented at 45* to the grating wave vector. For input
onstrated, including linearity compensation and non- polarization at 45* to the wave vector, all orders are
linear function implementation, thresholding, level observed in the far-field diffraction pattern. For this
slicing, binary logic (AND, OR. NOR, etc.), full binary situation, an analyzer placed on the output side of the
addition, and matrix addressing operations." -  The VGM device can be rotated to extinguish the even or-
operation of this photoactivated device was described ders (when oriented parallel to the grating wave vector)
in detail previously.

4

An important area of research on the VGM liquid-
crystal device is concerned with a fundamental under- OPTI FLATS

standing of the origin of the variable-grating effect, in UYLAR

which a thin layer of certain nematic liquid-crystal SPACER

mixtures' sandwiched between transparent conductive
coatings (Fig. 1) is observed to exhibit a periodic re- VG LIQIo

fractive-index anisotropy when a dc bias voltage above CRYSTAL. LATER 4

a threshold value is applied between the electrodes.
This index modulation results in the formation of a hi-Y
refringent phase grating characterized by a fundamental
spatial frequency that depends on the magnitude of the
voltage across the liquid-crystal layer. The orientation
of the grating is such that the grating wave vector is
perpendicular to the direction of unperturbed align- 00 mA*sa ENT

ment, which is homogeneous and induced by unidirec- COusiTERELECTROsES

tional rubbing or ion-beam milling. Fig. 1. VGM liquid-crystal test geometry showing the Car-
The polarization behavior of light diffracted from this tesian coordinate system referred to in the text as well as the

birefringent phase grating is quite striking. For all molecular orientation angles a and 1q. This configuration was
linear input polarization angles, the even and odd dif- utilized in the polarized-light diffraction efficiency and pho-
fraction orders are found to be essentially linearly tomicroscopy experiments.

0146-9592/84/060174-032.00/0 0 1984, Optical Society of America
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where A - 2p is the fundamental (owt-order) grating

wavelength.
T 3 -. t The polarization tranfer matrix can be calculated by

2 z 3 4considering the uniaxial liquid-crystal molecules at a

/ A .I , given spatial coordinate x to be characterized by a twist
1 2 3 4 angle a in the plane of the grating, followed by a tilt

VO D.OO AIN -g -
O*I&ITATION - t tangle out of the plane of the grating. The Jones ma-

1 2 3 4 trix5 for this case can be determined by appropriate\\ I* \ I rotations of the index ellipsoid, which yield

2 2 3 4 1 - sin2 a(l - e ) sin a Cos a(1 - ei')]

Fig. . The polarization behavior of VGM diffracted orders [sin a cos a(l - eJ*) 1 - cO a(l - ej) (
The left-hand column indicates the input polarization asso-
ciated with each row of output polarizations. The inset shows where
the direction of VGM-doraain orientation. 21rt )in2 COSJ2

or the odd orders (when oriented at -45* to the grating in which t is the liquid-crystal layer thickness, no is the
wave vector). Above the voltage threshold for grating ordinary refractive index, n. is the extraordinary re-
formation, the intensities of the diffracted orders in- fractive index, and A is the wavelength of the readout
crease dramatically as a function of increasing applied illumination employed. A uniform phase factor in ex-
voltage (increasing spatial frequency) and asymptoti- pression (3) has been suppressed. The angles a and 17
cally saturate. are assumed to be periodic functions of x and inde-

Observations of the VGM structure in the polarizing pendent of y and z; since the index ellipsoid will in
microscope provide correlating evidence for the dif- general have its principal axes skewed relative to the
fraction phenomena described above. For input po- original coordinate system, the polarization transfer
larization perpendicular to the grating wave vector, the matrix is not diagonal
periodic modulation is observed through a parallel an- Measurement of the intensities in each diffraction
alyzer to have a principal grating period p, which cor- order for a minimum set of polarizer-analyzer orien-
responds to the measured diffraction angles of the even tations uniquely determine the values of IA., 12, I B. 12,
orders. For input polarization parallel to the grating IC, 12, and JD,, J2. These experimentally derived values
wave vector, the periodic modulation is observed can then be compared with the theoretically calculated
through a perpendicular analyzer to have a period 2p, coefficients of expression (3) [utilizing the harmonic
Which corresponds to the measured diffraction angles expansion of Eq. (2)] for different possible assumptions
of all orders. Other input polarization orientations concerning the spatial distribution of the orientation
produce apparent superposition of the p and 2p grat- angles a and 71. Simple harmonic variation of the out-
ings, in agreement with the diffraction experiment re- of-plane angle 1 produces a simple phase grating that
suits. These experiments are performed with the focus yields the polarization behavior of the even diffracted
set at the upper surface of the liquid-crystal layer. The orders, while similar variation of the in-plane angle a
grating contrast can be altered, and in some cases re- produces a birefringent phase grating that yields the
versed, by adjusting the focal plane to lie within or below polarization behavior of the odd diffracted orders. This
the liquid-crystal layer.

In the thin-grating approximation, the polarization
properties of light diffracted by the liquid-crystal bi-
refringent phase grating can be summarized by means
of a transfer matrix that connects the output polariza-
tion at the rear surface of the liquid-crystal layer with
the input polarization at the front surface of the liq-
uid-crystal layer. On the basis of the experimental
observations, this matrix must be of the form

[A o+ A(x;p) B(x; 2p) , 1) 1 a"
C(x; 2p) Do + D(x; p)J .

in which the notation A (x; p) indicates that the complex ,
amplitude A varies in the x direction with periodic *."' p

repetition distance p. Fourier expansion of the transfer
matrix yields the complex amplitudes A,,, Bn, C,, and
D., which completely specify the contributions of each -- ., 82 1 n i
component of the input polarization to the observed "4of 0-,,

polarization of the nth diffracted order. Fig. 3. Measured diffracted-order intensities for a set of
A 1 - [A , polarizer-analyzer orientations as a function of theoretical

E exp(j2 x/A) Bn, (2) intensities calculated from the uniazial VGM model described
-C De) D. inthetext.
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dependence of the angles a and 17 on the spatial coor-

dinate x has been predicted by direct minimization of
the free energy in a similar nematic liquid-crystal. tmG, sy stem .6

.tt  I The fitting procedure described above permits the7 4 7 extraction of the maximum orientational excursionangles ara(V) and i,,(V) as functions of the applied

Sbias voltage above the threshold for grating formation,as shown in Fig. 4 [qn.(V) and in Fig. 5 la.(V)I. In
S-,.each case, it is observed that the maximum excursion

angles both in and out of the plane of the grating seem
to increase as the logarithm of the applied voltage. It
should be noted that the assumption of pinned
boundary conditions with a resultant sinusoidal z de-

- io wI IV) pendenceO results in an equivalently good fit, with al-

Fig. 4. The out-of-plane molecular orientation angle, aM, tered values of the peak orientational angles in the layer
as a function of the applied dc bias voltage across the cell, center. Within experimental error, the fitting tech-
V. nique described above cannot be used to discriminate

among possible z -axis variations.
Careful experimental measurements of the off-di-

.4 agonal elements in the Jones matrix describing polar-
-semi ized light propagation through the VGM cell have re-

vealed a statistically significant asymmetry not pre-
dicted by the uniaxial model. The origin of this "B/C"
asymmetry effect is under continuing investigation.

In conclusion, we have utilized the polarization
properties of the diffracted orders from a liquid-crystal
birefringent phase grating to describe the principal
features of the spatial distribution of the molecular
orientation within the liquid-crystal layer.
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Materials requirements for optical processing and
computing devices

ilrmrid R. Toawngy. Jr. Abtrah t Devices for optical processing and computing systems are discussed.

niversity of Southern California with emphasis on the materials requirements imposed by functional con-
Depertiments of Electrical Engineering straints. Generalized optical processing and computing systems are described

ind Materials Science in order to identify principal categories of requisite components for complete
Optical Materials and Devices Laboratory system implementation. Three principal device categories are selected for
University Park. MC-0483 analysis in some detail: spatial light modulators, volume holographic optical
Los Angeles, California 90009-0483 elements, and bistable optical devices. The implications for optical processing

and computing systems of the materials requirements identified for these
device categories are described, and directions for future research are
proposeL

Subjet terms, oical cmrpuing: ptical orin ation wocrung spwial /ht module-
to=&x eletrooptic materias vAolume hoogrphic optical&erent" bistable optical devices

Opticl Enpamwing 24VIA 002-018 (Januey/Feuawy 1985A

CONTENTS tion, radar ambiguity function generation, spread spectrum identifi-
I. Introduction: Why materials? cation and analysis, analog and digital computation, systolic array
2. Elements of an optical computer. The device perspective processing, phased array beam steering, and artificial (robotic)
3. Spatial light modu cetors vision. These and other applications are treated in more detail in

. lmany of the accompanying papers in this special issue of Optical
4. Volume holographic optical elements Engieering,' as well as in a recent special issue of IEEE Proceedings
5. Bistable optical devices
6. implications for optical processing and computing on optical computing.2

7. Proposed research directions For the most part, these architectures and algorithms have been

8. Acknowledgments tested through the use of film-based data input fields, Fourier plane

9. References filters, and detector masks. This is a direct consequence of the
continued lack of wide availability of appropriate two-dimensional

1. INTRODUCTION. WHY MATERIALS? real-time devices to perform these functions. In a sense this is quite

The invention and subsequent development of the laser as a powerful surprising, since in fact the rapid development of architectures and

source of both spatially and temporally coherent illumination has algorithms has been accompanied by an equally rapid series of

spawned a large number of complementary optical technologies. Not inventions of associated candidate device implementations. In the

the least of these are the research areas of coherent optical processing case of one-dimensional input transducer systems, for example, the
and computing. These areas have been characterized by the rapid acoustooptic modulator has proven to be capable, reliable, and
invention an development of architectures ann algorithms that seek relatively inexpensive- 3 On the other hand, the past 10 years have
inventi adeveof the highly multiplexed interconnectability pro- witnessed a far slower development of practical two-dimensional
to take advantage of tmplitgde-multed cohe e t pro - transducers characterized by excellent performance, operational
vided by phase- or amplitude-modulated coherent wavefronts. In rlaiiy aeo arctoadraoal ot
recent years, significant efforts have been made to extend these reliability, ease of fabrication, an reasonable cost.
concepts to incoherently illuminated systems, in order to avoid some This seeming enigma of rapid invention followed by much less

of the noise and stability characteristics of coherent images. The rapid development of candidate device technologies can be traced

result of both parallel efforts has been the development of rather primarily to limitations in materials and materials technology. Each

sophisticated software for a wide range of applications, including of the candidate technologies has placed rather severe demands on

pattern recognition, earth resources data acquisition and analysis, the state of the art of the requisite material or materials (in most

texture discrimination, synthetic aperture radar(SAR) image forma- cases, unfortunately, plural). One might observe that in general,
regardess of the nature of the active optical effect utilized (e.g.

Invited POP-11 received Oct. 13, 194; revised r d N. 7,19; electrooptic, magnetooptic, photochromic, photodichroic, photo-

seeited fopr pblation Nov. 5. 14; received by Managin Editor Nov. 13.1964. This refractive, elastomeric, electroabsorptive, etc.), the magnitude of the
PCa i on of Paper 45644 which was presented at the SPIE conference on observable optical perturbation per unit excitation is not large

Computing: Critical Review ofTechoolosy. Jan. 24-25.194, Los Angeles, CA. enough with readily available materials to allow flexible device
r s c of Photo-opuca lsrutation En.e, engineering.
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MATERIALS REUJEM&M FOR OPTICAL PROCESSING AND COMPUTING DEVICES

This is not in most cases due so much to fundamental physical material and device issues, it is useful to consider in some detail the
limitations as it is to the paucity of readily available materials. Either spectrum of components that will likely comprise generalized optical
few materials with the requisite interaction mechanism have been processors and computers. Such fundamental elements of optical
discovered or synthesized, or the known materials have not been processing systems are diagrammed schematically in Fig. I. This
developed into producible optical grades, or the multiple necessary diagram has not been constructed with the intent of completeness in
characteristics of such materials have not been carefully character- the sense that it represents all possible architectures or allows
ized, understood, and optimized. In other words, "optical" silicon straightforward implementation of all possible algorithms. Rather, it
has yet to be invented, or at the very ast labeled as such and fully is intended to convey the nature of specific functions required for a
developed, wide range of applications, as well as examples of specific device

Due to the. importance of materials and associated materials implementations of these functions. It is further understood that in
technologies to the successful development of active optical devices some cases the distinctions between two or more processing func-
for optical processing and computing functions, and to the impor- tions may blur to the extent that they can be performed within a
tance of such devices for the implementation of powerful real-time single component.
(or much faster than real-time) systems, the decision as to whether The principal constituent elements of a generalized optical pro-
optical processing and computing will come of age may ultimately cessor or computer are a central processing unit (CPU) that performs
rest on the capabilities and fortunate discoveries of materials scien- the essential implementable function, a data management processor
tists and process engineers, that orchestrates the flow of data and sequence of operations (usually

In Sec. 2, the elements of a generalized optical processor or com- considered part of the CPU in a traditional electronic computer),
puter are described from the component or device perspective, with the several types of memory elements for both short-term and long-term
purpose of identifying component types that satisfy a broad range of data storage and buffering, format devices to spatially organize input
requisite performance functions. In succeeding sections, three princi- data fields, input devices to convert data input types to a form
pal categories of such components are discussed in more detail, includ- amenable to subsequent processing, output devices to convert pro-
ing spatial light modulators (Sec. 3), volume holographic optical cessed results to detectable and interpretable forms, and detectors to
elements (Sec. 4), and bistable optical devices (Sec. 5). The perspective produce externally addressable results. In Fig. I, feedback intercon-
of these more detailed discussions is such as to provide a backdrop of nects are explicitly shown as separate components in anticipation of
fundamental principles of device operation gainst which the critical iterative architectures and algorithms. The solid-line boxes in Fig. Imaterials requirements for device optimization can be viewed. Two deitcniuntom nnsdsusdinealhriwees€ocuigsections contain remarks on the implications of the current depict constituent components discussed in detail herein, whereast -

concluding sdashed-line boxes depict components beyond the scope of the cur-
status of optical material and device research for optical processing and rent discussion. It is further assumed at the outset that some fraction
computing (Sec. 6) and on a number of suggested directions for of the components shown may best be implemented in electronic
intensified research and development (Sec. 7). circuitry, such that the given diagram is applicable to hybrid
2. ELEMENTS OF AN OPTICAL COMPUTER: optical/electronic processors as well.

The central processing unit is the functional heart of the optical
THE DEVICE PERSPECTIVE processor/computer and contains the hardware implementation of

In order to provide an appropriate context for the discussion of the processor function. This implementation hardware may be as
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the elements of a ge elized opte proceeoorr cOmputer.
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s npleasarefractiveelement(lens)thatperformsa two-dimensional form certain preprocessing but pointwise transformations on the
Fourier transformation, and may also include diffractive elements formatted input data field. A specific example that brings out this
(such as ruled gratings), logic elements (e.g., two-dimensional architectural identification is that of synthetic aperture radar imag
bisable arrays or programmable Boolean logic arrays), program- formation by coherent optical reconstruction techniques.1e-12 Con-
malis image plane masks, and programmable Fourier plane filters, sider the case of the familiar fdm-bsed optical processor.3 Each

A memory unit is required for all but the least sophisticated range-distributed return at a particular azimuth coordinate must be
optical processors, and can be segregated into a number of different converted into an appropriately scaled optical line scan by a format
functional types. A scratch pad memory provides intermediate result device such as a laser scan converter. Each scan line is written onto an
storage, buffering between the CPU and data management proces- input device (photographic film) that performs a pointwise inco-
sor, and upward buffering into longer-term memories. This memory berent-to-coherent optical conversion. The CPU consists of (typi-
umnit might consist of one- or two-dimensional spatial light modula- caily) three sequential lens elements that form an anamorphic
ton or of volume holographic optical elements. A data bank or imaging system. These lenses transform spatially distributed aniso-
archival storage unit may be employed to store algorithms, sequences tropic Fresnel zone plates (the SAR return from a point target on the
ofaccessible look-up tables for algorithm implementation, and pre- ground) into a point target with amplitude proportional to the
vious output results. This unit will likely consist of optical disk drives reflectivity of the object at the illuminating radar frequency.
or massive holographically encoded fides. It is also very likely Output devices perform a subsequent pointwise transformation
amenable to replacement by semiconductor or magnetic tape memo- on the data field emergent from the CPU. Such devices might include
ries, in cases for which the requisite access times and total storage digital-to-analogconverters(oranalog-todigitalconverters), residue
capacity are not severely constrained. Such a memory replacement converters, or programmable detector masks.
would entail a further component requirement for an intermediate Numerous types of detectors that in essence perform a "deformat-
parallel/ optical-to-serial/electronic converter(such as a CCD array). ting" or format transformation on the output data field can be
A third type of memory unit is the content-addressable, or associa- envisioned. The dimensionality of the output detector is not neces-
tive. memory. In this type of information storage, the output data sarily given by the dimensionality of any previous element. For
plane from the CPU generates a direct memory access without resort example, a two-dimensional processing function that detects the
to two-dimensional or multidimensional random access encoding. presence or absence of a certain texture class in an input image may
The associated memory content then enters the CPU for further be configured in such a way that the resultant detection represents
processing or may give rise directly to the system output. An example the two-dimensional spatial integral of the texture amplitude as a
of this type of function is an image plane correlator, which gives rise temporally variant measure of the image texture content. Hence,
to a spatially encoded correlation intensity peak when addressed by detectors of importance to optical processors and computers span
an appropriate recognizable input pattern. Current candidates for the range from point detectors through one-dimensional linear
this type of memory function include a number of volume holo- arrays to fully two-dimensionalrcamers.Examples f such devices
graphic optical elements. 7.3  include CCD arrays, photodetectors and photodetector arrays.

Given the sense in which we have defined the CPU hardware CCTV cameras, and human observers.
herein, a separate data management processor is required for timing, A crucial element in the implementation of all but the simplest
sequencing and organization of memory access. Given the speed and processing algorithms is the incorporation of parallel interconnects
sophistication of already available electronic subsystems, it is most in a feedback path. 4-6 The representative path drawn in FIg. I is but
likely that this element will not be implemented with purely optical one of many possible configurational schemes for the incorporation
components, although it may in fact contain some optical-to-elec- of feedback to allow iterative and successive approximation solu-
tronic or electronic-to-optical converters. tions to multidimensional problems. Although the most straightfor-

Since the input data stream to an optical processor can be envi- ward feedback path might be from the detector output to the format
sioned to comprise a wide array of formats (one-, two-, or three- device input, the cost in processing time and efficiency may obviate
dimensional in various mixtures of temporal and spatial coordinates), this approach in all cases except those in which a change in format at
devices will be required for format conversion functions. These each iteration is essential to the solution algorithm. It is more likely
functions may include, for example, serial/electronic-to-parallel/ that feedback will be incorporated from the output of the CPU to the
optical conversion (as required for synthetic aperture radar image input device(s), as shown in the diagram, with an intermediate con-
formation), serial/ optical-to-serial/electronic conversion, serial/ tent-addressable memory access. Volume holographic optical ele-
optical-to-parallel/optical conversion, etc. Devices that implement ments are prime candidates for such a feedback interconnect device.
these types of format functions include one- and two-dimensional Holographic interconnect devices also provide the operational
Si-CCD detector arrays, acoustooptic modulators, linear array total flexibility of spatial reformatting between successive iterations. As
internal reflection spatial light modulators,' and one- and two- pointed out by Sawchuk,. 'L s this type of configurational flexibility
dimensional light emitting diode arrays. Such format devices may may allow the input/output, CPU, and memory functions to be
also be configured as hybrid optical/electronic components to per- located in a single device. Parallel access to individual 1/O, process-
form pixel-by-pixel preprocessing functions such as level restora- ing, and storage functions is allowed sequentially with each iteration
tion, thresholding, rescaing, amplification, and signal-to-noise and spatially by means of a holographic optical interconnect in a
reduction through integration in both time and space. feedback path.

It is further convenient to identify a separate (but not always The generalized configuration of the optical processor din-
distinct) device category that performs the actual input function to grammed in Fig. I allows for a very wide range of potential processor
the CPU. This category includes such devices as one- and two- configurations, and in particular for various degrees of elec-

dimensional spatial light modulators (that may or may not be tronic/optical hybridization. Following Lohmann," it is useful to
required to perform an incoherent-to-coherent conversion function), differentiate among the various categories of signal processing archi-
nlog-to-digital converters (or digital-to-analog converters), residue tectures on the basis of the relative advantage to be pined compared
converters, and devices that implement point nonlinearities. with currently envisioned all-electronic processors. This comparison

At this point it is worthwhile to carefully draw attention to the is shown in Fig. 2. The left-hand column lists potential input data

distinctions among format, input, and CPU devices. it is assumed formats, while the top row lists types of processing hardware. The
that the processor will in general fully utilize the advantages of optics anticipated advantage of combining a given input format with a

if nonlocal (as opposed to point) operations are introduced at some given processing hardware is illustrated by the number of plus signs
stage in the optical train. These functions are identified with the at the appropriate intersection. The particular assignment shown is
CPU. Format devices organize input information in space and/or certainly controversial, and is also highly dependent on the specific
time for appropriate subsequent processing, and input devices per- nature of the processing task identified for comparison. Rather than
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PROCESSING HARDWARE TABLE 1. Avahie Sltul Light Mpluletos
INPUT 0 Electrooptic spatial light modulators

SIGNAL ELECTRONIC OPTICAL OPTICAL (PROM, PRIZ MSLM. e-beam DKDP, photo-DKDP. TIR)
(-D) ( -D) (2-0) 0 Liquid crystal light valve

(CdS, ZnS, Si, BilaSiO2, CCD-addresed; hybrid twisted neratic,
ELECTRONIC + ++ variable grting mod, multiple period)

(4-0) - - 0 Deformalle mirror devices
OPTICAL (oil film. e-beam DMD, CCD-OMD, photo-DMO)

(2-D) + + ++4+ + + + Magnstoopicspatial lght modulators
(integrated magnatooptic array. Curie point)

Ig. 2. solm fteledeogam of the aate ofsignal proceigranked e Photochromic spatial light modulatorsFmn, 1 t d oonvutadn -.,-M too of assolesd Inu W/eI e s d-owe a o a Electroabsorptive spatial light modulators
(GaAs CCD)

0 Photorefractive spatial light modulators

imply that this represents an average over all possible processing (photorefractive incoherent-to-cohorent optical converter, volume
functions (which it certainly does not), we merely wish to note that holographic optical elements)
numerous processing functions do exist for which the hierarchy 0 Photodichroic spatial light modulators
shown is relatively defensible. In particular, the bottom row assign- e Acoustooptic spatial light modulators
ments can be described as follows. The complexity of problems
associated with intrinsically two-dimensional optical data fields is
well known, as are the benefits to be derived from high speed analysis
of such data. Electronic processing algorithms for two-dimensional
optical inputs already provide a certain richness of potential impact. parallel conversion or parallel-to-serial conversion), input transduc-
Adding the capability of one-dimensional optical processing tion (with memory in some cases), scratch pad memory (for single
enhances the implementation of all operations that require extensive two-dimensional data fields), programmable Fourier plane filtering
nonlocal interrelationships and that are in addition reducible to and correlation, programmable detector masking, and page compo-
sequential one-dimensional operations. The full power of a parallel sition for holographic memories (in cases for which spatial or tem-
optical processor will be realized when two-dimensional optical poral reformatting is desirable).
hardware acts on intrinsically two-dimensional optical data (as In the past few years, the list of spatial light modulators under
opposed to artificially formatted, essentially unrelated data fields). A development or in production has expanded considerably. The prin-
reduction in throughput with perhaps a concomitant pin in pro- cipal types are outlined in Table 1, with specific examples and varia-
gramming flexibility can be realized by processing one-dimensional tions as noted. These spatial light modulators may additionally be
(in time) electronic signals with the assistance of optical intercon- characterized by the principal modulation effect utilized: reflective,
(eti 14 - 16 s as represented by the upper right corner of Fig. 2. refractive, diffractive, or absorptive.

I'i as reprnctnalhardwreded the upperdrightvcorne op t of Given the extensive variety of modulation categories (and ofThe range of functional hardware needed for the development of device types within each category) that are subjects of intensive

currently envisioned optical processors was identified in Fig. I. From curretinestitin iteond th oe of itvecurrent investigation, it is beyond the scope of this review to cover the
the diagram it is possible to extract three principal device categories specific attributes of each in depth. Rather, focus will be placed on a
that impact a number of critical device functions. Spatial light modu- particular modulation effect and on device examples drawn from this
lators can be utilized as format, input, CPU, memory, and output category, with the purpose of identifying the key materials issues and
devices. Various types of input, CPU, memory, and interconnect their impact on expected device performance. Extension of these
functions may be implemented by means of volume holographic concepts to other modulation effects and associated device types is
optical elements. Finally, bistable optical devices may be used in far from straightforward, but the essential conclusions drawn at the
certain input, CPU, output, and memory roles. These three principal end of this review are independent of the examples chosen.
device categories are described in more detail in the following Consider the origin of refractive modulat4on effects in single
sections. crystal materials, as shown schematically in Fig. 3. The left-hand

portion of the figure shows a schematic plot of the potential of a3. SPATIAL LIGHT MODULATORS given ion or valence electron in a single crystal material as a function
The primary functions of an optically addressed spatial light modu- of the configuration coordin'e, both in equilibrium in the lattice
lator are to detect an incident intensity distribution that represents (solid curve) and following the application of a perturbation (dashed
the data field to be processed, to utilize the detected intensity to curve). The key features to recognize are that in general the influence
modify a given material property, and finally to encode the ampli- of an externally applied perturbation will be such that the potential
tude and/or phase of the readout illumination with material state- minimum will be displaced, the binding energy (depth of the poten-
dependent information. Examples of these functions are tial well at the minimum) will be altered, and the shape of the
incoherent-to-coherent conversion, wavelength conversion, serial- potential well will be changed. These changes collectively alter the
to-parallel conversion (usually in conjunction with an appropriate energy levels of the bound states of the ions and valence electrons in
formattingdevice), and intensity-to-spatial frequency conversion. |9.M the system. These energy levels are responsible for the dispersion

In certain optical processing applications it is desirable to com- (dependence on wavelength) of both the refractive index and the
bine the format and input device functions in a single device to allow absorption coefficient, as shown in the right-hand portion of the
for serial-to-parallel conversion of electronic time-variant signals. In figure. Here the solid curves show the index (n) and absorption
addition, such electrically addressable spatial light modulators can coefficient (a) as a function of the wavelength of probe irradiation
be used in conjunction with an input parallel-to-serial converter such (A) for the ion or electron in equilibrium, and the dashed curves show
as a CCD array to allow effective optical (2-D)-to-optical (2-D) the effects of the applied perturbation. The region of nominally pure
operations to be implemented. Electrically addressable spatial light refractive modulation occurs where the magnitude of the absorption
modulators are discussed in more detail below, is negligible. The presence of absorptive modulation is thus seen to be

The potential applications of spatial light modulators in optical directly linked to that of refractive modulation, shifted only with
computers are numerous and varied. These applications include respect to the wavelength region of interest, and in fact is not separa-
image amplification, time/space transformation (such as serial-to- ble from the effects of refractive modulation in any case.
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Fig. 3. Physical description of the origin of eractve (Od bl'inrtegtext

modulad IThentI eneg of an ion or a dnce electron n o
atloWoftheonfgurtion coordinate both for equibrlum and under
te hkwn of en applied pirturbation. Induced clnge In tw II m t

afedoei asrpincoficetn a function of wavelength we 1 P 550 jP

-" for both cse, 1 12-
The effect of an applied perturbation on the ions gives ise to a II,/"l_

distinct contribution to the refractive modulation, as do the pertur-
bation effects on the electrons. In addition, lattice distortions alter _ + +
the electron energy states by distorting the crystal field, giving rise to t 'A' si- ERASE/

a joint ionic-electronic contribution.2' The relative importance of I V
these effects depends somewhat on the wavelength and also on the
frequency of the applied perturbation. For example, if the applied I 4II
perturbation oscillates at a sufficiently high frequency such that the i .I -

lattice is incapable of responding with a concomitant distortion, the WRITE

electronic contribution alone will be witnessed. +n 4m

The principal types of refractive modulation effects are catego- l,-
rized by the nature of the applied perturbation. Applied electric fields
give rise to the electrooptic effect, applied magnetic fields give rise to + _

the magnetooptic effect, and high frequency applied stresses give rise REVERSE SIS - wrt/RAO

to the acoustooptic effect. Certain material properties can be utilized
to couple these effects so that, for example, an applied electric field Fig. 5. Longitua dnpotntladistrlbutioforthPockse R doutOptkcl

can give rise to a strain through the converse piezoelectric effect, Modulator during an operational cycle. Three differn write eposur

which in turn gives rise to a refractive modulation through the me shown for the write/reed function.

elastooptic effect. The selection of appropriate materials that exhibit
large figures of merit for these effects thus depends on the identifica-
tion of ionicand/orelectronicdistributionsthatare(l)highly polar- potassium dideuterium phosphate (DKDP) device], 31.2 and the
izable (large induced distortion per unit applied perturbation) and photo-TITUS"3 3 (optically addressed DKDP device).
(2) distributed with a lattice symmetry that allows for substantial net A schematic diagram of a generalized ESLM is shown in Fig. 4. A
polarizabilities.22  single crystal layer of a photoconductive electrooptic material is

The application to a refractive material of a uniaxial perturbation sandwiched between dielectric blocking layers overcoated with
such as an applied electric field will in general lower the symmetry of transparent counterelectrodes. In some ESLMs, the photoconduc-
the material. A natural consequence of this is that the perturbed tive and electrooptic modulation functions are accomplished in
refractive index will be dependent on the polarization of the probing separate layers. The configuration shown in Fig. 4 is most represen-
illumination. For a given direction of light propagation in the mate- tative of the PROM and certain of the PRIZ structures (with dielec-
rial, two orthogonal eigenstates will exist, characterized by distinct tric blocking layers), .2 *2 In the following discussion, the PROM is
refractive indices. Input polarization states that are superpositions of used as a specific example to illustrate the basic principles of ESLM
the two eigenstates will decompose into the appropriate components, device operation.
which will accumulate a phase difference on propagation through the Consider the schematic representation of the cross section of an
perturbed material. The emergent polarization will be a function of ESLM, as shown in Fig. 5. A voltage is applied across the device and
both the input polarization and the magnitude of the applied pertur- is divided among the three dielectric layers in inverse proportion to
bation, giving rise to the phenomenon of induced birefringence the capacitance of each layer. The device is then "primed" (and any
(double refraction). previous stored image erased) by uniform exposure to illumination

As a specific example of a spatial light modulator that utilizes at a photosensitive wavelength. Electron-hole or electron-trap pairs
refractive modulation, consider the class of electrooptic spatial light are created by photoexcitation, and the mobile electrons drift under
modulators (ESLMs)."."4 This class includes-the Pockels Readout the influence of the applied field so as to effectively cancel the

Optical Modulator (PROM), 2 ."2 the PRIZ2 .-2 (Soviet acronym for internal field in the electrooptic material and drop the entire applied
a crystaliographically modified PROM), the microchannel spatial potential difference across the dielectric blocking layers. The sense of

light modulator (MSLM),70.30 the TITUS (electron-beam addressed the applied electric field is then reversed, approximately doubling the
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DIELECTRIC MIRROR PHOTOCONDUCTOR

ABSORPTIVE LAYERi

applied potential across the electrooptic layer (which enhances the Fig. 7. Schematic diagram of an elettrooptlc spatial light modulator in
response sensitivity and saturation modulation or saturation diffrac- which the photoconductive volta division and electrooptic modulation
tion efficiency). Imagewise-modulated illumination (the input data funtona re physically sepaated.
field) then causes space-variant carrier generation, which induces a
corresponding variation in the internal space-charge field. Polarized
readout light at a wavelength of photoinsensitivity is then encoded by TABLE II. Electooptic Spat" Ught Modulators: Materials
the resultant refractive index modulation. If the index modulation gelui
alone is sensed (by appropriate choice of crystallographic orientation
or input polarization), the device acts as a pure phase modulator. If C Bulk electooptic single crystals
the index modulation is anisotropic in the plane of the electrooptic 0 Thin film electrooptic layers
crystal, proper choice of the readout polarization will induce a a Dielectric blocking layers
space-variant birefringence (differential refractive modulation for * Transparent conductive coatings
each of two orthogonal polarization components) that can be con-
verted to pure amplitude modulation by means of a suitably oriented 0 Antirefiection coatings
polarizing filter (analyzer). a Dichroic mirrors

The process of incoherent-to-coherent conversion in an ESLM 0 Thin film photoconductive layers
can be summarized by the proportionality diagram given in Fig. 6.
As shown in the figure, an input intensity distribution I(x, y) gives a Absorptive (light-blocking) layers
rise to a net charge separation a(x, y,z), which induces a change in
the space-charge field within the electrooptic crystal E(x,y,z). The
longitudinal integral of the space-charge field corresponds to a TABLE Ill. Electroopt cCrystalRequirements forElactroopticSpatlal
space-variant potential difference across the layer V(x,y), which Light Modulators
results in an output amplitude through the (crossed) analyzer that is a Cubic space group symmetry
proportional to the input intensity I(x , y) (for appropriate values of 0 Large linear eiectrooptic effect
the ratio of V(x,y) to the electrooptic half-wave voltage V. 2)- (longitudinal or transverse)

More complicated structures with additional performance fes- 0 High dark resistivity
turn can be constructed, as shown schematically in Fig. 7. In this 0 High mobility-lifetime product
diagram, the functions of the photoconductor and electrooptic mod- a Quantum efficient photoconductivity
ulator are spatially separated by means of an absorptive layer and a
multilayer dielectric mirror. This configuration allows the photo- a Optically transparent in readout window
conductor to be addressed without altering the properties of the 0 Low residual strain birefringence
electrooptic modulation layer, and the readout function to be per- a Uniformity of resistivity/absorption coefficient
formed in reflection (which doubles the refractive or birefringent a Not optically active (if possible)
modulation per unit applied perturbation). The significant advan-
tage is the capability for optimizing each critical function indepen-
dently. The significant disadvantage is the fact that severe constraints
are placed on the choice of the photoconductive layer due to the large
voltages required for efficient modulation with currently available ESLMs are summarized in Table III. Cubic space group symmetry is
electrooptic materials. The photoconductive layer must be capable desirable for the enhancement of readout contrast ratio. Materials
of supporting the full applied voltage in regions that are unexposed. with large uniaxial anisotropy induce undesirable birefringent polar-
In addition, this structure adds the complication that high contrast ization effects for all readout propagation directions not parallel to
ratios are obtainable only ifa suitable combination of layer dielectric the optic axis. A large linear electrooptic (Pockels effect) coefficient
constants, dark resistivities, and photoconductive sensitivity can be reduces the magnitude of the requisite applied voltage and relaxes
found such that negligible voltage is applied across the electrooptic the requirements on the thickness and dielectric breakdown strength
crystal in spatial locations corresponding to unexposed regions of of the dielectric blocking layers. High dark resistivity in combination
the photoconductive layer. with a large dielectric permittivity gives rise to long storage times, for

With these remarks in mind, the materials requirements for applications requiring lengthy integrations of the input data or mul-
ESLMs are summarized in Table II. The principal point here is that tiple interrogations. The mobility-lifetime product for the contribut-
even conceptually simple devices such as those represented by the ing charge carrier (usually either electrons or holes) provides a -
class of electrooptic spatial light modulators can produce a signifi- measure of the device sensitivity (change in voltage difference per
cant list of desired material types. At this point, the scope of the unit optically excited charge carrier). The photoconductive quantum
discussion will be reduced to examining in detail the materials issues efficiency also affects the device sensitivity by determining the frac-
involved in the two important categories: electrooptic crystals and tion ofabsorbed photons that generate photoexcited charge carriers.
dielectric blocking layers. The spectral dispersion of the absorption is particularly important in

Electrooptic single crystal layer requirements for application in providing a window of transparency for (relatively) nondestructive
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readout. This influences the available readout pin as well as the TABLE IV. Dieleric Blocking Layer ReWukrements
number of multiple interrogations at a given signal-to-noise ratio * H reaistity(p> 10 (l~cmI
that can be accommodated without significant image degradation.
Optimally, the crystal should be able to be grown by a technique that is 0 High dielectric constant 1-20-W to)

capable of producing optical quality material with a minimum of * High dielectric breakdown strength (-107 V/cm)
residual strain b'efrinence, rotation-induced striae, resistivity inho- 0 Optically transparent in write/read windows
mogeuities (due to impurity and/or defect incorporation), and fluc- 0 Low interfacial strain
tuations in the absorption coefficient at both the writing and readout * Low temperature deposition method available
wavelengths. Finally, the utilization of crystallographic point groups
that exclude natural optical activity (optical rotatory power) is pre- 0 Low pion mobile ion content
ferred to eliminate the complication ofelliptically polarized eigenstates
and concomitant signal-dependent phase distortions.3""'6

In the case of electrooptic materials with simultaneous photocon- to-noise ratio in the Fourier plane of the processor), the capability
ductivity, an additional and rather pressing requirement is for the for deposition with excellent thickness uniformity over substrates of
complete characterization of the photoexcitation process, electronic order 2 to 5 cm in size, and the capability for deposition at low
transport characteristics, and defect/impurity content of the as- substrate temperatures to avoid the buildup of residual birefringent
grown and as-doped material. This is of particular importance not strain. Finally, the dielectric blocking layers must exhibit very low
only for application to electrooptic spatial light modulators, but also concentrations of mobile ions that can migrate under high applied
to volume holographic optical elements, as discussed in Sec. 4. Such fields to produce significant history-dependent bias voltages (as is the
characterization directly impacts the capability of producing single case, for example, with SiO2

49). These requirements are summarized
crystal materials with reproducible characteristics, as well as the in Table IV.
potential modification of material properties for specific device Progress in the development of appropriate materials has been
needs by intentional incorporation and/or control of intrinsic less than spectacular during the past 10 years. The standard material
defects and extrinsic incorporants. employed in these devices is parylene (poly-dichloro-para-xyly-

After a period of explosive growth and creative intensity during leneS0-s2), which is a vapor-deposited polymer with conformal coat-
the 1960s, the growth and characterization of electrooptic materials ing properties, good optical transparency in the visible, and adequate
recently has emerged from a period of nearly complete dormancy dielectric breakdown strength. The volume resistivity of parylene can
during the 1970s. Several developments portend well for the exceed the requirement, but these values are difficult to achieve in
advancement of the state of the art of electrooptic materials during practice."3 The dielectric constant is relatively low (e = 3), which
the 1980s. Increased efforts to grow optical quality electrooptic significantly reduces the available device resolution. In addition, the
materials such as bismuth silicon oxide ( 12SiO20; BSO), barium material is sensitive to humidity and ultraviolet radiation, which can
titanate (BaTiO,), strontium barium niobate (SrxBa1 xNb206; cause dielectric breakdown substantially below the specified thresh-
SBN), lithium mobate (LiNbO3), and potassium tantalate niobate old.54 The potential for improved materials amenable to ESLM
(KTaxNb, x0 3; KTN) are under way at a number of research incorporation rests on the continued development of vapor-depos-
laboratories. Associated with these growth efforts are extensive ited organic polymers and on the advancement of the state of the art
characterization programs specifically formulated for optical device of inorganic thin films deposited by sputtering, ion-beam deposition,
applications.37 To a certain extent these efforts are amplified by a and chemical vapor deposition methods.
concurrent interest in essentially the same set of materials for photo- It should be noted here that successes in the programs designed to
refractive device applications, including phase conjugation and non- produce materials with enhanced electrooptic coefficients will have a
linear multiwave mixing. In addition, interest has been spurred by direct impact on the availability of appropriate dielectric blocking
the development of ultrahigh speed electrooptic modulators for inte- layers. This interrelationship between the two materials development
grated optics applications and by the necessity to understand and programs arises naturally from the anticipated significant reduction
minimize optical damage in these materials.-"-" Recently, predic- of constraints on the blocking layers that results from reductions in
tions42 .

4
3 and observations"' 4 of enhanced nonlinear optical coeffi- the device operating voltage.

cients in superlattice structures fabricated from ultrathin periodic The previous two examples of materials requirements for spatial
multilayers of III-V semiconductors such as GaAs/Al, _-GaAs light modulator applications amply illustrate the complexity of the
have pointed toward the potential of engineering materials with materials invention, modification, growth, and characterization
specifically enhanced electrooptic properties. Finally, significant problem. The situation is similar for the range of other important
effort has been initiated toward the synthesis of organic polymers spatial light modulator component materials, as summarized in
thatexhibit remarkably large linear and nonlinear optical effects. --" Tables 1I and V.
The availability of such materials in single crystal form with suitable Recently, a new class of spatial light modulators has emerged that
optical quality may mark a revolution in the availability of inexpen- may offer significant advantages for the parallel processing in one
sive, high performance electrooptic light modulators, with the and two dimensions of sequentially formatted data fields. These
advanced development of ESLMs not far behind, hybrid spatial light modulators seek to couple the extensive signal

For ESLM applications, there are several materials requirements conditioning capabilities of silicon (and gallium arsenide) based
for the dielectric blocking layers, which provide the necessary voltage integrated circuit technologies with the parallel processing capabili-
division to generate space-variant potential distributions across the ties of optical modulator element arrays. The advantages of such a
electroortic material. These requirements include high resistivity hybridization include the capability of on-chip data coding and
(p> 101 fl.cm) to prevent charge transport across the layers even decoding, level restoration, spatial reformatting, rescaling, and base-
under extremely high electric field conditions (E > 107 V/cm), high line subtraction. The possibility of utilizing the excellent photosensi-
dielectric permittivity (e = 20 to 500 e0) for proper impedance match- tivity (both quantum efficiency and speed) of Si and/or GaAs devices
ing to electrooptic crystals with relatively high dielectric permittivi- also makes hybrid optical-to-optical converters of considerable
ties (which influences the resultant device resolution 2

3.
24), high interest.

dielectric breakdown strength (9 107 V/cm) to withstand the high Hybrid spatial light modulators under development are summa-
fields applied across the electrooptic materials, optical transparency rized in Table VI. These currently include the linear array total
in the write and read spectral windows, and the capability of deposi- internal reflection (TIR) spatial light modulator,' the CCD-
tion with negligible interfacial strain on the electrooptic crystal layer. addressed deformable mirror device,ss .  the CCD-addressed liquid
Other necessary properties include very low residual scattering from crystal light valve,51,5" and the GaAs CCD-addressed elecroabsorp-
refractive index inhomogeneity (which contributes to reduced signal- tive spatial light modulator.".60 Optically addressed versions of these
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TABLE V. Spial LJih Modulatw Matmie
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" Photochromic 0 Photodchroic
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TAIKE VI. HylRd Spatial Lgt Modulatos UT OP CS OUTPU or oWAGEs ,L*AW

0 Total Internal reflection spatial light modulators MOULAR

• CCD-addreed deformable membrane device" n I n
* CCO-addresed liquid crystal light v@lve. 50

* GaA-CCD spatial light modulatorax SILICON CHIP

0 Optically modulated total internal reflection Spatial light modulatorg'
0 Optically addressed membrane spatial light modulatorx 43 Fig. S. Readout oonfiguration for the linear array total Internal reflection
0 SI-photoconductor liquid crystal light valve" spatio light modulator (after Ref. 9The top view shows the eleMrode

,a o interface betwee oe slion chip (withssociateddrive
alroultryl and the proxinrity-coupled elsotrooptic av- The total h teonal reflection at the interface is shown Inothe side viw l(bottom hal of the

devices include the optically modulated total internal reflection spa-

tialight modulator,", the optically addressed membrane spatial light
modulator,'u' 3 the Si liquid crystal light valve," and the GaAs
CCD-ddressed electroabsorptive spatial light modulator.6 / UMPA

In order to illustrate the additional materials requirements
imposed by the hybridization incorporated in these device concepts,
two examples will be discussed in more detail the linear array total
internal reflection spatial light modulator and the CCD-addressed CCo DURIEo €H et
liquid crystal light valve. The former is an example of a one- Wn nEGISYSto
dimensional serial-to-parallel converter, while the latter is two-
dimensional.

The linear array total internal reflection spatial light modulator' PAALE
is shown schematically in Fig. 8. A silicon driver chip containing data TRAuNsusn cLOCKs
formatting and address encoding electronics is configured with over SmsIcIS
5000 individually addressable parallel electrode stripes. The €lec- NuO SIGNAL
troded surface of the chip is placed in intimate contact with an
optically polished face of a suitably oriented single crystal of lithium
niobate. Proximity coupling is achieved by application of uniaxial ST_____UCTURE
pressure normal to the interface between the two components. An L
input data stream is serial-to-parallel segmented in subunits of 16 1.101 OCVWO LA tn
electrode addresses by on-chip circuitry. The data are encoded such TAG task
that the data value d(m) associated with index m is represented by the •lDouf
difference in applied voltage between electrode m and electrode uHoI CYSTAL
m + 1. The applied voltage between two adjacent electrodes creates _.____ _

a fringing field pattern within the lithium niobate electrooptic crystal RAPAINUT CLASS
by proximity coupling. The anamorphic collimated readout beam is ELiTROtW
expanded in the plane of the electrodes and internally reflected from
the interface. The phase of the coherent wavefront is modulated by Fig. 9. Suturst of the CCD-oddressed liquid crystal light valve (after
the local electric field through the linear electrooptic effect such that Res. 57.5 8). an example of a hybrid spatial light modulator.
individual electrode pairs with nonzero voltage differences induce
diffraction around a Fourier plane stop in a Schfieren readout con-
figuration. As shown in Fig. 3, the same lens used to generate the
Fourier plane produces a one-to-one mapping between each elec- stored charge pattern. The entire frame of space-variant charge is
trode pair on the TIR device and a corresponding point in the output then transferred to the interface of the Si chip and an active liquid
plane. crystal layer. The two layers are separated by a light blocking layer

The overall function of the linear array TIR spatial light modua- and a dielectric muitilayer mirror to separate the charge transferand
tor is thus to accomplish a serial/electronic-to-parallel/optical con- optical modulation functions. The local charge transfer process
version. Such a converter can serve as a format device for a switches a fraction of the applied voltage from the Si layer to the
two-dimensional spatial light modulator that is optically addressed liquid crystal layer, which modifies the spatial orientation of the
or as a combination format/input device in one-dimensional pro- liquid crystal molecules so as to induce a localized change in the
cessing architectures. Although current device implementations are optical activity and birefringence of the liquid crystal layer. This
binary (designed for reprographic printing applications), the exten- space-variant optical inhomogeneity can be sensed by polarization
sion to analog signal levels involves only redesign of the on-chip changes induced in a coherent readout beam.57

circuitry. Materials issues common to hybrid spatial light modulators
The CCD-addressed liquid crystal light valveC5 isanexampleof include the interfacial region between the electronic processing

a two-dimensional hybrid spatial light modulator. As shown in Fig. medium (silicon or gallium arsenide) and the optical modulation
9, the device incorporates a Si CCD serial-to-parallel converter to material, the optimization of the coupling between electronic device
format and convert an input array of data into a two-dimensional voltage modulation and the resultant induced optical modulation,
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the optimum match between electronic and optical material opert-
mg modes, processing constraints imposed by each type of material
on the other, overall device phase uniformity as limited by the Sn,m+1 (t+l) S n,m(t)
ultimate polishing and assembly figure of the semiconductor wafer
alter fial electronic processing. joint response time/format time
limitations, the (usual) necessity for reflective readout geometries -"
with conacomitant doubling of figurenduced wavefrout nonunifor-
mities and the necessity of operation at transistor-transist logic
(TML)- or complemntazy metal-oxide semiconductor (CMOS)- STEPPED

comlpatble voltage levels (though the resultant electric field strengths V LOT
an be quite high). FLOW

Among the many advantages of hybrid spatial light modulators
are their natural interface with CCTV input devices, capability for PARALLEL
high frame rate operation, potential for high resolution, geometric DATA

accuracy of interpixel spacing, and capability for on-device prepro- INPUT
ceassing of input data streams.

Some hybrid spatial light modulator configurations also allow for
an additional format flexibility that has important consequences for
highly parallel and pipelined systolic array processors. ." As shown
in Fig. 10, a much-needed device for application to such data-flow
computational schemes is a two-dimensional scrolling spatial light 4
modulator that accepts a parallel data stream input (or serial-to- Pa. 10. Con I u adlnayrm bfMu tslhWmdulat.w ch
parallel converts) and subsequently steps the data across the device rnds IN fMilon
by displacing each column data vector one column to the right with
each processor iteration. Thus, the data element in row n, column m
at time t is displaced to row n, column m + I at time t + I (in which
time is measured in units of the iteration clock cycle period). Such frame rate of I MHz, the required photon density will correspond to
scrolling spatial light modulators would find further immediate 2 W/cm2.

application in synthetic aperture radar image formation, 0- 13 result- The required photon density at I kHz exceeds the input sensitivity
ing in a scrolling output image at the pulse repetition frequency of the of a wide variety of currently available spatial iot modulators, in
radar without the necessity of full-frame integration, some cases by orders of magnitude. Hence, the achievement of greater

The multiplicity of applications outlined above for various cate- input sensitivities in concert with the assumed constraints on resolu-
gories of spatial light modulators has created a parallel multiplicity tion, dynamic range, and frame rate is counterproductive to optimized
of parametric constraints on device performance requirements. The device performance. The intrinsic photon field statistical variation
historical tendency has been to continually expand the requirement assure that it is in pneral not feasible to make rapid, highly precise
boundary for the "optimum" spatial light modulator to simultane- optical decisions in low light level environmient. It should be further
ously include the maximum envisioned specifications from each noted that image amplification cannot relieve this fundamental linita-
potential application, without due regard to the fundamental interre- tion, as the signal-to-noise ratio of the amplified signal will be degraded
lationships that necessarily exist among the various performance in all caes relative to that characteristic of the input.
parameters. In the assessment of achievable device quality, on the This is but one of a number of possible examples of potentially
other hand, it is often crucial to take fundamental physical limita- unrealizable combinations of device performance requirements.
tions into account, and to carefully analyze the impact of such Such fundamental physical limitations affect not only achievable

interrelated constraints as they may imply. device development goals, but also directly impact the potential
As a specific example, consider the dependence of the requisite practicality of proposed system architectures and algorithms.

device input sensitivity on resolution, dynamic range, and frame rate.
Assume that it is desired toachievea 1000X 1000array of resolution 4. VOLUME HOLOGRAPHIC OPTICAL ELEMENTS
elements and that the spatial light modulator technology utilized will A second major device category of significant importance to the
support a resolution of 50 lp/nm. This yields active device dimen- development of optical processing and computing systems is that of
sions of 2 cruX2 cm, or an active device area of 4 cm2. Assume volume holographic optical elements. The primary function of this
further that a dynamic range of 1000. I is required and that the device type of device is to detect the space-variant intensity pattern deriving
frame rate is to be I kHz. We now wish to examine the impact of from coherent object (information-bearing) and reference beams
these conjoint requirements on the device input sensitivity, within the volume of an optically thick material (as depicted sche-

Consider next the statistical fluctuation of the integrated photon matically in Fig. II), to utilize the detected intensity to spatially

density that exposes a given device pixel during a single frame of modify a particular material property, and to generate sufficient

operation. If we wish to discriminate among 1000 gray levels (which modulation of the phase or amplitude of a readout beam to allow

is equivalent to achieving a dynamic range of 1000:1), then we require operation in the Bragg diffraction regime upon reconstruction of the

the integrated photon density that participates in the effective analog object information. Features of this primary function include holo-

decision for each pixel to be sufficient in magnitude to assure graphic storage of page-oriented information, Bragg-selective angle

appropriate statistical accuracy. For iterative computations, in encoding of stored information, operating regimes that exhibit both

which errors tend to accumulate rather than average, we might linear and nonlinear response characteristics, and the capability for

require that the frame-to-frame fluctuation be less than I part in 1000 both parlle! and sequential encoding.

with a statistical certainty of 5 standard deviations or more. This Potentil applications of volume holographic optical elements in
implies immediately that the minimum number of photons per pixel optical processors and computers span a relatively wide range. Such
per frame, N, required to participate in asserting the maximum devices can be configured as content-addressable memories7 ' that
intensity value must exceed 2.5 X 107 from statistical considerations allow fully parallel and simultaneous access to multiple planes of
alone. At a pixel density of 106 pixels per 4 cm 2, the photon density I stored data driven by results of previous computations, without
must be greater than 6 X 1012 photons/ cm2 for each parallel decision resort to intermediate address coding and decoding overhead.
plane. At a frame rate of I kHz, we then require that 1>6 X i0t Several real-time optical processing and computing functions, such
photons/cm2 sec - 2 mW/cm2 (at a wavelength of 632.8 nm). At a as correlation and convolution operations, have been demonstrated.'1
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Fig. 12. Prkm4a physc mehainime of the photrefractvae
11-6WO1 HAM (aftr Ref. 72).

Fig. 11. Sehenldiagram of volume holoraphic gtingformation in a
ptm material. The two Incident write beams ignal and refer- charge). A periodic variation in the net volume space charge distribu-

SInterfere to form an Ind=n modulation st Is sensed bt the mad tion then results from diffusion-induced or drift-induced (in an app-
bean, gl riseto a dffraed read beam that countepropagete along lied electric field) separation of the photogenerated free carriers from
Vte min ae bem path. either bound ionized states or free carriers of opposite charge, fol-

lowed by retrapping in either shallow traps, ionized states of the type
from which the photogenerated charge originated, or deep traps of

as have nonlinear operations such as image edge enhancement." other origin. This periodic space charge distribution exhibits the
Volume holographic optical elements are capable of intermediate same spatial frequency as the original interference pattern, but will in
storage of comp-iter-generated holograms" that can be sequentially general be shifted in phase as a function of the particular mechanism
written and reconstructed in parallel. Compensation for phase non- of charge separation.73

uniformities in an optical processor can be achieved by phase conju- The space charge field that results from the stored charge distri-
gation in degenerate four-wave mixing configurations,70 . 7' which is bution induces a periodic variation of the refractive index through
of considerable importance when phase-sensitive optical algorithms the electrooptic effect. This index variation is in general sensitive to
must be implemented with imperfect optical elements. The Bragg the polarization of readout illumination, and can comprise either
selectivity of a thick volume hologram allows implementation of simple volume phase gratings sensitive to a single component of the
wavelength multiplexing and demultiplexing schemes for informa- readout polarization, or birefringent phase gratings that couple to
tion storage and retrieval. Finally, volume holographic optical ele- orthogonal components of the readout polarization. 4 - "6 The nature
ments allow programmable optical interconnections to be envisioned of the generated phase grating is in addition a function of the crystal-
with independent control of both of the orthogonal interconnection lographic space group symmetry of the photorefractive material, the
angles, and of the focal length of the interconnection, at each pixel orientation of the applied field (if any) with respect to the crystallo-
location. The latter feature may allow multiplane interconnection graphic axes, and the plane of incidence of the writing beams.
architectures with threshold-response elements at each plane such To date, research on photorefractive matcrials has concentrated
that only the addressed element in a given plane is illuminated with on a number of electrooptic refractory oxides, including bismuth
above threshold switching energy. This concept allows great flexibil- silicon oxide,?7 .'$ bismuth germanium oxide," barium titanate,' e0 s '
ity in optical processor and computer design, with concomitant strontium barium niobate,2. ." potassium tantalate niobate,u and
compactness and reduction in the total number of required optical lithium niobate (both undoped and doped with iron).' s ." These
elements. materials represent a wide range of saturation diffraction efficien-

The utilization of volume holographic optical elements in process- cies, sensitivities, response times, and crystallographic perfection.
ing and/or computing systems will be sharply limited unless these The fundamental limitations of these performance characteristics
elements can be dynamically reprogrammed at high frame rates. Cur- have not yet been established. In particular, extensive characteriza-
rently available materials for real-time volume holographic storage tion of these materials for application to photorefractive devices such
consist primarily of a class of photoconductive and electrooptic crys- as volume holographic optical elements has been the subject of much
tals (photorefractive materials) characterized by large electrooptic recent research interest, although the relationship between observed
coefficients, quantum efficient photoconductivity, low carrier mobili- response characteristics and the growth and process parameters of
ties, high dark resistivities, wide band gaps, and moderate concentra- the constituent single crystal materials is at the present time not at all
tions of deep traps (either intrinsic, extrinsic, or both). clear. On the other hand, the potential of these materials for very

The essential physical mechanism involved in volume holo- high resolution storage of holographic information for time periods
graphic storage in electrooptic crystals is diagrammed schematically of very short to very long duration has been well documented.
in Fig. 12.72 The interference pattern created by two coherent writing An example of the promise held by such real-time photorefractive
beams coincident on the crystal gives rise to a periodic variation in materials is shown in Fig. 13,8" in which the square root of the
the local optical intensity. Provided that the crystal absorbs at the holographic diffraction efficiency in bismuth silicon oxide (BSO) is
incident wavelength and that the absorption mechanism is capable of plotted as a function of spatial frequency, with the applied electric
creating mobile carriers, the local free charge distribution will exhibit field as a parameter. Note that at an applied field of 2 kV / cm, the
the same periodicity as the interference pattern. The photogenera- characteristic curve is essentially flat from 0 to in excess of 2000
tion of free charge can be induced by electron-hole pair excitation if Ip/ mm. This broad bandwidth with concomitant adjustable modula-
the incident photon energy coincides with the energy gap between the tion transfer function has not been observed in any other type of
valence and conduction bands, by free electron generation from holographic or photographic recording medium.
filled deep donor states (leaving behind ionized donor levels with net Quite recently, significant photorefractive effects have been
positive charge), or by free hole generation from filled deep acceptor observed in GaAs:Cr," in lnP:Fe," and in undoped GaAs."9 These
states (leaving behind ionized acceptor levels with net negative II-V semiconductor materials at present exhibit submicroscecond
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TABLE VII. Sgle Crystal Photlomivrive M l
* Bismuth silicon dds ejii2SiO3o; SO)

• Bismuth gemanium oxide (BiGeO2,; BGO)
4 Lithium niobote (LiNbO3, LiNbO3:F*)

*Barium titsnste(aTiO })
* Strontium barium niobate (SrBa1 _.NbNO,; SBN)

1 Potassium tantalate niobeta (Ta Nbi _x03 KTN)
* Gallium arsonide (GaOs GaAgCr)
2 Indium phosphide (InP, lnP:Fe)
• Gallium arsenido multiple quantum well stucture

____________________(.G. .. GaAs/AI _GAW/G&...)

0o 4 A related issue is the identification of photorefractive device
properties that can be significantly modified through appropriate
changes in growth or process conditions. For example, optimization

UIg. 12. Plot oflth e aoidtude una &* tMor r ve of the saturation diffraction efficiency in the drift-sided chair
hologrhic storel I 8428 0 2o (aftur Ref. M7}. transport mode, sensitivity at a given wavelength, and response times

for grating formation and erasure can most likely be achieved
through control of growth-induced shallow traps and deep levels and
through concomitant incorporation of selective dopants.

response times with high sensitivity, primarily due to very large Further fundamental questions concern the maximum informa-
carrier mobilities, and may be capable of nanosecond time constants tion capacity that can be stored per unit volume in a volume holo-
at modest power levels.18 A drawback of the IlI-V and II-VI semi- graphic optical memory. This issue is related to both the limiting
conductor materials is their relatively low values of the eectrooptic resolution (highest spatial frequency for which significant module-
coefficient, which delimits the saturation diffraction efficiency attain- tion can be induced) and to practical considerations such as the
able without resort to large interaction volumes. The observation of allowable modulation transfer function of the optical system
enhanced nonlinearities in quantum well structures (such as gallium employed to write information into and retrieve stored information
arsenide/aluminum gallium arsenide)4', , 5 may indicate that appro- from the memory. Current materials seem capable of supporting
priate electrooptic coefficients can be engineered in these materials to very high capacities, as indicated in Ftg. 13. The most likely limita-
overcome this drawback, at the cost of severely limiting the potential tion will derive from the corresponding optical system. In particular,
interaction thickness of the device due to its inherent multilayer the effective utilization of volume holographic optical elements as
nature. dynamically programmable optical interconnections depends on

The range of currently investigated photorefractive materials for improvements in the available methods for recording computer-
application to volume holographic optical elements is summarized in generated holograms at very high rates.
Table VII. A number of fundamental questions must be carefully With regard to the ultimate information capacities achievable in
analyzed and resolved before such devices can be practically incor- volume holographic optical elements, a related question pertains to

0 porated in operational optical processing and computing systems. A the minimum limits of interplane crosstalk in multiplane associative
number of these interrelated questions are discussed in the following memories.' Crosstalk must be reduced to very low values for most
paragraphs, applications, but even more so for iterative processing and comput-

The maximum saturation diffraction efficiency achievable in a ing functions performed in the analog domain.
photorefractive material is of key importance, since it determines the A final comment on the status of real-time materials for volume
overall efficiency of information storage and retrieval. The satura- holographic functions should be directed toward practical device
tion diffraction efficiency is a function of a wide range of parameters design. The current research emphasis is correctly focused on the

4 (dependent on whether the charge transfer and storage process is optimization of material properties for device applications, but sig-
engendered in the drift or diffusion regime), but for the most part nificant effort must be devoted to the advanced development of
observed diffraction efficiencies are of the order of I to 5%. A notable implementable device configurations before such elements will be
exception is the case of barium titanate, for which saturation diffrac- incorporated readily in advanced optical processing and computing
tion efficiencies in excess of 30% have been reported.* This is due in systems.
part to extremely large values of the electrooptic coefficient charac- An interesting coupling exists between the two types of devices
teristic of ferroelectric materials 2' discussed above, namely, spatial light modulators and volume holo-

To date, high saturation diffraction efficiency has appeared to be graphic optical elements. The photorefractive incoerent-to-coher-
inversely correlated with device sensitivity (diffraction efficiency per ent optical converter - 7 is a two-dimensional spatial light
unit incident grating writing energy). For example, bismuth silicon modulator that utilizes modified volume holographic recording
oxide (which has a moderate electrooptic coefficient3 s) has been techniques for information storage and reconstruction. The basic
reported as having diffraction efficiencies of order 4%"1 with high mechanism is illustrated in Fig. 14. Two coherent writing beams
sensitivity.' 2 Barium titanate, on the other hand, exhibits quite large form a uniform carrier grating within the volume of a photorefrac-
diffraction efficiencies (as noted above) but is an order of magnitude tive single crystal material such as bismuth silicon oxide." A spa-
less sensitive than BSO.' 3 The fundamental origin of these differ- tially modulated incoherent erasure beam (input image) causes
ences is not yet clear, and indeed neither is the question as to whether selective spatial erasure of the recorded carrier grating. Reconstruc-
or not these differences are in fact fundamental at all. The principal tion of the modulated carrier grating then yields a coherent negative
issue is the necessity for complete characterization of the as-grown replica of the incoherent image intensity distribution. Operating
single crystal materials to identify the nature, distribution, and time modes that result in coherent positive replicas are also feasible. ,97

constants of both deep and shallow impurity levels so that correla- The carrier grating can be written before, during, or after the
tions with the saturation space-charge field resulting from photo- incoherent image exposure. Each operating mode exhibits distinct

excitation can be performed. performance characteristics and operational advantages. In the
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SIMULTANEOUS ERASURE/WRITING MODE
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lIg. 14. Schermnat diagram at the selective grating easure proes ni
Ut. photnefrwve xowrent-to-cohernt opcl converw (PICOC).

simultaneous erasure/writing mode (SEWM), - 9 for example, the
writing beams and incoherent erasure beam are coincident on the
crystad, resulting in a steady-state variation in the effective modula-
tion rado of the carrier grating, as shown in Fig. 15. This configura-
tion obviates the need for temporal sequencing of the writing and
erasure beams and provides for simultaneous incoherent recording Fig 15. Schemnatc dsawem of the phyacal conflgurato and resultant
and coherent reconstruction of the input image. An experimental ids of refraction pro for the simultaneouserasunt/witn mode of

arrangement of the SEWM mode is shown schematically in Fig. 16, the photorefractive Incoherent-to-colmst c m vrts.

in which the direct analogy with degenerate four-wave mixing is
immediately apparent. WRITING

From the materials perspective, it is of interest to note that the KEAM ELECTROOPTIC
electrooptic crystal bismuth silicon oxide has been utilized as the SIGNAL CRYSTAL
active element in four separate types of electrooptic spatial light BEAM IsrC1 So
modulators. The relative directions of applied electric field, charge

transport, sensed component of induced electric field, and writing/
readout propagation directions are summarized for these four BSO- L
based ESLMs in Fig. 17. In the PROM,2 - 2.3S. the applied voltage
(NVa) creates a longitudinal electric field divided between the WRITING
elecooptic crystal and two dielectric blocking layers. The directions BEAM 1 DIFFRACTED
of the image-induced charge transport (J), sensed electric field BS CONJUGATE
component (E), and wave vectors of the writing and reading beams BEAM 1.

(K) are all parallel. In the PRIZ,U.24,27-3 the crystallographic orien-
taton of the electrooptic crystal is changed so that both longitudinal
and transverse components of the image-modulated electric field are
sensed (inducing both phase and amplitude modulation on the
coherent readout beam). Volume holographic optical elements OUTPUT PLANE
(VHOEs) utilizing BSO23.11.92.93 are configured such that the ap-
plied field is transverse, as are the photoinduced charge transport Fig. 10. Expoertal arangemenet for the demonstration of t.e ulmul-
and modulated space charge field directions. Information recording taneous waure/writing mode of the photorefaeve Incoherent.to-
and reconstruction can be performed at arbitrary angles relative to coherent optical conveter (after Ref. 94). The transparency T(xy) Is

imaged by lens L, and Incoherent source 8 through spectral filter F onto
the crystal normal, dependent on the desired spatial frequency of the the surface of the photorefractive device. A rtsoreflected readout bemn
carrier grating. FinaUy, in the case of the photorefractive incoherent- derived from the incident writing beam I generatm a coherent @pic of
to-coherent optical converter (PICOC),"- the incoherent informa- the transparency In the output plsne through lens La and polaizer P.
tion is in general incident at an angle distinct from that of the
coherent writing beams. The optimum angle is in fact important in
establishing the ultimate resolution of the device.' -5 " or not an incident intensity distribution exceeds a predetermined

threshold at particular spatial locations, to utilize the detected inten-
S. BISTABLE OPTICAL DEVICES sity to spatially modify a local material property in such a fashion
The primary function of a bistable optical device is to detect whether that distinct stable states correspond to regions illuminated below
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and above threshold, and to encode the amplitude and/or phase of
readout illumination with material state-dependent information.

Applications of bistable optical elements in optical processors
and computers include the implementation of logic functions (AND,
OR, NOR, etc.), level restoration, level amplification, bistable
switching with momentary contact (requiring simultaneous input), 'inc

bistable latching (requiring previous input), and variable threshold-
ing. The use of bistable optical devices in these applications is envi-
sioned in direct analogy with the use of semiconductor switching Fig. 19. Schematic Ilha~teation of the hysteresis a&d Mtration offses
elements (transistors) in integrated electronic circuits. The funda- c of optical blatablilty.

mental difference is the availability of two-dimensional arrays of
bistable optical elements that can be accessed in parallel by static or
dynamically programmable optical interconnections. 4 "1 (as depicted graphically in the left-hand side of Fig. 18). Incident

The parallel access feature is crucial to the eventual incorporabil- illumination causes a buildup of intensity within the cavity by means
ity of bistable optical elements in optical processing and (especially) of multiple reflections between the partially reflective mirrors. The
optical computing systems. The mere capability for constructing transmitted and reflected intensities from the device depend rather
two-dimensional arrays of switching elements is not sufficient to sensitively on the optical path length within the cavity, which deter-
provide the significant technological advantages required to warrant mines whether net constructive or destructive interference occurs.
massive investments in additional primary (not to mention concom- The dependence of transmitted intensity on the path length (plot-
itant ancillary) switching technologies. After all, very large scale and ted in units of the optical wavelength divided by the index of refrac-
wafer scale integrated circuits are in essence densely packed two- tion) is depicted in the right-hand side of Fig. 18. Resonant behavior
dimensional arrays of switching elements. If, however, reconfigura- is observed such that peaks in the transmitted intensity occur when-
ble interconnections can be implemented in the context of a given ever the path length is equal to an integral number of wavelengths
switching technology, distinct advantages accrue for the solution of (within the medium). For purposes of discussion, the relevant path
extremely complex classes of computational and processing pro- length here is twice the thickness of the cavity.
blems.t4-16 In this case, the distinction between the interconnections Consider the initial optical thickness of the cavity to be such that
and the processor as separate functional elements blurs somewhat, the system resides at the point labeled "A" in Fig. 18. This point also
allowing one to think of the combined entity as a reconfigurable corresponds to the origin of a plot of transmitted intensity as a
machine. Thus, the excitement evident in the optics community as a function of incident intensity, as diagrammed in Fig. 19. As the
result of recent significant advances in the capabilities of bistable incident intensity is increased, the intensity in the resonant cavity
optical devices derives partially from seemingly unrelated but very increases; thus, the transmitted intensity scales in proportion. Since
much interdependent advances in dynamically programmable opti- we have assumed that the material is nonlinear in the sense that the
cal interconnections. index of refraction is a function of the intensity within the cavity, the

In recent years, a number of fundamental physical effects have increase in incident intensity alters the resonance condition. If the
been utilized to produce bistable optical devices."02 A large index of refraction is increased, the resonance will occur at a lower
number of these devices depend for their operation on intensity- value of the path length. This is the equivalent of moving from "A"
dependent modification of the effective optical path length of a toward "B" in Fig. 18 (although in actuality the entire resonance
Fabry-Perot etalon. The essential operational principles of this type curve plotted in the figure shifts to the left to achieve the same end).
of bistability can be illustrated with reference to Fig. 18. An optical Above a critical threshold in incident intensity, this situation is
material with intensity-dependent index of refraction is arranged unstable. The intensity-induced shift in the resonance condition
between two partially transmitting mirrors to form a resonant cavity lowers the reflected intensity and increases both the transmitted
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i--ensity and the intracavity, intensity. The latter increase tends to
_creae the refctive index of the material further, which creates

positive feedback and drives the system to a stable equilibrium
moditioaas represenued by point Cwin fit I&. Further increases; in M,,t*ii__ alcusty i*cra the cavity intensity, increasing the refrac- M
On index and hence the transmitted intensity. This M, tZ

reudt in neplive feedback, which stabilizes the transitted inten-
dyin thestmration region of F. 19. Hysteresis occursas a result of
the fact that a relatively large decrease in the incident intensity is now M2 , t2
required to significantly detune the cavity from the resonance condi-
tion and switch back to a region below the threshold for positive
fsack. The existence of two distinct values of the transmitted M2 , t2
hinsity for a given value of the incident intensity is a clear indica- M4, t4
tion of the presence of a bistable mechanism. As indicated in Fig 19,
the width of the bistable hysteresis characteristic is adjustable, and M, t2
depends on the initial relationship between the actual path length of Mi, t1
the cavity and the optical path length at zero input intensity.

The addition of a bias intensity level allows a number of different
functions to be performed. For example, if the bias is set as indicated

rin Ft. 19, the device will amplify small additional signal intensities
due to the steep slope of the characteristic curve. f binary input THICKNESS RANGE: 4 - OO0 A
intensities are employed, the bias provides a significant increase in
doopticalsenstivyiyoftheswitch. Thebiaslevelcanbesetsothat NUMBER OF LAYERS: 5- 5000
two units of coincident signal intensity are required to switch into
saturation, which implements the Boolean logical AND function. TYPICAL MATERIALS: GaAs, AlAs, AI1_Go, As
Other logical operations can be performed with appropriate use of
the bias input or of the phase delay between the bias input pulse and Fig. 20. Generalized diagrm of peridc muiery materials, uch as
the signal inputs,"3  multiple quentum nil strucms and supertattles. gown byM8E. MO-

Currently investigated materials that exhibit significant non- CVD, and LPE tcn~us.
linarities, and hence the capability for fabrication of parallel arrays
of bistable optical elements, include gallium arsenide (GaAs),"°'
indium antimonide (InSb),'" copper chloride (CuCI),1e 6 cadmium (1.5 ms to 400 ns) and switching power (670 nW to 3.7 mW).
sulfide (CdS),"" zinc sulfide (ZnS),' ee zinc selenide (ZnSe),JGG and A key factor in the rapid development of bistable optical switch-
multiple quantum well structures of allium arsenide] aluminum ing elements has been the thoroughness with which the appropriate
galium arsenide (GaAs/All - xGaAs).B - 110 The physical macha- active materials have been characterized, in most cases for purposes
nism utilized to create the necessary nonlinearity is free carrier other than optical bistability. Certainly in the case of the lll-V
dispersion in the case of indium antimonide and dispersion near semiconductors, and extending to MBE and MO-CVD multiple
exciton resonances or biexciton resonances in the other four cases. quantum well structures, knowledge of the underlying material

Multiple quantum well structures are a special case of the general parameters in combination with the availability of highly perfect
of periodic multilayer materials, as shown schematically in Fig. single crystal materials has allowed research to progress quickly

20. The layers are grown by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE), metal- without the obscuration of irreproducible experimental results.
organic chemical vapor deposition (MO-CVD), or liquid phase epi- In addition to those mentioned in the beginning of this section,
taxy (LPE) techniques. Layer thicknesses range from atomic materials issues yet to be fully resolved in the area of bistable optical
monolayers (a few angstroms) to in excess of a thousand angstroms. devices include the continued exploration and utilization of novel
Dependent on the nature of the structure, the tot number of layers nonlinear interaction mechanisms, fabrication and evaluation of
can range from of order 5 to of order 5000. large arrays of devices with the uniformity and stability requisite of

Progress in the development of bistable optical elements from digital computation systems, and optimization of previously investi-
these materials has been substantial in the past three years. Less than gated nonlinear mechanisms by suitable tailoring of the material
I ns response times have been observed forswitching in CuC (at 2to characteristics (particularly in the case of multiple quantum well
77K), with peak intensities of order 10 MW/cm2 ." Room tempera- structures). System integration of bistable optical device arrays will
ture switching has been reported for both GaAs/Al ,GaxAs mul- face significant difficulties, with maintenance of the extremely high
tiple quantum well structures"' (20 so 40 ns at 1b kW/ cm 2) and average power levels required for continuous iterative switching
InSbl" (30 as at 100 kW/cm2). algorithms. These high power levels require careful consideration of

Recently, a novel type of optical bistability has been observed n thermal dissipation, thermal nonuniformity with concomitant fluc-

in self-electro-optic-effect devices with the lowest bistable optical tuations in noise margin, beam disposition in cases where purely
switching energies reported to date (of order 18erg/cm 2). The device dispersive nonlinearities can be utilized, and the development ofswitchigr ies re-npotdode~o order 18 es/Al cm~ multiple appropriate high power coherent or incoherent sources. As an
structure is a p-i-n photodiode with a GaAs/All reGa i As multipllea opte h potential difficulty involved, it may be noted that the
quantum well structural element within the intrinsic region. The recent observation of room-temperature diode-laser-induced optical
principle of operation involves the use of the photodetection capabil- recetbsevtyin ofa~/ l ro-tG eare dioe-as mer-nue opitical
ity of the structure in conjunction with the electric field dependence bistability in a GaAs/Al1 - 1GaxAs etalon t ' at 6mW per switching
of the bend edge (and associated exciton) absorption. The device is element translates into an average continuous power requirement of

biased with a series resistor such that the incident light intensity approximately 6 kW for a 1000X 1000 array operated at 100 MHz

causes photoconductive decay of the applied voltage across the with unity duty cycle (assuming a 10 s pulse duration).
device. The resultant reduction in the electric field shifts the band 6. IMPLICATIONS FOR OPTICAL PROCESSING
edge soas to induce additional photogeneration, further reducing the AND COMPUTING

electrc field and creating sufficient positive feedback to drive the
device to saturation. The switching time constant of the device is In this section, the implications of the current status of materials and
limited by the RC time constant of the bias resistor in series with the devices for optical processing and computing applications are
device capacitance, and results in a trade-off between switching time discussed.
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With the possible exception of processors with one-dimensional tenfold would have far-reaching implications on the viability of
architectures, present implementations of optical processing and current optical device designs.
computing algorithms and architectures are strongly device-limited. Significant advances will accrue to the design and implementa-
For the most part, algorithms have been developed independently of tion of algorithms and architectures with exiubts components. This
the current levels of device performance. The greatest fraction of interaction between the developers of systems and devices is crucial
existing algorithm for various optical processing and computing to the discrimination between critical and noncritical device short- -
architectures have not been implemented with even experimental comings, and bence to focused efforts aimedat enhancing fundamen-
versions of devices; thus, performance trade-offs and algonrithmic tally important characteristics.
circumvention of hardware shortcomings have yet to be identified. Finally, once critical device shortcomings are identified by actual

As pointed out in Sec. I, several optical procesor/computer incorporation in operational processing and computing subsystems,
component functions can be satisfied bya single device category, but research effort should be directed to the circumvention of these
not likely by a single device configuration within that category. limitations in the following order of priority. First, modify the algo-
Hence, a multiplicity of device configurations within each category rithm if at all possible. Second, modify the subsystem architecture
will be required for complete systems. In addition, flexibility within a (with concomitant changes in the requisite algorithms). If both
given device configuration to optimize device design with respect to efforts fail to relieve the constraint, seek to enhance device perfor-
the distinct figures of merit applicable to various applications is a mance characteristics through research efforts such as those outlined
highly desirable goal. above. This order of priority is certainly familiar to users of elec-

Device performance limitations are of three primary types: (I) tronic computational subsystems, for which chip and subsystem
fundamental, (2) design-related, and (3) materials-related. All three redesign even within an identifiably understood technology is viewed
types of limitations are highly interrelated such that advances in each as both expensive and time-consuming.
area are critical to advanced device development and device charac-
terization. It is of particular importance when assessing the potential 8, ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
of a given device technology to determine whether reported expei- Research on materials and devices for optical processing and corn-
mental results derive primarily from fundamental physical limita- puting applications at the University of Southern California has been
tions that cannot be circumvented, or in fact from technological supported by the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency
limitations deriving from less than optimum choices (or availability) (Office of Naval Research), the Air Force Office of Scientific
of active optical materials, device design parameters, device operat- Research, the Air Force Systems Command, the Army Research
ing mode parameters, and/or performance characterization Office, the Naval Ocean Systems Center, the Joint Services Electron-
techniques. ics Program, the National Science Foundation, the Jet Propulsion

Finally, it is important to note that significant developments in all Laboratory (California Institute of Technology), ITT Corporation,
of the device categories discussed above are required before the full Xerox Palo Alto Research Center, and Newport Corporation. The
promise of parallel optical processing and computingcan be fulfilled. author wishes to express his gratitude for the gracious hospitality
The phenomenal success of electronic processors and computers is extended by the California Institute of Technology and by Newport
due in no small part to theavailability ofand compatibility among a Corporation during a sabbatical leave.
complete set of requisite components.
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APPENDIX 4 48

Optical beam propagation method for birefringent phase
grating diffraction

Richard V. Johnsn, MEMBER sp Abstract The analysis of volume diffraction gratings is important to the
Armand RL Tanguay, Jr., MEMBER SPIE optimization of broad classes of devices, including acoustooptic Bragg
University of Southern California cells, volume holograms, and spatial light modulators. A number of these
Optical Materials and Devices Laboratory devices involve gratings that exhibit striking polarization properties,

and which if used advantageously can offer significant opportunities for ex-
Center for Photonic Technology tended performance. Although the standard formalism for analyzing
Departments of Electrical Engineering volume grating diffraction is the coupled wave approach, the optical beam

and Materials Science propagation method has proven to be a powerful alternative formulation.
Los Angeles, California 90089-0483 For example, Thylen and Yevick recently utilized this method to study the

coupling of polarized waveguide modes. In this paper, the optical beam
propagation formalism of Thylen and Yevick for anisotropic media is
further extended to the analysis of polarization effects in volume phase
gratings. This method is both extremely intuitive (all intermediate mathe- A
matical steps have immediate physical significance) and also superior in
cost of computation measures (execution time, computer memory re-
quired) for intricate modulation structures. Several broad classes of bire-
fringent phase grating diffraction problems are identified, and sample
solutions using the optical beam propagation method are exhibited. The
cost of computation of the optical beam propagation method is shown to
scale gracefully with increasing modulation complexity.

Subject terms: optical information processing; gratings; birefringent phase grat-
ings; polarization effects; spatial light modulators; optical activity; optical beam
propagation method; coupled wave method; diffraction; anisotropic diffraction.

Optical Engineering 25(21 235-249 (February 1986A

CONTENTS these gratings have unusual optical polarization properties
!. Introduction that can be advantageous for achieving significantly im-

2. Description of the optical beam propagation method proved device performance.
2. 1. Approximate mathematical statement of the grating problem An interesting and intricate example of a polarization dif-
2.2. Typical birefringent phase gratings fraction problem is volume holography in photorefractive
2.3. Coupled wave formalism materials such as bismuth silicon oxide (Bi12SiO2o, or
2.4. The optical beam propagation method BSO). 2- 10 The analysis of the polarization states of the dif-

3. Cost of computation experiments fraction orders in bismuth silicon oxide is complicated by the
4. Typical grating analyses presence of natural optical activity. In addition, an electric

4. 1. Isotropic gratings field is often applied to the crystal to increase the holographic
4.2. Birefringent phase gratings photosensitivity. Because bismuth silicon oxide is electro-

fringence optic, an electric field induced linear birefringence appears

4.2.2. Gratings with fixed birefringence and varying prin- that further complicates the polarization analysis.

cipal axes In cases such as this, anisotropic Bragg diffraction can
4.3. Gratings with optical activity occur, in which the polarization state of the diffracted light

5. Summary beam is orthogonal to the polarization state of the incident
6. Acknowledgments light beam. Such orthogonality can enable improved signal-
7. References to-noise light ratio by the insertion of a polarization analyzer

into the diffracted (signal) beam adjusted so as to block the
1. INTRODUCTION scattered incident light without degrading the signal light
Volume diffraction gratings are fundamental to a large num- intensity. 3 - 3 Anisotropic diffraction can also significandy
her of technologically important devices, including acousto- extend the frequency bandwidth of acoustooptic Bragg cells
optic Bragg cells, spectrum analyzers, volume holographic by relieving phase matching constraints. 14- 6

optical elements, and spatial light modulators. ' A number of An elegant formalism for analyzing the polarization proper-

Invited Paper MD-106 received Oct. 1. 1983; revised manuscript received ties of aCbitrary media, inc'uding linear birefringence and
Nov. 18, 1"5; accepted for publication Nov. 20. 1985; received by Manag- natural optical activity, is the Jones matrix c . lT
in1 Editor Dec. 5. 19s5. - Jones matrix formalism has recently been applied to the
4O 19C6 SocGty of Photo-Optical InstruAEentation 6tNme.. 2
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analysis of birefringent phase gratings, in which the polariza- treatment of boundary conditions are critical issues in a rigor-
tion properties of the medium vary periodically from location ous analysis.
to location.' 9.2 This spatial var;ation can be Fourier decom- A considerably simplified grating analysis is possible when
posed into spatial harmonics, such that the resulting polariza- the probe beam remains essentially collimated. This occurs
tion matrix operator for each spatial harmonic governs the whenever the grating frequencies are sufficiently small, with
polarization state of a corresponding diffraction order. Such low concomitant diffraction angles. Another constraint is that
an analysis has been given by Tanguay et al. for the variable the birefringence of the grating medium, if any, must not
grating mode liquid crystal device.' 9 In addition, a generic cause a strong walkoff of orthogonally polarized laser beams.
study of birefringent phase gratings in the thin grating limit (See, however, Fleck and Feit for a treatment that includes
using the Jones matrix formalism has been developed by one such birefringent walkoff effects. 28 ) In this approximate anal-
of the authors.' ysis the boundary conditions become trivial to satisfy, and

The predictions of the Jones matrix analysis are most ac- the second order wave propagation equation can be well ap-
curate for thin gratings. A thin grating enables the two prin- proximated by a first order equation in which backscattered
cipal processes of light propagation, namely, modulation and orders are neglected. All higher diffraction orders with any
diffraction, to be clearly separated. The modulation process measurable optical power are assumed to be propagating, not
imposes a point-by-point local modification of the optical evanescent. Such assumptions are accurate only when the
phase and/or polarization of the propagating wavefront, and optical inhomogeneities defining the grating are sufficiently
thereby redistributes the energy in the angular spectrum of weak, as is the case for most of the device modeling reported
plane wave components of the light field. The intensity profile in this paper.
of the light field is redistributed following interaction with the When the above approximations are valid, alternative for-
grating because of the diffraction process. eventually break- malisms can be applied to grating analysis. One such formal-
ing up into discrete diffraction orders. A key assumption of a ism is the optical beam propagation method,28 36 first pro-
thin grating analysis is that diffraction effects are so small that posed by Fleck et al. 29 The optical beam propagation method
a ray optics model of light propagation inside the grating is has been applied to a large variety of problems, including
sufficiently accurate to allow this separation of modulation studies of Gaussian beam propagation through uniaxial bire-
and diffraction processes. fringent media,28 propagation of high energy laser beams

For thicker gratings, the diffraction and modulation pro- through a turbulent atmosphere, 29 graded index fibers,"0 fiber
cesses become convolved, and the grating analysis becomes optic couplers, 3' solitons, 32 grating lenses, 33 and optical
far more intricate. In particular, optical phase mismatch ef- waveguides with bends and tapers.3 " Reviews of the accuracy
fects between the incident probe and the diffracted signal and applicability of the optical beam propagation method
beams become important. Phase mismatch effects are ex- have been given by Van Roey et al. 34 and by Thylen. 35 Re-
hibited, for example, in the angular alignment sensitivity of a cently, Thylen and Yevick proposed an extension of the
grating, i.e., the variation of the diffraction efficiency with optical beam propagation method to the study of polarization
the angular alignment between the incident probe beam and effects induced by anisotropy, with application to polarization
the grating wave vector. Many of the birefringent phase grat- rotation in a double heterostructure pn-junction waveguide,
ings discussed in this paper exhibit distinctive angular align- and to TE-TM mode conversion in a lithium niobate slab
ment sensitivity curves. waveguide. 36 In the present paper, the Thylen and Yevick

A standard formalism for studying the diffraction behavior formalism is further extended to the study of the polarization
of thick volume gratings is coupled wave analysis, usually properties of birefringent phase gratings.
identified with Kogelnik. 2" Excellent reviews of coupled The optical beam propagation method is an extremely intu-
wave/coupled mode theory have been given by Russell 22 and itive algorithm The essence of the method is to replace a
by Gaylord and Moharam.' A coupled wave analysis of light computationally difficult distributed modulation/diffraction
propagation through homogeneous media with both linear problem (as shown in Fig. 1) with a simpler "lumped ele-
birefringence and natural optical activity has been published ment" system (in the terminology of transmission line analy-
by Yariv and Lotspeich.23 Analyses of certain features of sis). As shown in Fig. 2, two distinct types of lumped ele-
grating diffraction in bismuth silicon oxide v,,lume holograms ments are used in conjunction to model the interaction of the
in the presence of optical activity and electric field induced refractive and diffractive contributions to the overall optical
linear birefringence have been presented by Kukhtarev et al. ,3 wave propagation process in a volume phase grating. The first
by Marrakchi et al., '8 and by Vachss and Hesselink.4  element is an infinitesimally thin plane that exhibits the same
Rigorous coupled wave analyses for isotropic gratings have phase modulation and anisotropic polarization properties
been published by Moharam and Gaylord. 24-26 A treatment of (space-variant birefringence) as a given finite thickness of the
gratings with completely arbitrary optical anisotropies by volume phase grating in the absence of diffraction effects. _
means of rigorous coupled wave analysis has been given by The second element comprises a homogeneous region of the
Rokushima and Yamakita. 27 same given finite thickness, within which the modulated

Rigorous formulations of the coupled wa,.e analysis can wavefront is allowed to diffract without further space-variant
account for slanted gratings andor large grating frequencies modulation.
with concomitantly large diffraction angles. The various spa- A volume phase grating cannot be adequately modeled by a
tial harmonics of the light field include both propagating and single infinitesimally thin modulation/polarization plane
evanescent diffraction orders. Although the evanescent orders paired with a single homogeneous region of diffraction. This
do not participate in the transfer of optical power, they must is particularly true of the angular alignment sensitivity, which
be included in the analysis to satisfy the appropriate boundary exhibits distinctly different behavior in the Raman-Nath and
conditions at the entrance and exit windows of the grating. Bragg regimes. However, a finite number of such paired
The existence of backscattered :ight beams and the proper elements can in fact quite accurately approximate the full
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Grating Medium 4oo1000 1
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Fig. 3. Total computation time comparison of the various algorithms
for a typical isotropic sinusoidal phase grating problem 10 = 20, v =
2, Brgg angle incidence, as defined in Sec. 2.31 to achieve better
than a 0.1% error tolerance. The results shown here demonstrate
the significant advantage of the optical beam propagation method
for Intricate spatial modulation problems involving more than seven
diffraction orders. Details of the analysis presented in this figure are
given in Sec. 3.

Periodic Index Inhomogeneity -g

Fig. 1. A volume birefringent phase grating is shown, which consists The computation of the light propagation through each
of a spatially periodic variation in the birefringent properties of the associated pair of elements (i.e., the combination of a phase/
grating medium. See also Fig. 6. polarization modulation plane and associated homogeneous

diffraction/propagation region), hereinafter referred to as a
SHomogeneous Region(s) computational step, is vastly simpler than the computation of

Multion/Polorization Plane(s) the light propagation through the full distributed modulation
system of Fig. 1. A comparison of the total computation time
needed by the optical beam propagation method and by alter-
native coupled wave equation methods is given in Fig. 3 for aH 87 typical isotropic phase grating problem, as discussed more
fully in Sec. 3. For this particular case, the optical beam
propagation method gives the fastest computation times of
any of the methods for problems involving more than seven
diffraction orders. By dividing the volume phase grating into
a large enough number of computational steps, the beam
propagation model can approximate the actual distributed

grating to any desired degree of accuracy. The numerical
convergence to the asymptotic limit is quite rapid, as shown
in Fig. 4 and discussed in Sec. 4.1.

All intermediate mathematical steps in the optical beam
propagation method have a direct physical meaning, in con-

EE Ntrast to alternative solution methods such as eigenstate analy-Element( I te 2 Etep) ( N tep)sis of the coupled wave equations. The method consists of a(t" Step) (2" step) (Nlh Step) series of Fourier transforms (followed by phase/polarization

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of the optical beam propagation method modulation and inverse Fourier transforms), thus alternating
concept: replacement of a computationally difficult distributed between a near field and a far field description of the light
modulation/polarization problem with a vastly simplified 'lumped beam; the coupled wave analysis, on the other hand, concen-
element" approximation consisting of optically homogeneous trates solely on a far field description of the light beam. The
plates separated by infinitesimally thin phase and polarization mod- discrete diffraction order structure of the light beam is clearly
ulatlon planes. The modulation planes are placed at the center of the
homogeneous plates. The impact of each of these lumped elements resolved in the far field description, whereas the total light
on a coherent monochromatic light beam can be quickly calculated profile is propagated along a sequence of planes within the
on a digital computer. grating in the near field description. The near field description

exhibits features such as a positive focusing effect in regions
complexity of refraction, diffraction, and polarization phe- of locally maximum index of refraction, features that are not
nomena observed in volume phase gratings. As will be shown readily apparent with the coupled wave analysis. This dual
in Sec. 4, the required number of paired elements is in fact view leads to a significantly heightened intuitive understand-
surprisingly small, even for cases well into the Bragg diffrac- ing of the modulation/diffraction process that makes the opti-
tion regime. cal beam propagation method especially useful for teaching
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Z100 iInformation Pattern
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Bragg angle incidence
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NUMBER OF COMPUTATIONAL STEPS Fig. 5. Spatial modulation of a periodic spatial carrier. The mathe-

matical algorithms for studying a simple grating can also be applied
Fig. 4. Asymptotic convergence of the optical beam propagation to the analysis of a more intricate spatial modulation problem, as
method for one particular isotropic sinusoidel phase grating prob- shown here. The spatial modulation problem in general requires a
len. As the number of computational steps increases, the diffraction finer numerical mesh (equivalent to more diffraction orders and
efiincy calculated by the optical beam propagation method more suborder) to describe the problem adequately.
closely approximates the desired analytical value.

requires a coupled wave analysis (or equivalently, a coupled
physical optics concepts to students, as well as for funda- mode analysis), in which the second order terms are retained
mental device invention and characterization, in the differential wave equation and in which the boundary

The optical beam propagation method also proves to be conditions at the entrance and exit windows of the grating are
superior to alternative methods in reduced execution time for included. 2 12 6 However, many problems can be handled with
the more intricate problems associated with modulated grating perfectly acceptable accuracy by a simplified coupled wave
structures (as encountered, for example, in certain spatial formalism. All problems for which this simplified coupled
light modulators). Several types of spatial light modulators wave analysis is applicable could equally well be treated by
involve a spatial carrier that is modulated by the information the optical beam propagation method. The necessary approxi-
signal (as shown schematically in Fig. 5). Examples include mations are detailed in this section. The approximate treat-
acoustooptic Bragg cells, 37 the photorefractive incoherent- ment of the rigorous diffraction problem is formulated in Sec.
to-coherent optical converter2 8 the variable grating mode 2. 1, and typical birefringent phase gratings applicable to de-
liquid crystal device, 9 the linear array total internal reflection vices of interest are described in Sec. 2.2. The appropriate set
(TIR) electrooptic spatial light modulator,3 9 and the optically of coupled wave equations, subject to this approximate for-
modulated version of the TIR spatial light modulator.4 These mulation, is derived in Sec. 2.3, and various methods of
modulated grating structures can be analyzed with the same numerical solution are discussed. The detailed implementa-
computational methods used for simple phase gratings, but tion of the optical beam propagation method as applied to
they require a larger number of numerical mesh points volume birefringent phase gratings is described in Sec. 2.4.
(equivalently, a larger number of diffraction orders) to de-
scribe adequately the more intricate modulation structure. 2.1. Approximate mathematical statement of the grating

Therefore, one important theme considered in this paper is the problem
scaling of the computation time required by the various algo- An approximate wave propagation equation for inhomogen-
rithms with increasing complexity of the spatial modulation eous media [Eq. (4) below], which forms the basis for discus-
profile, with results as shown in Fig. 3 and discussed in sions of the coupled wave equation formalism and the optical
Sec. 3. beam propagation method, is derived in this section. The

The mathematical basis for the approximate optical beam precise optical characteristics of a birefringent phase grating
propagation analysis of volume birefringent phase gratings is are specified by its constitutive relation. Broad aspects of
presented in Sec. 2. The set of coupled wave equations, constitutive equations for birefringent phase gratings are out-
subject to this approximate treatment, is derived, and the lined in this section, and detailed examples are given in the
optical beam propagation method is described. Numerical next section.
experiments performed on a Digital Equipment Corporation The rigorous differential equation describing monochro-
VAX 11/750 comparing the computation times required by matic wave propagation through a grating is derived from
the several algorithms are reported in Sec. 3. The scaling of Maxwell's curl equations for a nonmagnetic medium. These
the computation times for the various algorithms with increas- equations combine to give the vector form of the wave equa-
ing modulation complexity is also explored. The application tion:
of this extended anisotropic optical beam propagation method
to several generic birefringent phase grating problems is dem- Vx(VxET) = V(V.ET) - V2 ET = k2 Dr (i)

onstrated in Sec. 4.
in which ET is the electric field and Dr is the electric dis-

2. DESCRIPTION OF THE OPTICAL BEAM placement field associated with the light field, and k is the
PROPAGATION METHOD magnitude of the optical wave vector (defined in vacuo). The

A completely rigorous formulation of the grating problem subscript T distinguishes the total light field from the slowly
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varying envelope field, to be introduced in Eq. (3) below. The 1
x coordinate is parallel to the grating wave vector; the z CASE A 0
coordinate is perpendicular to the grating wave vector, lies in 0
the plane of incidence, and is approximately parallel to the €
light propagation direction. For an optical beam that remains CASE B

well collimated on diffraction (i.e., for low grating frequen- 0 0 10 0
cies with concomitantly low diffraction anfles), the term
V(V-E,) is negligible compared with the V Er term. This CASE C -

yields the scalar form of the wave propagation equation; i.e., 0 0_0
__ __ __ I __ __ I __ I

V2 ETkD"O

Although this equation is traditionally referred to as the scalar CASE0 0 0 0' 0
wave equation, it is nevertheless capable of describing the ,
polarization effects of interest in this study. CASEE

An additional consequence of the collimation of the light
beam (i.e., when the angular spectrum of plane wave com-
ponents spans a small range of angles) is that the expressionfor the light field can be factored into the product of a slowly FRg. 6. Categories of Ilrefrngent phase gratings. in tenus of the

periodic spatial evolution of the index ellipsoid. The evolution Is
varying amplitude profile E(x,z) and a collimated and rapidly shown over one full piod of the grating wavelength in the me-

oscillating optical carrier: dlum. Cue A correponds to an Isotropic phase grating; cases B, C.
and D correspond to different gratings with fixed principal axes and

- kx zvarying birfringence; case E corresponds to a grating with fixed
ET<x,z) = E(xz) . (3) bireftrngence and varying principal axes. Cases A, B, and C reside In

an isotropic medium, while cases D and E reside In a medium with
This factorization assumes that all diffraction orders propa- Inherent optical anisotropy.
gate approximately along the z axis. Small diffraction angle
departures from the axis are expressed by the x dependence of This periodicity implies that the permittivity can be Fourier
the slowly varying amplitude. decomposed into discrete spatial harmonics of the form

In Eq. (3), no denotes the geometrical average of the two
indices of refraction associated with the birefringent phase +=
grating medium. The geometrical average of the indices is *(xz) = ,(z)exp(imiKx) (7)
selected because this decomposes the light field into an aver-
age optical phase evolution, which is quite rapid and exhib-
ited by both polarization components, and birefringent devia- for all coordinates x and all integers m, in which KG is the
tions from this average phase evolution that are equal in grating wave vector magnitude defined by
magnitude and opposite in sign.

Substitution of this factored expression into the scalar wave 2 .)
equation [Eq. (2)] yields the following approximate wave KG = A(8)

propagation equation in terms of the slowly varying amplitude
E(x,z): For the problems considered herein, the higher spatial fre-

quency components a. are all significantly smaller than the

-E + 2inok -LE + k -(D - noE) = 0. (4) zero frequency component em'-O, which will be called the

ax2  az homogeneous component.
The permittivity *(xz) is a second rank tensor with an

In this expression, a second order partial derivative O2E/z 2 is associated rank two matrix Eij(x,z), and the mrth spatial har-
neglected in favor of the first order derivative term 2inok(aE/ monic is then represented by eij.m(z). For a nonabsorbing
az). This is valid only as long as the beam remains sufficiently medium in the absence of optical activity, the matrix Fij is
well collimated, and for cases in which any slant angle of the symmetric with real components and can be represented by an
grating with respect to the light propagation direction is abstract mathematical surface called the index ellipsoid.4'
small. An isotropic medium is one for which the homogeneous

The description of the grating is embodied in the constitu- permittivity tensor *m,-o can be represented by the pro-
tive equation relating the light beam's D and E fields within duct of a scalar and a unit tensor, and its corresponding index
the anisotropic and inhomogeneous medium: surface is a sphere. A birefringent medium is one for which

the homogeneous permittivity component *,-o cannot be

D = a(x,z)E. (5) so factored, and its corresponding index surface is an ellip-
soid. Birefringent phase gratings can be classified by the

In typical optical media the permittivity e is homogeneous, spatial variation of the shape of this index surface, as dis-

but in a grating the permittivity varies from point to point cussed in the following section.

within the grating medium, and is periodic in the transverse
coordinate x with spatial period A: 2.2. Typical birefringent phase gratings

The spatial variation in the index ellipsoid across one full
a(x,z) = *(x + A, z) Vx. (6) grating period is exhibited in Fig. 6 for several categories of
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gratings. Three broad categories are shown in Fig. 6: an grating is an acoustooptic interaction with a transverse (shear)
isotropic phase grating [Fig. 6(A)I, three versions of a grating sound wave in an amorphous medium.42 A second example is
with fixed principal axes and varying birefringence (Figs. a volume hologram in a particular crystallographic orientation
6(B), 6(C). and 6(D) , and a grating with varying axes and of cubic bismuth silicon oxide (for cases in which the
fixed birefringence [Fig. 6(E)J. The categories can be further naturally occurring optical activity can be neglected). 8

classified into gratings embedded in isotropic media [Figs. The media in Figs. 6(A), 6(B), and 6(C) are all isotropic in
6(A), 6(B), and 6(C)] and gratings embedded in birefringent the absence of the grating perturbation. Figure 6(D) shows the
media [Figs. 6(D) and 6(E)]. The optical diffraction phe- spatial distribution of the index ellipsoid for a birefringent
nomena characteristic of these gratings are presented in Sec. phase grating in a medium that is birefringent. A volume
4. Neze that Fig. 6 is not meant to contain an exhaustive list of hologram in a photorefractive electrooptic uniaxial crystal
grating classes, but rather to be representative of the rich would have this distribution when the modulated space charge
variety of birefringent phase gratings characteristic of optical electric field C(x) is oriented along the crystallographic c
materials and devices. axis. - 9 For the case of lithium niobate, the permittivity

An isotropic phase grating is defined herein as a grating that profile would be
generates a diffracted signal beam with a polarization state
identical to that of the incident probe beam, regardless of the 0n O\ I r,.4 0
incident polarization state. Figure 6(A) shows the spatial var- E(x) + C(x)cos(KGx) 0 . (12)
iation of the index ellipsoid for a typical isotropic grating, 0 nf

with a permittivity profile of

ri 2 1 / 0) in which ri,, is the ordinary index of refraction ind n, is the
x = I + 2noAn coS(KGX) 1 (9) extraordinary index of refraction. The index surface for the

( 0 n5) ( 0 / medium in the absence of the grating perturbation is an el-
lipse. The action of the space charge field C(x) is to induce a

in which no is the average index of refraction and An is the slight change in the size and shape of this ellipsoid, but
amplitude of the index modulation. The index surface in the without rotating its principal axes.
absence of the grating modulation is a circle. The perturbation Figures 6(B), 6(C), and 6(D) are all examples of bire-
induced by the grating causes this surface to expand and fringent phase gratings with fixed principal axes and varying
contract, but always to remain a circle. Thus, no preferred birefringence. A grating for which the index ellipsoid exhibits
principal axis system can be identified for this highly varying principal axes and fixed birefringence is shown in
symmetric case. An acoustooptic interaction with a longitu- Fig. 6(E). This type of behavior is observed, for example, in
dinal sound wave in an isotropic medium such as glass certain liquid crystal devices.' 9 A typical permittivity profile
approximates an isotropic grating (rigorously so in media for for this case might be
which the photoelastic tensor components p,I and P12 are
equal). 42 Some of the diffraction properties of the isotropic (n 0 ) x(sm(x) co(x) (

equal. Som of te difractin proertie of te isoropic e~x) 1 0+ (nV'- n )sine(x) sn~)cs~)(3
phase grating are discussed in Sec. 4.1. ( 0 +cosn-x) -sn .((x)3

One of the most interesting birefringent phase gratings is
that of fixed principal axes with spatially varying birefrin- The angle 0(x) that characterizes the orientational variation of
gence, superimposed on an isotropic medium. Two important the principal axes is assumed to be small, and is given by
cases can be identified, in which the principal axes are (1)
aligned with the grating wave vector, as in Fig. 6(B), or (2) O(x) = O, cos(KGx) • (14)
aligned at 450 with respect to the grating wave vector, as in
Fig. 6(C). For sufficiently small angles 0(x), Eq. (13) can be approxi-

The first case is typically characterized by a permittivity mated by
distribution of the form 

m by

n6 1)2 c + ( 0) 4-xW = n 0 + Ir OX 0 1
O(x) ( + )+2no~n cos(Kx)('i (10) Ex(Fl' 1) 0(eni0x) )((x)-- 0 ) (0 -1 "

The corresponding spatial distribution of the index ellipsoid is The diffraction properties of these classes of birefringent
shown in Fig. 6(B). The index surface in the absence of a phase gratings are explored in Sec. 4.2.
grating is a circle. The grating perturbs the medium so that the Optical activity, which has not been considered in the bire- - -

index surface becomes elliptical, with the major axis of the fringent phase grating cases presented thus far, can easily be
ellipse alternately parallel and perpendicular to the grating included in the analysis by adding appropriate off-diagonal
wave vector. elements to the permittivity matrix. -', These additional

The second case is as shown in Fig. 6(C). with a typical off-diagonal elements for a nonabsorbing grating medium
permittivity distribution of the form must be imaginary and antisymmetric. Volume phase gratings

in bismuth silicon oxide and bismuth germanium oxide in-

,(x)=(n 0 + 2noAncos(Kx)( 0 1(i) clude the effects of natural optical activity, and hence diffrac-

0 n1 I 0 / tion gratings in such photorefractive media exhibit quite strik-
ing polarization properties. The permittivity equation with

The principal axes are rotated 450 with respect to the grating optical activity included for the {KG .. <001 >} orientation of

wave vector. One example of such a birefringent phase bismuth silicon oxide is given bys
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/ + (2noAncos(KGX) 0 1 16) in which the angle Om is defined by
u(x) = -iig + 2nAn0o(K")

-jg 1 0 sinm = sin0in + 2m sineB. (21)

in which the parameter g is related to the optical rotatory and 0B is the isotropic Bragg angle inside the grating, defined
power p (*/mm) by by

pXrao K0g (17) sin0G = KG (22)
Wr 2nok

Sample analyses of grating problems with optical activity are A given diffraction order, indexed by integer m and propagat-

presented in Sec. 4.3. ing with angle 0 m with respect to the z axis, is associated with
each spatial harmonic in the transverse coordinate x.

2.3. Coupled wave formalism The coupling among the diffraction orders is described by a2.3.Couped ave ormaismset of linear first order differential equations of the form

The birefringent phase grating diffraction problem has now

been completely formulated. Two methods for numerically 2 +=
solving this problem are discussed: the coupled wave formal- dE.m(Z) = .Cn.(z)Ejn(z), (23)
ism, as described in this section, and the anisotropic optical -z m y,
beam propagation method, as described in the next section. j= D-=

The coupled wave formalism derives from a decomposition in which i and j indices specify the two polarization states
of the light field into discrete spatial harmonics. Two alterna- whi m and indices specify the ffrac tion sates
tive decompositions of the field are presented below, leading (23) results from substituting the diffraction order superposi-
to two distinct sets of coupled wave equations, depending tion Eq. (20), into the approximate light propagation Eq. (4), 
upon the assumed wave vector matching condition. The first subject to the constitutive Eq. (5) and the spatial decomposi-
decomposition assumes that all diffraction orders exhibit the t o the perittiv Eq. () and tsal dectinosi-same exp(inokz) dependence, so that no explicit dephasing of tion of the permittivity Eq. (7), and finally by collecting all
sadjaen difractiopnrdere ispovided.tn faplct hevereac terms with the same spatial harmonic dependence in the x
adjacent diffac tion orders is provided. In fact, however, el, coordinate.
diffraction order can be represented as a plane wave-like field, The matrix element Cij.m. couples the light energy from the
such that the mth order propagates with a distinct angle 0" nth diffraction order, jth polarization state, into the mth dif-
and with a corresponding z dependence of exp(inokzcos0m). fraction order, ith polarization state. These coupling matrix
The z dependence of adjacent diffraction orders is therefore elements are governed by the spatial frequency spectrum of
not identical, so that an optical dephasing of these orders can eem ty perturbta
be explicitly included to form the second possible decomposi- the permittivity perturbation:
tion. Gaylord and Moharam have presented a more complete - iQ m + sin , (24)
discussion of this point.' Cj.(z) 2no (Z) 2d 2sin0B

Both diffraction order decompositions describe the same
grating physics and hence must predict the same diffraction
characteristics (within phase factors). Each, however, exhib- in which 8i 1is the Kronecker delta function (i.e.. i when
its distinctly different properties for numerical analysis. Both i = j; 8ij = 0 otherwise). The dimensionless parameter Q

formulations are needed in the following cost of numerical scales the grating thickness d, defined by 43

computation experiments, because only the first formulation
is amenable to the matrix eigenstate analysis, while the sec- Kjd
ond formulation exhibits much better convergence properties Q - (25)

for numerical integration, as discussed in Sec. 3. nok

Consider a collimated incident light beam with propagation A dimensionless grating strength parameter v for sinusoidal
angle 0rn defined with respect to the z axis: isotropic gratings is defined for future reference as

Ei.(x,z) = Eexp[inok(x sin,, + z cos0i,)] . (18) v = kAnd . (26)

This beam interacts with the grating to produce a light field in which An is the maximum perturbation in the index of
that in the first formulation of the coupled wave equations is refraction. 43

assumed to have the form This first formulation of the coupled wave equations yields
coupling coefficients Cij, that are independent of the z

+= coordinate when the permittivity tensor is independent of the
(xz) = , z coordinate. This is a necessary condition for applying the

m- -~ matrix eigenstate analysis formalism. The harmonic terms for

the higher diffraction orders, however, are not solutions of

This can be alternatively expressed as the homogeneous wave equation, whereas we expect the
various diffraction orders to approximate closely such homo-

+= geneous solutions. This forces the amplitude terms Em(z) to

E(x,z) = 2 E(z)exp(inokx sine,,,), (20) assume a phase evolution that rapidly becomes severe for

- higher diffraction orders.
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The second formulation of the coupled wave equations coupling matrix Cij.mn are first calculated." The incident
avoids this problem by positing harmonic terms for each light beam is decomposed into an equivalent set of eigensolu.
diffraction order that are solutions of the homogeneous wave tions of the coupled wave equation set. Each eigensolution is
equation. This formulation evolves from the following de- advanced in phase, corresponding to propagation through the
composition of the light field: grating, in proportion to its associated eigenvalue multiplied

by the grating thickness. The eigensolutions are summed up at
" \ 2 ]the exit window to define the exiting diffracted light beam.

F,(x,z) = E,.(z)exp inok xe. - - . (27) The coupled wave equations can alternatively be solved by
2 --- brute force numerical integration techniques, such as the

This last equation derives from replacing the exp(inokz) term Runge-Kutta method." The computation time required for
(3) lnumerical integration is governed in part by which formula-

in Eq. (3) with an exp(inokz cos9,) term for each diffraction tion of the coupled wave set is used, as discussed in Sec. 3,
order, performing a Taylor series expansion on the sine and and in part by how densely packed the coupling matrix Cpq is.
cosine terms in powers of the angle 9,, and keeping terms The packing density of the coupling matrix is driven in turn
only up to O6. This leads to a set of coupled wave equations of by the spectral purity or complexity of the permittivity pertur-
precisely the same form as Eq. (23), but with different cou- bation profile [e.g., Eqs. (9) through (17)]. The usual profile
pling coefficients Cij.., given by assumed in most grating analyses is a simple sinusoid, as

shown in Fig. 7(a). This profile has the purest possible spatial
Cij.== - (4.-4 - U4848w,) frequency spectrum, consisting of one positive frequency

2,n) component exp(iK4x) and one negative frequency component
exp(-iKax) (Fig. 7(b)1. The corresponding coupling matrix

× m+n+o0, is sparse, consisting only of three nonzero diagonal sets of
) exp I 2(r-n) 88 (28) elements: the main diagonal and the two adjacent diagonals

L - (Fig. 8). Other perturbation profiles (such as, for example, a
The coupling coefficients Cj.. defined by Eqs. (24) and (28) sawtooth spatial dependence) would have more intricae spec-
are cumbersome for numerical computations. Two modifica- tra, and hence their associated coupling matrices would be
tions can greatl simplify the numerical implementation of more densely packed with nonzero elements [Figs. 7(c) and
various algorithms. The first modification involves elimina- 7(d), and Fig. 9. Sparse coupling matrices have few interac-
tion of unnecessary higher diffraction orders of negligible tions among the diffraction orders, typically involving only
energy content, which can be implemented by truncating the nearest neighbors, and so exhibit shorter computation times

infinite set of diffraction orders at some finite upper limit N. compared with densely packed coupling matrices.

This upper limit is typically determined by computational
experiment, i.e., by calculating the grating diffraction proper- 2.4. The optical beam propagation method
ties assuming a small value for N and then repeating the A powerful tool for analyzing the polarization properties of an
calculations for larger and larger values of N until the solu- arbitrary medium is the Jones matrix calculus, which de-
tions reach an asymptotic limit, scribes the propagation of collimated plane waves.'" 8 This

The second modification to the coupling coefficients Cij.m... is a most effective technique for calculating the polarization
reduces the number of indices from four to two by combining properties of gratings when they are sufficiently thin. 19.20

indices i and m into a new index p, and similarly by combin- For thicker gratings, an additional mechanism not con-
ing indices j and n into a second index q. as explained in the sidered in the Jones matrix calculus becomes important. That
next paragraph. Note that this is not a contraction of indices mechanism is the optical phase shift introduced into adjacent
by symmetry arguments, but rather is a bookkeeping strategy diffraction orders relative to each other as they propagate
to allow use of the large number of available matrix manipula- through the grating medium, caused by the differing propaga-
tion routines. tion directions of these plane wave components. This phase

Recall that the subscript i of Cij.. denotes the polarization shift introduces a dephasing of the coupling between the dif-
state component of the mrth diffraction order, and similarly the fraction orders, which in turn causes the striking angular
subscript j denotes the polarization state component of the nth alignment sensitivity and diffraction order selectivity charac-
diffraction order. Each diffraction order has two polarization teristic of thick phase gratings.
state components, and these components can be indexed by The essence of the optical beam propagation method is to
integers I and 2. The diffraction order index m is truncated to replace a computationally difficult distributed modulation/dif-
lie in the range -N i m 1 + N, and similarly for order index fraction/polarization problem (Fig. 1) with a much simpler
n. One possible definition of the new index p in order to make approximate lumped element system (Fig. 2). The grating is
it a positive integer might be p = 2(m + N) + i. Thus, the conceptually divided into a series of plane parallel plates,
index p lies in the range I -_ p -_ 4N + 2, and a unique pair of such that each plate is thin enough to permit application of the
indices i and m is associated with each allowed value of p. Jones matrix calculus. The polarization and phase modulation
Similar comments apply to index q. characteristics of each plate, integrated over the thickness of

The set of coupled wave equations can be solved by state the plate, are described by a rank two matrix applied on a
variables methods, but only when the first decomposition of point-by-point basis that represents the spatial inhomogeneity
the diffraction orders is used, and then only when the permit- of the grating. An equivalent infinitesimally thin modulation/
tivity tensor aij is independent of coordinate z. Only for this polarization plane can be defined that exhibits the same Jones
restricted class of grating problems wiU the coupling coeffi- matrix distribution, and which then comprises the first ele-
cients Cj,,w be independent of coordinate z. In the state ment of the optical beam propagation method. Standard prac-
variables approach, the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the tice in the optical beam propagation method literature is to
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NFig. 8. Form of the coupling matrix for a spectrally pure perturbation
Distance , profile, as shown in Fig. 7(a).

(c) (d) Spatial Frequency

pertubatIon profiles, and their concomitant spatial frequency spec-
tum. Most phase grating analyses typically assume a sinusoidal per- a D a b c a f
twubatlon. This leads to a simplified coupling of the diffraction orders
In which only nearest neighboring orders Interact. A more general b a 0 a b c e
index perturbation profile has a more Intricate spatial frequency
spectrum, with a consequently more Intricate Interaction of non- c b a D a b c
neighboring diffraction orders. This greater coupling complexity in-
duces significantiy greater computation times for numerical integra- 4 c b a D a b
tion algorithms such as the Runge-Kutte.

• f a c b a 0 a

locate this infinitesimally thin modulation plane at the center
of the plate, as shown in Fig. 2. 5 f * c b a D

The optical dephasing of the diffraction orders is accounted
for in the optical beam propagation method model by intro- Fig. 9. Form of the coupling matrix for a spectrally rich perturbation
ducing an additional class of element into the approximation. profile, as shown In Fig. 7(c).
That element is a spatially homogeneous (albeit possibly bire-
fringent) region. Since each plate is by convention assumed to
be bisected by the modulation/polarization plane, the plate which results from combining Eqs. (4) and (5). The Jones
consists of the following sequence of three elements: a homo- matrix analysis derives from an approximation to this equa-
geneous region spanning the first half of the thickness of the tion by assuming that all light beam components travel ex-
piate under analysis, followed by the modulation/polarization actly parallel to the z axis. This assumption is equivalent to
plane, and completed by a second homogeneous region neglecting the a2E/CX 2 term. With this approximation, the
spanning the second half of the plate. In practice, the final resulting equation
homogeneous region of one plate is often computationally
combined with the initial homogeneous region of the next dE
contiguous plate, as shown in Fig. 2. The light propagation 2inok - = k2IF1i - q(x.z)iE (30)
through each homogeneous region can be easily calculated by Lz

Fourier spectral techniques, as described below.
The combination of a modulation/polarization plane and a can be readily integrated over region z to give an expression

homogeneous plate is called hereinafter a "computational of the form
step." By dividing the grating into a sufficiently large number E1(Az) = Mij(x)E,(z=O) (31)
of steps, the calculated grating diffraction results can be
brought arbitrarily close to the desired fully distributed modu- in which Mij(x) is the Jones matrix associated with the grating
lation result. region Az. Evaluation of this expression comprises the first

The class of grating problems that can be treated by the (modulation/polarization) element of the optical beam propa-
optical beam propagation method is limited only by the class (ation /olt
of problems that can be treated by the Jones matrix or equiv- gation method. e
alent calculus. Birefringent phase gratings, absorption grat- The second element of the beam propagation approxima-
ings, and dichroic absorption gratings are all amenable to this tion is an optically homogeneous plate through which the light
formalism. Hereinafter, we restrict our attention to birefrin- beam is propagated. The homogeneous propagation is e-
gent phase gratings of the type described in Sec. 2.2. scribed by

The full distributed modulation/polarization problem is 82E aE
described by the wave propagation equation x7 + 2inok - + k2[e,.,o - nj]E = 0 (32)

8xz  8z

+ 2inok - + k2[e(x, z) - ni]E = 0, (29) as observed from Eq. (29). This homogeneous propagation
OFx2  z
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problem is readily solved by decomposing the light beam into routine for diagonalizing the coupling matrix." The numeri-
the polarization eigenstates of the permittivity matrix cal integration algorithm is a fourth order Runge-Kutta
,.-o and by using Fourier spectral analysis techniques, method. The diffraction problem of the optical beam prop-

i.e., by further decomposing the light field into plane wave agation method is solved by a fast Fourier transform spectral
components. The spectral decomposition can be accom- analysis. 45.'" All programs were written in FORTRAN and in
plished very quickly and efficiently on a digital computer by some cases employ the International Mathematical and Statis-
the fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm. 4 , Each spatial tical Libraries (IMSL) package of library routines. 47

frequency corresponds to a plane wave component propagat- Two categories of permittivity perturbation profile are con-
ing at an angle 0 ,. with respect to the z axis. A beam of light sidered: a simple sinusoid and a square wave train of 50%
traversing a homogeneous plate of thickness d and nominal duty cycle. The number of diffraction orders considered in the
index of refraction no undergoes an optical phase shift of problem ranged from 7 (corresponding to a standard grating
*(Om), where diffraction problem) up to 64 (corresponding to a typical

modulated carrier problem),
2mr 0d Results of the numerical experiments with isotropic phase

( cose, gratings are shown in Figs. 3, 10, and I1. Figure 3 presents
the total computational time required for a typical isotropic

For a nearly collimated laser beam, the angles 8m are small, grating analysis (Q = 20, v = 2, Bragg angle incidence, with
so that the cosine can be well approximated by the first two the Q and v parameters as defined in Sec. 2.3) to achieve
terms in a Taylor series expansion. The first term of the solutions accurate to within 0. 1%. The total computation time
Taylor series expansion of the optical phase shift then consists is determined by multiplying the time per step (Fig. 10) by the
of a term 21rnod/k, which is constant for all angles and hence total number of steps. The total number of steps is determined
does not contribute to the physics of the diffraction problem. in turn by the numerical error tolerance specified for the
The second term in the expansion consists of a quadratic computation, as shown in Fig. I I and discussed below. The
phase term -7rnod02,/h, which contains the essential physics matrix eigenstate analysis is a one-step operation, so that the
of the diffraction process. computation time shown in Fig. 10 for this one curve corre-

The computational process within the second (homoge- sponds essentially to the total computation time. All other

neous) element then is to Fourier transform the light beam curves in Fig. 10 correspond to algorithms requiring multiple
profi!fe at the entrance face of the homogeneous region. Each computational steps to approach the desired solution asymp-

spatial frequency component is then phase shifted in pro- totically.
portion to the region thickness. Finally, an inverse Fourier The eigenstate analysis is most attractive for simple grating

transform is performed on the phase-modulated spectrum to problems with low numbers of diffraction orders, but does not

obtain the spatial profile at the exit window of the homoge- scale well with increasing problem complexity. If the number -

neous region, of diffraction orders considered in the analysis is N, then the

The mathematical steps involved in the full implementation computation time required for the eigenstate analysis is of

of the optical beam propagation method consist of alternate order N3 , so that modest increases in the complexity of the

phase modulations and Fourier transforms. These alternating problem introduce significant in,.reases in computation time.

Fourier transforms allow the analyst to monitor the evolution The computation time for a densely packed coupling matrix

of the laser beam simultaneously in the wavefront amplitude (Fig. 9) proves to be comparable to the computation time for a

and diffraction order component pictures. The amplitude of sparsely packed matrix (Fig. 8) when using the eigenstate

the beam wavefront can be observed to concentrate into re- analysis.
gions of locally maximum index of refraction because of The Runge-Kutta numerical integration methods scale more

positive lensing/waveguiding effects. Simultaneously, the gracefully with increasing problem complexity, as shown in

interchange of optical power among the diffraction orders can Fig. 10, but the scaling depends very much on how sparse the

be observed. coupling matrix is (Figs. 8 and 9). For sparse matrices the

Further details on the optical beam propagation algorithm computation time scales linearly with N, while for densely
can be found in Ref. 29. Analyses of the applicability and packed coupling matrices the computation time scales as N2.

accuracy of the optical beam propagation method can be The computation time for the optical beam propagation

found in Refs. 34 and 35. method using the fast Fourier transform spectrum analysis
algorithm scales approximately linearly with N, and the com-
putation time is independent of the spectral richness of the

3. COST OF COMPUTATION EXPERIMENTS permittivity perturbation.
The various methods of grating analysis described in this The convergence properties of the Runge-Kutta numerical

paper have been programmed on Digital Equipment Corpora- integration method and the optical beam propagation method

tion VAX 8600's, 780's, 750's, and several brands of micro- are compared in Fig. II for a particular isotropic sinusoidal

computers. A set of numerical experiments was performed on phase grating problem (Q = 20, v = 2, Bragg angle inci-

a VAX 11/750 to compare the execution times of alternative dence, with the Q and v parameters as defined in Sec. 2.3).
algorithms for solving the grating diffraction problem. For The convergence properties of the Runge-Kutta method prove
simplicity, only the execution times for the isotropic phase to be quite sensitive to the formulation of the coupled wave

grating problem were tested, rather than the full birefringent equations. The results presented in Figs. 3 and II pertain
phase grating problem. The algorithms considered in this specifically to the second set of coupled wave equations pre-

study include coupled wave analysis (both eigenstate analysis sented in Sec. 2.3. The first set of coupled wave equations

and numerical integration) and the optical beam propagation presented in Sec. 2.3, which is the only set amenable to

method. The eigenstate analysis is based on a Jacobi iterative eigenstate analysis, gives significantly different convergence
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Fig. 10I Computation time per numrical sttp for several alternative NUMBER OF COMPUTATIONAL STEPSalgorithms, as performed on a Digital Equipment Corporation VAX
11/750 using FORTRAN. To determine the tortal computation time, Fig. 11. Convergence of the Runge-utto and the optical beam Prop-
shown In Fig. 3, multply the computation time per stop shown here egation methods for a typical isotropic sinusoidel phase grating
by the number of steps needed to achieve a given error tolerance, as problem. To achieve better than a 0.1% error tolerance, about 25
shown In Fig. 11. Note that the matrix eigenstate analysis is a one stop are required by the Runge-Kutta routine, and 10 stop arm
step process, so that for this case the computation time shown here required by the optical beam propagation method for this particular
is essentially the total computation time. problem.

results, with better convergence for simple problems with N exhibiting this grating behavior has been compiled by Gay-
less than seven orders and remarkably poorer convergence for lordian ohara.p

larger N. lord and Moharam.

Computationally. the difference in convergence behavior The various sinusoidal phase grating problems are often

for the two alternative sets of equations is due to the nu- scaled by the dimensionless parameters Q and v, which have

merical analysis concept of a stiff set of coupled equations.4 S been defined in Sec. 2.3. The Q parameter scales the thick-

Physically, the difference is due to the optical phase evolution ness d of the diffraction grating, and the v parameter scales

required of the diffraction order amplitudes E..(z) for the first the strength of the grating. A thin grating (Raman-Nath

set of coupled wave equations, but not for the second set. The regime) is often associated with Q < 1, while a thick grating

optical phase evolution is most rapid for the highest diffrac- (Bragg regime) is often associated with Q > 10. The v param-

tion orders, limiting the step size for the numerical integra- eter corresponds to the optical phase shift induced in a light
ray by the grating index perturbation. Further distinctions can

tion, despite the fact that these highest orders receive a negli- be drawn between thick and thin gratings, and between Bragg
gible fraction of the optical power. and Raman-Nath regimes, in the case of strong grating

Note that the results shown in Figs. 3, 10, and 1 are only modulation. 49

intended to suggest general computational trends and should m l tion

not be considered as absolute guidelines. Individual results Sample solutions of the sinusoidal phase grating problem
deenot eavy onsidered ablem giseing modielre nwhi are shown in Figs. 12 and 13. Figure 12 shows the fractin ofdepend heavily on which problem is being modeled, on which the incident light beam power diffracted into the + 1st diffrac-
computer hardware is utilized, and on how efficiently the tion order for a thick grating operating at or near the Bragg
problem is formulated and encoded, regime (Q = 20) as a function of the grating strength v up to a
4 maximum optical phase shift of 5 rad. The convergence of the

,TYPICAL GRATING ANALYSES optical beam propagation method solutions to the desired

Typical grating analyses that have been performed with the asymptotic limit is evident for increasing numbers of steps. A
anisotropic optical beam propagation method are exhibited in similar figure for the Raman-Nath regime would show im-
this section. Isotropic gratings, in which the permittivity ten- mediate convergence: i.e., only one step is required to obtain
sor is characterized by a scalar, are discussed in Sec. 4.1 (Fig. excellent correspondence with the asymptotic limit. The
6(A)], and birefringent phase gratings in the absence of deeper the grating is into the Bragg regime, and the stronger
optical activity are treated in Sec. 4.2 [Figs. 6(B) through the grating strength v, the more are the steps needed by the
6(E)]. Finally, optical activity is added to the grating problem optical beam propagation method to reach reasonable con-
in Sec. 4.3. vergence, as might be intuitively expected.

Figure 13 shows the angular alignment sensitivity of the
4.1. Isotropic gratings isotropic grating. The diffraction efficiency for coupling into
Diffraction from an isotropic single frequency sinusoidal the + 1st diffraction order is plotted as a function of the angle
phase grating forms a useful set of test cases for the optical between the incident light wave vector and the grating wave
beam propagation method, in particular because this problem vector. Peak coupling is observed for one particular angular
has been well characterized by both analytic and approximate alignment, corresponding to the Bragg angle. The grating in
methods. Klein and Cook, for example, have presented nu- Fig. 13 is in the Bragg regime, with Q = 20 and v = 2. As in
merous examples of numerical integrations of the coupled Fig. 12, several curves are shown, corresponding to succes-
wave equations.4 3 A partial list of the large number of devices sively closer approximations to the distributed grating prob-
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Fig. 12. Diffraction efficiency as a function of grating strength v Fig. 13. Angular alignment sensitivity of a typical isotropic phase
(defined In Sac. 2.3) for a typical Isotropic sinusoidal phase grating, grating, showing the convergence of the optical beam propagation
showing the convergence characteristic of the optical beam prop- method to the desired solution for increasing numbers of computa-
agation method for Increasing numbers of computational steps. tional steps.

lem. A one step approximation fails to account for any grating, then the odd diffracted orders are also linearly polar-

angular alignment sensitivity, since all of the modulation/ ized, but at an angle -, with respect to the principal axes.
polarization is collapsed to a single infinitesimally thin plane, The even diffraction orders of these gratings exactly repro-
and such a thin grating exhibits extremely broad angular duce the polarization state of the incident light beam. These
alignment sensitivity. A two step approximation has roughly results of the anisotropic optical beam propagation analysis

the correct profile within the range considered, deviating most confirm and extend similar results obtained analytically for

noticeably in the tail region. A five step approximation gives a thin birefringent phase gratings. 20

very good approximation within the range considered. The birefringent phase gratings of Figs. 6(B) and 6(C) are

The asymptotic approach to the desired solution is shown in distinguished from each other by the orientation of the prin-

Fig. 4 for a Bragg regime thick grating (Q = 20, v = 2) with cipal axes of the effective half-wave plate. The principal axes

the incident light aligned at the optimum Bragg angle. The in Fig. 6(B) are parallel and perpendicular to the grating

abscissa in Fig. 4 corresponds to the number of steps of the vector, whereas the principal axes for Fig. 6(C) are rotated

optical beam propagation method algorithm, spaced on a 450 with respect to the grating wave vector.

logarithmic scale, while the ordinate corresponds to the frac- The grating of Fig. 6(D) (fixed principal axes and varying

tion of the incident light beam power coupled into the + 1st birefringence embedded in a birefringent medium) exhibits

diffraction order. As can be seen from Fig. 4, approximately much more intricate polarization behavior. The response is

six steps are required to converge to the desired solution for approximately that of an isotropic grating of Fig. 6(A), but

this particular combination of grating parameters. Figure 11 the polarization states of the diffracted signal and transmitted

exhibits the convergence of the same grating problem, but probe beams are generally elliptical, even when the incident

with an ordinate corresponding to the logarithm of the error. probe beam is linearly polarized. As the polarization of the

In general, the thicker the grating (large Q) and the stronger incident probe beam is rotated by an angle *, the polarization

the grating (large v), the more are the steps needed to ap- of the diffracted signal beam rotates by approximately the

proach asymptotically the desired solution within a given same amount and in the same direction.

error tolerance. Computer studies of the polarization state of the diffracted
signal beam, using the optical beam propagation method,

4.2. Birefringent phase gratings show two polarization states of the incident probe beam that
lead to strikingly simple polarization states of the diffracted

4.2.1. Gratings with fixed principal axes and varying signal beam for the grating of Fig. 6(D). These two input
birefringence states are linear polarizations parallel and perpendicular to the - -

The gratings of Figs. 6(B) and 6(C) (birefringent phase grat- grating wave vector. The resulting diffraction is isotropic;
ings embedded in an isotropic medium) respond precisely like i.e., the diffracted signal beam exhibits precisely the same
the isotropic phase grating of the previous section in terms of polarization state as the incident probe beam. These two con-
the dependence of the diffraction efficiency on the grating figurations constitute polarization eigenmodes of the diffrac-
strength (Fig. 12) and on the angular alignment sensitivity tion process, as presented by Petrov et al.' 0

(Fig. 13). These birefringent phase gratings are distinguished A typical angular alignment sensitivity curve for a grating
from the isotropic grating in that the polarization states of the with fixed principal axes and varying birefringence closely
odd diffraction orders are derived from the polarization state approximates the isotropic response shown in Fig. 13, regard-
of the incident light beam as though the volume phase grating less of the polarization state of the incident probe beam. This
were a half-wave plate. If the incident light beam is linearly is in marked contrast to the angular alignment sensitivity of
polarized at an angle * with respect to a principal axis of the the grating class discussed next.
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ebnencelvrylng principal axes type, as shown in Fig. 6(El] and pheas grating in a bfrsingent medium, comparing istoi Bragglactroic Bragg difraoction If a birofringent phase grating of the difration (In which the p state of the diffrctd signa
varying bmrngenofxed tinal axes type, as shown in Fig. bem is identical with the polaizatio state of the incident probe

(D J. bem) with anleotropic Bragg diffracdton In whic the polarization
state of the diffracted signal beam Is orthogonal to that of the
incident probe bem). In the figure, Ke is the grating wave vector, 14

4.2.2. Gr'•gs with fixed bireftingence and varying and 14 awe the readout (probe) and signal beam wave vectors for the
principal axes Isotropic diffraction process, rspectively, and k% and k1i we the

The grating of Eig. 6(E) (fixed birefringence with varying corresponding wave ctors for the ansotropic diaction pr .

principal axes) also exhibits intricate polarization behavior.
The response is approximately that of the half-wave plate-like geneous medium in the absence of the grating perturbation.
grating of Fig. 6(B), but the polarization states of the dif- Isotropic diffraction processes couple light from a given wave

fracted signal and transmitted probe beams are generally el- vector surface to that same surface, whereas anisotropic dif-

liptical, even for a linearly polarized incident probe beam. As fraction couples the two neighboring wave vector surfaces.

the polarization angle of the incident probe beam is rotated, The separation between the two wave vector surfaces intro-

the consequent polarization state of the diffracted signal light duces a change in the optimum propagation angles (i.e., those

rotates with roughly a comparable angle, but in the opposite giving rise to peak diffraction efficiency) for the anisotropic

direction. diffraction processes as compared with the isotropic diffrac-

Two unique polarization eigenmodes can be identified with tion processes.

the grating of Fig. 6(E). Each polarization eigenmode exhibits The anisotropic Bragg diffraction process exhibits striking
anisotropic Bragg diffraction characteristics in which the po- polarization and phase-matching characteristics that are

larization state of the diffracted light beam is orthogonal to the crucial to the fundamental understanding and optimization of

polarization state of the incident light beam when that state is shear mode acoustooptic Bragg cells and variable grating

linearly polarized parallel or perpendicular to the grating mode liquid crystal devices. This anisotropic Bragg diffrac-

wave vector, tion mechanism enables the relaxation of phase-matching

A grating with spatially varying axes is also distinguishable constraints, and thereby extends the frequency bandwidth of

from a fixed axes grating in its angular alignment sensitivity, acoustooptic Bragg cells."- 6 The variable grating mode

at least for sufficiently thick gratings. Compare the alignment liquid crystal device exhibits remarkable angular alignment

sensitivity curves shown in Figs. 13 and 14. Each of the and thickness sensitivities of the various diffraction orders

eigenmodes of the anisotropic Bragg diffraction process has that can be fundamentally related to the physics of the molec-

associated with it an angular alignment sensitivity curve that ular alignment distribution.50

is shifted in peak response angle from the comparable isotro-
pic diffraction curve. This angular offset in peak response is 4 Gratings with optical activity
proportional to the birefringence of the medium containing The final class of polarization problem to be considered is that
the grating. Since the grating media of Figs. 6(B) and 6(C) are of a birefringent phase grating with concomitant natural op-
isotropic (no birefringence), these birefringent phase gratings tical activity. An example of such a grating might be a volume
do not exhibit any resolvable fine structure or splitting of the hologram in bismuth silicon oxide. The polarization proper-
angular alignment sensitivity curves. The angular resolution ties of these gratings can be quite intricate, as suggested by
of this peak diffraction offset improves with increasing grat- Fig. 16, in which the evolution of the polarization states of the
ing thickness d. probe and diffracted signal beams is shown as a function of

A momentum-matching diagram explaining the shift in crystal thickness for each of the two principal orientations
peak response angle in the kinematic litnit is shown in Fig. typically used for volume holography, for a typical input
15.10 The birefringent medium has associated with it two probe beam linearly polarized at 450 with respect to the grat-
wave vector surfaces, corresponding to the two possible ing wave vector. A uniform grating strength and negligible
eigenstates of polarization for propagation through the homo- self-diffraction effects have been assumed in Fig. 16, so that
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8iZSiO2o: (K0 , (O0i>} Orientation analysis formalisms. Sample analyses of both isotropic and

birefringent phase grating problems, corresponding to actual
Iim, 2m. zmm 4m, 5mm simm devices, have been presented.
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,and buffering, format devices to spa-
tially organize input data fields, input
devices to convert data input types to ca a form amenable to subsequent process-

ing, output devices to convert pro-
cessed results to detectable and inter-
pretable forms, and detectors to

Techno lo gic I ya be
produce externally addressable results.Tl Figure 1, feedback interconnects areLimitations shwosspaaefme

nents to emphasize their crucial role in
nimplementing parallel iterativeaorithms and complex weighting

auctions.
A wide variety of optical components

are required to implement processorsbased on the generalized arhitecture _
.shown in Figure 1.5 These indlude one-
and two-dimensional spatial light mod-Processing and ulators, volume holographic optical ele-
ments, threshold arrays, optical
memory elements, sources, source
arrays, detectors, and detector arrays.
The state of the technology is such thatwhidle demonstrtion devices and ptu-

Arean far Tanguayng with th cp"Armand R. Tanguay, Jr. tion of sources, detectors and detector
..... _ __,__ _ arrays, few (if any) such components

have as yet achieved significant com-
mercial success or even demonstrated

Introduction ing elements. A wide range of computa- technological viability. In large part, this
Over the past four decades, the tional problems exist that lend them- is due to the fact that each of the candi-

growth of information processing and selves quite naturally to optical date technologies has placed rather
computational capacity has been truly processing architectures, including pat- severe demands on the state-of-the-art
remarkable, paced to a !arge extent by tern recognition, earth resources data of the materials employed regardless of
equally remarkable progress in the inte- acquisition and analysis, texture dis- the nature of the optical effect utilized
gration and ultra-miniaturization of crimiration, synthetic aperture radar (e.g., electrooptic, magnetooptic, pho-
semiconductor devices. And yet it is (SAR) image formation, radar ambiguity torefractbve, or electroabsorptive). -In
becoming increasingly apparent that function generation, spread spectrum other words, the magnitudes of observ-
currently envisioned electronic proces- identification and analysis, systolic able optical perturbations per unit exci-
sors and computers are rapidly array processing, phased array beam tation are just not large enough with
approaching technological barriers that steering, and artificial (robotic) vision, readily available materials to allow flex-
delimit processing speed, computa- In addition, many neural network pro- ible device engineering. As such, the
tional sophistication, and throughput cesses that inherently rely on intricate answer to whether optical processing
per unit dissipated power. This realiza- interconnection patterns have been or and computing will come of age may
tion has in turn led to intensive efforts can be implemented optically. These ultimately rest on the capabilities and
to circumvent such bottlenecks through and other applications are treated in fortunate discoveries of materials scien-
appropriate advances in processor more detail in accompanying articles in tists and process engineers.
architecture, multiprocessor distributed this special issue of the MRS Bulletin!1  It is of considerable interest. nonethe-
tasking, and software-defined and in special issues of IEEE Proceed- less, to examine the physical as well as
algorithms. ings3 and Optical Engineering4 on optical technological limitations that apply to

An alternative strategy that may yield computing. optical information processing and com-
significant computational enhance- A generalized optical processor or puting systems in order to assess their
ments for certain broad classes of prob- computer can be depicted schematically potential performance advantages (if
lems involves the utilization of multi- as shown in Figure 1. The physical con- any) over comparable electronic coun-
dimensional optical components stituent elements of such a system terparts, and to provide much-needed
capable of modulating and&or redirect- include a central processing unit (CPU) guidance for continued research efforts
ing information-carrying light wave- that performs the essential imple- in optical materials, devices, algorithms,
fronts. Such an optical processing or mentable function, a data management and system architectures. Although the
computing approach relies for its corn- processor that orchestrates the flow of study of fundamental physical limita-
petitive advantage principally on mas- data and sequence of operations (usu- tions in the context of digital (binary)
sive parallelism in conjunction with allyconsidered part of the CPUin a tradi- electronic systems (particularly VLSI) is
relative ease of implementation of corn- tional electronic computer), several well established, " it should be noted
plex (weighted) interconnections types of memory elements for both that comparable studies of optical pro-
among many (perhaps simple) process- short-term and long-term data storage cessing and computing systems are rela-
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lively recent, and have to date focused For a given representation, we can Finally, we must end each computa-
primarily on digital optical computing as then assess the computtionaf wmphiy tion with a detection of the desired
opposed to analog optical processing ,11 of the chosen algorithms. We define the results, in order to allow the result to be

The remainder of this article will computational complexity of an opera- used (for example, to implement a
describe several such physical and tech- tion as the equivalent number of irre- desired action). This separation of every
nological limitations of both optical ducible binary switching operations computational process into the imple-
information processing and computing. required to perform the same operation mentation of representation, computa-
The following section addresses the in the most efficient manner possible. tional complexity, and detection func-
nature of computation from the per- For example, the relatively simple tions allows us to establish sets of
spective of identifying physical (technol- operation of transferring 1,000 ten-bit interrelated limits that apply to various
oSy-indbpendent) limits. The next section words from the CPU to memory will combinations of choices.
will then provide an example of a tech- require at the very least 10' binary For purposes of discussion in this
nology-dependent limit in the context of switching operations (assuming that all article, let us examine each of these
photorefractive volume holographic of the data is transferred in parallel), and functions from the point of view of
optical interconnections. Conclusions most likely considerably more if shift energy cost. In so doing, we seek to
are drawn in a final section. registers are employed to multiplex the identify physical limits on the maximum

data transfer. This definition of compu- computational throughput achievable
tational complexity provides a conve- per watt of dissipated power. It should

The Nature of Computational nient means for comparing the overall perhaps be noted here that the -require- A
Constraints efficiency or total minimum energy cost ment" of energ, dissipation is not in

In order to implement any computa- of a given computation performed by fact a fundamental limit, and derives
tional algorithm on a machine of given different algorithms on a machine of instead from a system design demand
architecture and component hardware, given architecture and technology, or to assert each stored value as rapidly as
we must first choose a representation for by machines based on vastly different possible in order to complete the entire
inputting data and executing computa- architectures and perhaps disparate computation deterministically and in
tional steps. Such a representation technological hardware. It does not, minimum time. Thus adiabatic compu-
might, for example, be digital. analog, however, take into account the inter- tational processes which do not require
or even symbolic. As we shall see, such connection complexity required to a minimum energy dissipationu are not
a choice of representation has profound implement communications pathways applicable to the present discussion.
implications on the physical limits that at the device, circuit, and subsystem In the digital (binary) realm, the low-
apply to subsequent computation. levels. est possible energy cost of representing
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a number requiring a given number of in optical processors) require far more as the transformation of information. The
bits is equal to the number of bits times energy than the binary equivalent. This energy cost of this particular operation
the minimum energy to store a single is due to the necessity of utilizing a accrues only to the initial representation
bit. For semiconductor electronic much higher particle count (electrons or of the function (essentially, the optical
switches, the minimum energy in turn photons) in order to minimize the or electronic addressing of the spatial
is equal to a few tens of kgT per elec- effects of quantum statistical fluctua- light modulator) and to the subsequent
tron .7 times the number of electrons tions on the BER. For example, if we detection of the final result. This is then
required to guarantee detection with a wish an analog representation of the equivalent to 2 x 10' individual pixel
given bit error rate (BER) (a quantum number 1,000, then we require a detection operations for the optically
rther than a thermal limit]. For a bit dynamic range of at least 1,000:1. For addressed case, or 70 jJ at the physic i
error rate of 10-' or so, about ten ec- incoherent illumination, quantum fluc- limits for 1.3 eV photons, still about four
trons are required (assuming an "ideal" tuations in the emissiondetection pro- orders of magnitude larger than the
detector [or following switch] that can cess produce a photon number distribu- binary equivalent. The computational
unambiguously differentiate between tion with a relative standard deviation complexity implemented by the analog
the presence and absence of a single of a" ;a VNR/N. The equivalent of a 10-' optical processor is thus seen to par-
electron). Therefore each switching BER for the digital case corresponds to tially offset the large initial difference in
event (or representation of each bit) roughly 12 standard deviations. There- representation energy costs. For other
requires the dissipation of approxi- fore, the number of photons required classes of problems with even higher
mately 200 k!T. This places an immnedi- must be greater than 1.3 x 101 from sta- inherent computational complexity, the
ate upper boundary on the maximum tistical considerations alone. For a GaAs physical boundary on energy cost may
computational throughput of such an semiconductor laser characterized by a thus favor an analog approach.
electronic digital (binary) computing photon energy of -1.3 eV, this corre- The situation looks quite a bit differ-
engine of approximately 10=s transitions sponds to about 1010 ksT. To represent ent if we examine current technological
(irreducible binary switching opera- 1,000 optically in binary requires (rather than more fundamental) con-
tions) per second per watt at room tern- approximately 14 bits (10 bits for the straints. For current digital circuits that
perature. Note that this bound does not number plus 4 bits of overhead) at 15 eV switch at around 2.3 pJ/bit, the DFT just
include the assessment of any cost for each (10 photons at 1.3 eV each, assum- described dissipates 25 ml for the
internal communication of information, ing direct detection and an ideal detec- required number of switching opera-
as would be required to execute an tor), or about 104 kgT. tions alone. Current digital systems
actual computation. Given the remarkably higher cost of such as the VAX 11-750 consume about

To place this number in proper per- analog representation as compared with 10- 4 J/bit, or 1 MJ for the DFT. With
spective, we need only look at the digital, any competitive advantages for regard to optical systems, spatial light
switching energies representative of analog systems from the perspective of modulators are available with input sen-
current semiconductor technology. For an energy dissipation metric due to sitivities of about 200 pJ/pixel at high
electronic devices, we might examine a physical limits must come from signal-to-noise ratio, and CCD detector
typical CMOS capacitor with a 100 Am2 enhanced computational complexity. arrays dissipate approximately I mJ/
cross-sectional area and a 1,000 A oxide The various tradeoffs involved can per- Mpixel on readout. Hence the analog
thickness, for which the chargeidis- haps best be described in terms of an optical Fourier transform can be per-
charge cycle consumes CV- worth of example. Consider, then, a highly inter- formed for an energy cost of about 1.2
energy. If we operate at the minimum connected, nonlocal problem such as mJ. This apparent capability of analog
switching voltage of a few tens of the Fourier transformation of a two- optical systems to generate significantly
kgT/q,'-7 the switching energy is about dimensional function. Assume that the enhanced computational throughput
10 kT at room temperature, about four function is sampled on a 1,000 x 1,000 per unit input power is thus due largely
orders of magnitude above the fun- element array at 10 bits. to the fact that currently available ana-
damental limit. Current digital logic cir- If we operate in the binary regime, we log optical components operate far
cuits operate at roughly 2.5 x 10- :: J/ can utilize a highly efficient discrete closer to the relevant thermal and quan-
transition, which is about 10" kaT.7 This Fourier transform (DFT) routine such as turn limits than current digital electronic
is also roughly the minimum energy the Cooley-Tukey algorithm. The num- (VLSI) components. It should be noted
required to operate even a local inter- ber of complex operations (multiplies that such a comparison begs the ques-
connection at GHz rates,7-6 an unavoid- and adds) scales as I.3N:logzN2 for an tion of overall computational accuracy,
able cost of communication between N x N input. If we assume an electronic which clearly favors the digital imple-
devices at the circuit level. At the svs- machine implementation that requires mentations due to nonlinearities and
tem level, a vast amount of additional 20 siwitching events/bit/complex opera- nonuniformities in currently available
overhead comes into play. For example, tion. then approximately 010 switching analog optical components.
the DEC VAX 11-750 dissipates approxi- events are required to perform the com- The third principal component of the
matel 3 kW running fully loaded at its puninon, or 10 nJ for operation near the computational process, that of detection
maximum throughput rate of 750,000 physical limits described above, of the results (whether electronic or
instructions/second (200,000 opera- If. on the other hand, the input data optical), is subject to the same thermal
tions/second). Thus the energy required fie!d (two-dimensional function) is rep- and quantum statistical limitations as
to perform a single instruction is about resented in analog form by means of a the process of representation. This

3 mJ or I0'- k5T. which corresponds to a spatial light modulator, illumination by statement follows directly from an

throughput rate of 250 instructions/ a coherent wavefront will produce the assumption inherent in assessing the

second/watt. required transform in the back focal minimum energy required for represen-

Bv comparison, analog representa- plane of a (following) lens. Here we see tation- that each number must be

tions (as used extensively, for example, illustrated the notion of a computation capable of detection at a given BER,
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assuming an ideal detector. Technologi- quency per unit (incident or absorbed) normalized by the maximum quantum
cal constaints can then be added to the energy density, as this parameter places limited space charge field that can be
fundamental limit problem as before to an upper bound on the maximum rate produced by the same number of photo-
assess realistic current capabilities. For of interconnection reprogrammings that generated carriers. This metric thus
example, available optical detectors can be accomplished per unit average effectively combines the notions of a
typicanly require a mean photon number power. In what follows, the fundamen- photogeneration efficiency and a charge
of 1,000 for a 10' BER in the direct tal physical limitations on the photore- transport efficiency, and provides an
detection mode, rather than the value of fractive sensitivity are exain a bit estimate of the fundamental quantum
10 assumed above, more detail. efficiency of the photorefractive grating

A number of factors contribute to the recording process. For simplicity, we
Volume Holographic Optical photorefractive sensitivities characteris- confine our attention here to a photore-
Interconnections tic of photoconductive, electrooptic fractive model characterized by a single

As pointed out in the Introduction materials. One such factor is the photo- mobile charge species, and a single type
(and discussed in detail in Ref. 1), the generation quantum efficiency, which of donor site with associated un-ionized
ability to provide complex, multidimen- represents the number of photogener- donor and ionized donor (trap) states.
sional, programmable, weighted inter- ated mobile charge carriers per photon Let us compare the grating recording
connections by means of volume holo- absorbed from the recording beam(s). A efficiencies of four idealized grating
grams is an attractive feature of optical second factor is the charge transport recording models, generated by
processing and computing systems. In efficiency, which is a measure of the combining two types of photogenera-
addition, this ability perhaps more so degree t6 which the average photogen- tion profiles (a comb function and a
than any other contributes significant erated mobile charge carrier contributes sinusoid) with two types of charge
computational complexity to optical to the forming space charge grating transport processes (a translation of
architectures. To this end, it is oTcon- after separation from its original site by each photogene-ated charge carrier by
siderable importance to assess the fun- means of drift and/or diffusion and sub- exactly half of a raing wavelength;
damental limitations that apply to such sequent trapping. The magnitude of the and uniform redistribution, or random-
.volume holographic optical intercon- space charge field generated by a given ization, of all photogenerated charge).
nections. space charge grating is inversely pro- The resulting four combinations are

Although many types of photosensi- portional to the dielectric permittivity a shown schematically in Figure 2-
tive media can be utilized for the record- of the photorefractive material, which The maximum quantum limited space
ing and readout of volume holograms, thus contributes a third factor to the charge field that can result from a fixed
the damic repbility offered grating recording sensitivity. A fourth number of photogenerated mobile
by photoreratve crystals such as factor describes the perturbation of the charges is given by the bipolar comb

lithium niobate, barium titanate, bis- local index ellipsoid (dielectric tensor at distribution, which generates a square
muth silicon oxide, and gallium optical frequencies) that results from a wave electric field profile from alternat-
arsenide has made such materials the given space charge field through the ing positive and negative sheets of
objects of intensive study. In these electrooptic frequencies) that results charge spaced by half of a grating wave-
materials, the interference etween two given space charge field through the length. ft is in fact the first harmonic
coherent optical wavefronts (the signal electrooptic (Pockels or Kerr) effect. component of this electric field profile
and reference beams) generates a space- In addition, several other physical that we are interested in, as we assume
variant photoexcitation distribution that quantities factor into an evaluation of a volume grating operated deep within
produces in turn a related space charge the photorefractive sensitivity, includ- the Bragg diffraction regime. The bipo-
redistribution and associated electric ing the wavelength of the recording illu- lar comb distribution can thus be
feld pattern by carrier drift and diffu- mination (to convert the number of assigned a grating recording e-ficiency
sion. Many interesting limits apply to absorbed photons into an equivalent of unity.
such a process, including the maximum energy), the absorption coefficients of By comparison, the monovolar comb,
number of independent interconnec- the material at the wavelengths of both transport-efficient sinusoid, and base-
tions that can be sequentially or sirnulta- the recording and readout beams (to line sinusoid cases yield grating record-
neously recorded at a given value of correct for the fractional absorbance of ing efficiencies of 1/, 1/2. and 1/4,
allowable crosstalk, the highest achiev- the recording beams and the fractional respectively. These results are surnma-
able diffraction efficiency of each inde- transmittance of the readout beam), and rized in Figure 3. which shows the evo-
pendent interconnection at the maxi- the magnitude of the applied voltage lution of the first harmonic component
mum interconnection density, the (which significantly alters the sensitivity of the space charge field for all four
absolute minimum number of plhotoev- characteristics for certain materials by cases as a function of grating recording
ents per unit volume required to record changing the nature of the dominant time.
an interconnection of given analog charge transport mechanism from the The saturation behavior of each case

weight within the quantum fluctuation diffusion regime to the drift regime). derives from assuming a fixed finite trap
limits for statistical accuracy of record- In order to provide a quantitative density prior to grating recording. Since

ing and reconstruction (readout), and metric that does in fact have a fun- the resultant diffraction efficiencies of

the maximum asymmetry possible damental physical limitation, we define such gratings scale as the square of the

between the recording and erasure pro- the grating recording efficiency :9 of a pho- space charge field (for small modula-

cesses. Is An additional limit of consider- torefractive recording model or configu- tion), these results imply that the base-

able importance is that of the photore- ration as the magnitude of the space line sinusoid distribution will exhibit a

fractive sensitivity,'' 18 or the refractive charge field produced by a fixed num- diffraction efficiency lower than the

index modulation obtained in recording ber of photogenerated mobile charge bipolar comb distribution by a 'actor of

a uniform grating of fixed spatial fre- carriers at a given spatial frequency, 16. This conclusion is of considerable
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fliukmn-uat Profil. perspective somewhat quantum ineffi- tures, for which available analog com-
Comb Sinusoid dent, in that it does not make the best ponents (spatial light modulators and

possible use of either input photons or photorefractive volume holographic
Bowline photogenerated carriers. In view of the optical elements) operate much closer to

Comb Sinusid analysis presented above, therefore, it is the relevant quantum statistical limits
of considerable interest to imagine than the corresponding digital compo-
novel engineered photorefractive mate- nents (threshold arrays). In such hybrid

. rials with donor planes spatially sepa- architectures, the threshold array per-
Bipoar Tr rt - Effticient rated from trap planes, illuminated by a forms the equivalent of a parael level

mb Sinusoid comb-like intensity pattern (which can restore function (saturated nonlinearity)

1 2be generated, for example, by utilizing that is essential to the proper conver-
stratified volume holographic optical gence of many processing and comput-
elements [SVHOEs]m). Such materials ing algorithms.

Figure 2. Sce.tic diagram depcting could find applications in devices based Further study of the fundamental
the fluminatian profile and charge
transport assumptions underlying eac o on generation of a carrier grating of physical limitations that apply to optical
the four ad oci given spatial frequency, such as the processing and computing will provide
recording models discussed in the tx. Photorefractive Incoherent-to-Coherent important guidance for the continued

Optical Converter (PICOC).n development of active optical materials,
Furthermore, it should be noted that primarily by differentiating between

the limits derived for interconnections avenues of opportunity with large
based on photorefractive materials per- potential gain that depen on key mate-
tain to a particular physical mechanism rials parameters, and those for which
involving photoexcitation, charge trats- cu-rent materials characteristics are suf-
port, and electrooptically induced index ficient to approach relevant perfor-
changes. The importance of multiplexed mance boundaries.

%24- interconnections to overall schemes for
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Abstract

A number of inherent inefficiencies exist in the photorefractive recording of

grating structures due to the nature of the photoexcitation and charge transport

processes. These inefficiencies are identified herein by postulating highly idealized

photoexcitation and charge transport models that yield optimum (quantum limited) space

charge field distributions, assuming a photoexcitation constraint of no more than one

mobile charge per incident photon. By comparing such highly idealized photorefractive

recording models with more realistic models, the fundamental origins of several such

inherent inefficiency factors are identified, and their magnitudes estimated. In this

manner, the grating recording efficiencies of photorefractive materials can be directly

compared with the fundamental physical limitations imposed by quantum constraints.
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I. Introduction

Of all of the parameters that seek to quantify the absolute or relative

performance of photorefractive materials, one of the most important is the

photorefractive sensitivity (von der Linde and Glass, 1975; Micheron, 1978; Glass, 1978;

Gunter, 1982; Yeh, 1987a and 1987b; Glass et al., 1987; Valley and Klein, 1983). This

key parameter is typically defined in theoretical analyses either as the refractive index

modulation obtained in writing a uniform grating of fixed spatial frequency per unit

absorbed recording energy density (energy per unit volume) (von der Linde and Glass,

1975; Micheron, 1978; Glass, 1978; Gunter, 1982; Glass et al., 1987; Valley and Klein,

1983), or as the inverse of the recording energy density required to achieve a specified

value of the diffraction efficiency for a uniform grating of fixed spatial frequency in a

material of given thickness (Valley and Klein, 1983; Huignard and Micheron, 1976).

Alternatively, for purposes of experimental measurement, the photorefractive sensitivity

may be specified as the inverse of the recording energy density required to reach a

given fraction of the saturation diffraction efficiency of a particular material (Gunter,
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1982; Amodei and Staebler, 1972). The photorefractive sensitivity, and the fundamental

physical limitations that apply to it, are of current significant interest because they

establish the maximum reconfiguration rate of volume holographic optical elements

(VHOEs) (von der Linde and Glass, 1975; Tanguay, 1985) at constant average optical

input power. The maximum reconfiguration rate of VHOEs is in turn important for

applications ranging from massively parallel interconnections in optical processing and

computing systems (Tanguay, 1985) to the development of the photorefractive

incoherent-to-coherent optical converter (PICOC) (Kamshilin and Petrov, 1980; Shi et

al., 1983; Marrakchi et al., 1985).

A number of factors contribute to the photorefractive sensitivity characteristic of

photoconductive, electrooptic materials. One such factor is the quantum efficiency,

which represents the number of photogenerated mobile charge carriers per photon

absorbed from the recording beam(s). A second factor is the charge transport

efficiency, which is a measure of the degree to which the average photogenerated mobile

charge carrier contributes to the forming space charge grating after separation from its

original site by means of drift and/or diffusion and subsequent trapping. The

magnitude of the space charge field generated by a given space charge grating is

inversely proportional to the dielectric permittivity e of the photorefractive material, and

as such contributes a third factor to the grating recording sensitivity. A fourth factor

describes the perturbation of the local index ellipsoid (dielectric tensor at optical

frequencies) that results from a given space charge field through the electrooptic

(Pockels or Kerr) effect. And finally a fifth factor pertains to the physical optics

readout process, whereby the diffraction efficiency and polarization properties of the

readout beam are derived directly from the index ellipsoid modulation.

In addition, several other physical quantities factor into an evaluation of the

photorefractive sensitivity, including the wavelength of the record;ng illumination (to
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convert the number of absorbed photons into an equivalent energy), the absorption

coefficients of the material at the wavelengths of both the recording and readout beams

(to correct for the fractional absorbance of the recording beams and the fractional

transmittance of the readout beam), and the magnitude of the applied voltage (which

significantly alters the sensitivity characteristics for certain materials by changing the

nature of the dominant charge transport mechanism from the diffusion regime to the

drift regime).

In previous treatments of the photorefractive sensitivity and its associated limits, -

all of the above mentioned factors have been addressed to some degree, though not

necessarily within a single unified treatment, or even within a consistent set of

constraints, assumptions, and approximations. Such a unification is also beyond the

scope of the present work. In this paper, we present the results of a study in which we

have approached the photorefractive sensitivity issue from a somewhat different

perspective: that of the absolute quantum efficiency of the photorefractive grating

recording process. As such, we attempt to answer an oft-stated but as yet unanswered

question as to the origin of the apparent relative insensitivity of photorefractive grating

recording.

In order to provide a quantitative metric that does in fact have a fundamental

physical limitation, we define herein the grating recording efficiency of a

photorefractive recording model or configuration as the magnitude of the space charge

field produced by a fixed number of photogenerated mobile charge carriers at a given

spatial frequency, normalized by the maximum quantum limited space charge field that

can be produced by the same number of photogenerated carriers. This metric thus

effectively combines the notions of a photogeneration efficiency and a charge transport

efficiency, and provides an estimate of the fundamental quantum efficiency of the

photorefractive grating recording process.

.~~- 
- Gi . ..
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In order to fully utilize the concept of the grating recording efficiency, we first

calculate the maximum quantum limited space charge field that can be produced by a

fixed number of photogenerated mobile charge carriers, assuming optimum

photoexcitation and redistribution (transport) functions. We then calculate the grating

recording efficiencies that describe several important limiting cases with selected

idealized photoexcitation and redistribution functions. This in turn allows for the

definition of a baseline case against which more realistic charge transport models can be

compared. Examination of a particular charge transport model as a test case then

indicates several other generically applicable factors that act to further decrease the

grating recording efficiency in various recording configurations. These results allow the

above analysis to be conveniently applied to a wide range of applications of current

technological interest.

The organization of the remainder of the paper is as follows. A brief summary

of the origin, material dependence, and implications of the several parameters that affect

the photorefractive grating recording sensitivity is provided in the following section

(Sect. II). Alternative models of the photorefractive recording process are defined in

Sect. III, and the appropriate grating recording efficiencies are presented therein for

each case. Assumptions and limitations common to all of the models are discussed in

Sect. III.A. Idealized photogeneration and charge transport models are defined and

analyzed in Sect. III.B, and more realistic models based upon the analyses of Young et al.

(1974) and Moharam et al. (1979) in the initial stages of recording before significant

space charge field amplitudes evolve, and of Kukhtarev (1976) for temporal evolution

with small modulation depths of the illumination profile are discussed and analyzed in

Sect. III.C. Representative grating recording efficiency calculations are presented in

Sect. IV for several common materials and applications in order to illustrate the effect of

the quantum inefficiency factors on the overall quantum efficiency of photorefractive

recording. Finally, conclusions drawn from the above analyses are discussed in Sect. V.
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I. Factors Contributing to the Photorefractive Sensitivity

In this section, each of the five factors outlined in the Introduction that

collectively determine the photorefractive sensitivity is briefly discussed, in order to

provide a suitable context for the derivation of the quantum limited grating recording

efficiency as presented in the following section. It should perhaps be emphasized at the

outset that although each of the primary factors considered herein affects at least one of

the aforementioned alternative photorefractive sensitivity parameters, not all of the

factors enter into each defined parameter.

In the context of photorefractive grating recording, the photogeneration quantum

efficiency is related to the fraction of the incident photon flux that generates mobile

charge carriers free to participate in subsequent charge transport and trapping processes.

For a given recording wavelength, several distinct photoexcitation processes can

contribute to the total absorption coefficient. In most commonly considered models of - --

the photorefractive effect, the dominant process is the photogeneration of free carriers

from deep donor or acceptor states, such that only one sign mobile carrier (either an

electron or a hole) is liberated for each photoevent. In wavelength regions of significant

photoconductivity, a second important process is the creation of electron-hole pairs (as

well as excitons in certain materials and material structures) by means of band-to-band

transitions. Examples of photoinduced transitions that are not likely to contribute to the

photorefractive effect, and hence tend to reduce the photogeneration quantum

efficiency, are intersubband absorptions, intraionic level promotions, quantum well

interlevel excitations, and photochromic charge transfer exchanges. Since each

contributing process will in general be characterized by its own charge transport

efficiency (discussed below), it is most appropriate to assign separate photogeneration

quantum efficiencies not only to each charge carrier type, but also to each distinct

photoproduction origin (or photoexcitation channel).
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The inherent absorptive inefficiency implied by a finite thickness photorefractive

medium also affects the overall photogeneration quantum efficiency. In the case of a

thin crystal (such that ad << 1, in which a is the absorption coefficient at the recording

.wavelength and d is the crystal thickness), only a small fraction (- ad) of the recording

beam intensity is absorbed and hence has an opportunity to participate in the

photorefractive process. In a thicker crystal, for which the thickness may be optimized

for maximum saturation diffraction efficiency, the absorbed fraction is [1 - e- ad] if

only the entrance surface of the photorefractive medium is allowed to achieve saturation.

In this case the recorded grating will exhibit an exponential nonuniformity throughout

the crystal thickness that will decrease the maximum achievable diffraction efficiency.

If the entire crystal is exposed to saturation, the photogeneration quantum efficiency will

be further reduced by a factor of order e- a d. Finally, the effects of reflection at both

front and rear crystal surfaces reduce the fraction of incident photons that contribute to

the formation of a given grating component, and hence also reduce the effective

quantum efficiency. For a crystal thickness optimized for maximum saturation

diffraction efficiency with equal write and read wavelengths, and for indices of

refraction typical of common photorefractive materials, the combined effects of

absorption of the recording beams, absorption of the readout beam, and reflection losses

(assuming uncoated surfaces) on the photorefractive sensitivity is approximately an order

of magnitude.

An additional effect that acts to reduce the photogeneration quantum efficiency

is the constraint imposed indirectly by the nature of the photoexcitation distribution. As

we shall demonstrate in the next section, the sinusoidal intensity interference pattern

generated by two coherent recording beams is not the optimum (quantum limited)

photoexcitation distribution function.
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Perhaps the most critical factor that determines the photorefractive sensitivity is

the charge transport efficiency, in that this quantity above all others exhibits the greatest

degree of variation among commonly investigated photorefractive materials. The charge

transport efficiency quantifies the degree to which the average photoproduced charge

carrier contributes to the forming space charge grating following photoexcitation, charge

transport, and subsequent recombination or trapping. Charge transport in the refractory

oxides, as well as in the compound semiconductor family, is a statistical process in which

the net result of a given photoinduced event may be to increase, decrease, or leave

unchanged the magnitude of the space charge modulation at the fundamental grating

frequency.

The statistical nature of the charge transport process can be subsumed in the

standard band transport treatment (Young et al., 1974; Moharam et al., 1979; Kukhtarev

et al., 1976, 1979), or made explicit as in the hopping conduction model (Feinberg et al.,

1980); both approaches lead to essentially equivalent results (Feinberg et al., 1980; Jaura

et al., 1986). The charge transport efficiency is strongly affected in photorefractive

materials by the dominant conduction mechanism (diffusion and/or drift in an externally

applied field), and by the ratio of the average displacement of a photoexcited carrier

(before recombination or trapping) to the grating spacing. In both the drift and

diffusion regimes, the average displacement depends primarily on the mobility-lifetime

product of the photoexcited species. As such, separate charge transport efficiencies

should be assigned to each carrier type. A significant net charge transport efficiency

will be realized only if there is a net differential in the carrier displacement and

trapping process.

It should be noted that there are several situations that can yield vanishing charge

transport efficiencies even with large photogeneration quantum efficiencies. For

example, in a single donor/single trap model, if the initial Fermi level is more than ten
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kBT or so above the un-ionized donor level, no substantial charge rearrangement is

possible due to the unavailability of ionized donors (traps) outside the regions of

significant photoexcitation. Likewise, if the initial Fermi level is more than ten kBT or

so below the un-ionized donor level, only band-to-band photoexcitations can contribute

with non-vanishing photogeneration quantum efficiencies, which again is likely to yieid

negligible charge transport efficiency unless the mobilities and/or lifetimes are

significantly different, or operation in the drift regime is engendered by employing an

externally applied electric field.

The space charge grating that results from the combination of photoexcitation

and charge transport processes in turn gives rise to a modulation of the local electric

field at the same spatial frequency through the first Maxwell equation:

V'LE(x) - p(x)/eo ()

in which E is the total electric field at each point in space x, f is the dielectric

permeability tensor, p is the local space charge amplitude, and e is the dielectric

permeability of free space. Note that the magnitude of the space charge field derived

from a given space charge grating amplitude is inversely proportional to the grating

wave vector, as implied by the differential relationship expressed in Eq. (1). The tensor

character of e is important to note, as many photorefractive materials (particularly the

ferroelectric oxides) exhibit marked dielectric anisotropy. Hence, space charge gratings

oriented in different directions within the same crystal can give rise to quite large

variations in the resultant space charge field. Note further that the magnitude of the

space charge field scales inversely with a diagonal component of the dielectric

permeability for a given space charge grating oriented along a principal dielectric axis of

the crystal. Thus, materials with large dielectric constants (such as BaTiO 3 and SBN)
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require correspondingly large space charge amplitudes in order to produce an internal

electric field modulation of given amplitude.

In the types of photorefractive materials considered herein, the index of

refraction is a function of the local electric field. This dependence can arise from a

number of electrorefractive effects, including among others the linear electrooptic

(Pockels') effect, the quadratic electrooptic (Kerr) effect, the Franz-Keldysh effect, and

the quantum confined Stark effect (Chemla et al., 1985). In some materials, notably

multiple quantum well structures in compound semiconductors, more than one such

electrorefractive effect can contribute simultaneously to the establishment of the

resultant index perturbation. For our purposes herein, we consider only the linear

electrooptic effect, in which the change in the dielectric impermeability tensor B (the

inverse of the dielectric tensor f is linear in the electric field:

ABij = A(: 1 )ij - rijkEk (2)

in which the Einstein summation rule is implied, and in which rijk is the third rank

tensor representing the electrooptic coefficient (Kaminow, 1974). As shown in Eq. (2),

the tensor nature of the electrooptic effect implies a dependence of the effective index

of refraction on the orientation of the grating within the crystal, as well as on the

direction of propagation of the readout beam and its polarization. Since in general one

can derive an effective electrooptic coefficient for a given experimental configuration,

Eq. (2) may be rewritten in the form:

Aneff(x) = -1/2no 3reff E(x) (3)

in which the x-coordinate is taken parallel to the grating wave vector, and in which

Aneff(x) is the effective index modulation resulting from the combination of the space
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charge field and the readout configuration, and no is the corresponding unperturbed

index at the wavelength of the readout beam.

In discussions of the photorefractive sensitivity, it is of considerable value to

combine the effects of the previous two factors, since it has been shown that for a wide

range of common photorefractive materials, the ratio no3reff/c exhibits considerably

reduced variation compared with that of each parameter separately (Glass et al., 1984;

Glass, 1984). This is indicative of the general observation that materials with large static

polarizabilities typically also exhibit concomitantly large perturbations of the dielectric

tensor at optical frequencies in response to low frequency applied (or internal) electric

fields.
4t

Once the magnitude of the index perturbation is established, the resultant

diffraction efficiency can be directly determined from the thickness (and uniformity) of

the grating, the grating wave vector, the readout wavelength, and the corresponding

absorption coefficient. Provided that the grating structure is sufficiently thick to assure

diffraction in the Bragg regime, and that the phase and amplitude distortions associated

with self-diffraction effects can be neglected (Kukhtarev et al., 1979; Marrakchi et al.,

1987), the diffraction efficiency is given by (Kogelnik, 1969):

i = exp(-ad/cos6B)sin2(7rAnd/A cosOB) (4)

in which OB is the Bragg angle. The first term in this expression denotes the inherent

inefficiency associated with finite absorption at the readout wavelength, while the

second term derives from the grating modulation induced diffraction process. Since for

suitably small values of the argument rAnd/A cosOB the diffraction efficiency scales as

the square of both the index modulation and the grating thickness, this photorefractive

sensitivity factor is inherently nonlinear and must be utilized with considerable caution.

ftq
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Until this point in the discussion, we have assumed implicitly that the grating

recording exposures and spatial frequencies employed have been large enough and small -

enough, respectively, to keep the photorefractive recording process outside the additional

-limitations imposed by quantum statistical fluctuations. For the recording of

photorefractive gratings at very high spatial frequencies and at very low grating

recording exposures, several additional factors will come into play, including statistical

fluctuations in the photogeneration process, corresponding fluctuations in the charge

transport and trapping processes that yield a locally inhomogeneous charge distribution

with spatial frequency components near that of the grating wave vector, and concomitant

variations in the direction and magnitude of the local space charge field. These

additional factors may act to further reduce the overall photorefractive sensitivity.
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IrI. The Grating Recording Efficiency

As defined in the Introduction (Sect. I), the grating recording efficiency of a

given photorefractive recording model or configuration is the ratio between the

magnitude of the space charge field at a given spatial frequency produced by a fixed

number of photogenerated mobile charge carriers, and the maximum quantum limited

space charge field that can be produced by the same number of photogenerated carriers.

The grating recording efficiency is introduced as a useful metric that effectively

compares the photogeneration and charge transport efficiencies of any given model with

the optimum quantum limited case, and as such provides an estimate of the overall

fundamental quantum efficiency of the photorefractive grating recording process. Note

that since the grating recording efficiency is normalized, any effect of the dielectric

permeability tensor in establishing the magnitudes of the space charge fields cancels out.

Hence the grating recording efficiency may be equivalently defined directly in terms of

the space charge grating amplitudes, or in terms of the space charge fields for a

dielectric constant of unity.

In this section, idealized photogeneration and charge transport models are

postulated and analyzed in order to determine the maximum quantum limited space

charge amplitude that can be produced by a fixed number of photogenerated mobile

charge carriers at a given spatial frequency. The grating recording efficiencies of

several such idealized models are then calculated, to form a set of baseline cases against

which the corresponding efficiencies of more realistic photorefractive recording models

can be directly compared. For one such model, that of a single mobile charge species

transported between a single type of donor site and its associated (ionized) trap sites,

several factors are identified that contribute to the grating recording efficiency, and that

are particularly illustrative of the fundamental limitations on the photorefractive

sensitivity inherent in the model.
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III.A. Constraints Common to Alternative Models of Photorefractive Recording

The idealized photogeneration and charge transport models defined herein are

abstractions of a more realistic model which has been studied by many authors and

analyzed in considerable detail by Kukhtarev et al. (1976; 1979), and as such these

models share key assumptions concerning quantum recording limitations and implications

of the readout process. For simplicity, we confine our attention herein to a version of

the model characterized by a single mobile charge species, and a single type of donor

sites with associated un-ionized donor and ionized donor (trap) states, although more

intricate models have been proposed for particular materials systems (e.g., the existence

of mobile holes as well as electrons in lithium niobate (Orlowski and Kratzig, 1978) and

barium titanate (Strohkendl et al., 1986), or the existence of multiple trap levels in

bismuth. E. Attard and Brown, 1986; Valley, 1986)).

Four principal material species are considered in the single mobile charge/single

trap level model, as diagrammed in Fig. i. The mobile charge species (usually electrons)

has number density n(x,t), and is represented by the symbol "e-" in Fig. 1. It is assumed

that negligible densities of these mobile charges exist under dark conditions; essentially

all mobile charges are created by photoionization of donors. In this model, "donors" and

"traps" are assumed to be different valence states of the same impurity atom (e.g., iron in

lithium niobate) or lattice defects, as diagrammed in Fig. 2. The total number of such

impurity ions or defects is distributed uniformly throughout the crystal at potential

donor sites. A donor is converted into a trap (ionized donor), simultaneously with the

creation of a mobile charge, by photogeneration; conversely, a mobile charge is removed

from the conduction band, and a trap is converted into a donor, by recombination (Fig.

2). The sum of the number densities of donors and ionized donors is denoted by ND,

which is therefore the total density of potential donor sites, and is assumed to be
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constant in space and time. If the number density of ionized donors is taken to be

ND+(x,t), then the number density of (un-ionized) donors is [ND - ND+(x,t)]. In Fig. 1,

the donors are represented by the symbol "0" and the traps are represented by the

symbol "+". A fourth material species is needed in this model to assure charge

conservation, as the density of ionized donors ND+(x,t) frequently exceeds the density of

mobile charges n(x,t) by several orders of magnitude. This fourth species, with number

density NA, has traditionally been called an acceptor, but is also called a charge

compensation site herein and is represented in Fig. 1 by the symbol "-*. The charge

compensation sites are electrically negative with respect to the donors, and are presumed

to be negatively charged impurity ions or lattice defects incorporated during the crystal

growth process. The density NA is assumed to be constant in space and time, and is

further assumed to be numerically equal to ND+(x, t=0), the concentration of ionized

donors in equilibrium. In point of fact, the only requirement for charge compensation is

that the product of the charge compensation site density and the effective number of

negative charges on each be equal to ND+(X, t=0).

It is instructive to consider the relative densities of these various species.

Consider for example a crystal of bismuth silicon oxide (Valley and Klein, 1983).

Typical concentrations of donors, charge compensation sites, and mobile charges under

reasonable optical intensities are of order 1019 cm - 3 , 1016 cm - 3, and no more that 1012

cm - 3 , respectively. (The number density of electrons under dark conditions for typical

crystals of bismuth silicon oxide is entirely negligible.) Thus, ND >> ND+ - NA >> n.

A number of other photorefractive media exhibit similar proportionalities. For these

materials, the total space charge density p(x,t) is given by

p(x,t) = e [ND+(x,t) - n(x,t) - NA] sw e [ND+(x,t) - NAI (5)

The local density of ionized donors ND + can be spatially redistributed under the

influence of inhomogeneous photogeneration, as shown by comparing Figs. 1 and 3.
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This redistribution occurs as follows: a photon is absorbed by a donor, converting the

donor into a trap (ionized donor) and generating a mobile charge carrier. The mobile

charge carrier is transported some distance through the photorefractive medium due to

drift and/or diffusion, and is subsequently captured by a trap thus generating another

donor. If we choose to follow a particular electron, the entire process can be viewed as

a simple exchange between equivalent donor sites of a donor state with an ionized donor

(or trap) state.

As a final note, the space charge profile p(x,t) might evolve into a highly

distorted profile with respect to the distribution of incident illumination because of

nonlinearities inherent in the recording process. However, since the grating readout is

typically performed deep within the Bragg regime, at most a very limited range of

spatial frequencies is effective in diffracting the readout light. Thus only one spatial

harmonic of the space charge field is of interest, which is assumed herein to be the

fundamental harmonic.

In summary, the photorefractive recording model studied by Kukhtarev and all

idealized photogenerLtlon and charge transport abstractions considered in the following

analysis share these basic assumptions: (1) only a finite amount of space charge

[ND+(x, t=O) - NA] exists for generating the space charge electric field; (2) this space

charge can be spatially redistributed under the influence of an illumination pattern; (3)

no more than one mobile charge is generated for each absorbed photon of the

illumination beam; and (4) only the fundamental spatial harmonic of the space charge is

effective in the holographic readout process. The photorefractive recording model and

the idealized models differ, however, in the details of the photogeneration and charge

transport processes, as discussed next. A
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III.B. Idealized Photogeneration and Charge Transport Models

The grating recording efficiency comprises three successive physical processes: -

photogeneration, charge transport, and trapping. In order to determine the maximum

quantum limited space charge field (at unity dielectric constant) that can result from a

fixed number of photogenerated mobile charges, we investigate four idealized

photogeneration and charge transport models, as defined below.

The photogeneration process is controlled by the recording illumination profile.

Two alternative profiles are considered herein, a periodic comb function and a sinusoidal

function. The comb illumination profile Ic(x), as shown in Fig. 4, is defined by

Ic(x) - TCO comb(x/AG) -> ICO E 6(p + x/AG), (6)

in which the arrow => indicates that the desired function asymptotically approaches a

sequence of Dirac delta functions, i.e., a series of intensity peaks with spatial extent

small compared with the spatial period AG, but unlike a mathematical delta function the

intended comb peaks are large enough to overlap a reasonable number of donor sites.

The sinusoid illumination profile IS(x) is defined by

Is(x) = ISO (1 + cos(2 rx/AG)]  (7)

in which AG is the spatial period of the illumination profile. Note that the periodic

comb function does not correspond to any normal recording configuration. This is

acceptable for purposes of this analysis because the maximum quantum limited space

charge field at unity dielectric constant is intended to define an upper limit against

which more realistic models might be compared. To compare these two illumination

profiles, th same photon flux is assumed, i.e., the scaling parameters ISO and ICo are

adjusted such that the following normalization integral is satisfied:

f IS(x) dx = f Ic(x) dx , (8)

from which we derive the relation that Is0 - Ico a 10. In the idealized photogeneration
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models, all photons in the illumination profile are assumed to be absorbed and generate

mobile charge carriers.

Two alternative models of charge transport and trapping are also considered:

half wavelength translation, and randomization (Figs. 5 and 6). In the half wavelength

translation process shown schematically in Fig. 5, each electron is assumed to translate

precisely half the grating period of the illumination profile before capture, without

diffusive blooming of the electron cloud. In the analysis that follows, it will be shown

that half wavelength translation corresponds to the quantum limited charge transport

process, giving rise to the maximum grating recording efficiency. The second idealized

transport and capture process to be considered herein is complete randomization, as

shown schematically in Fig. 6, in which the photogenerated electrons are assumed to

redistribute randomly until they exhibit no spatial variation in density, and only then are

recaptured by local traps. The randomization model is intended to represent a more

realistic charge transport model; even so, this model corresponds to an uover bound on

realizable charge transport efficiencies, as shown in the next section.

Combination of the two photogeneration models and the two charge transport and

trapping models produces four alternative idealized recording models for comparison

(Fig. 7), which will hereinafter be identified as the bipolar comb, the monopolar comb,

the transport-efficient sinusoid, and the baseline sinusoid. Each of the four

combinations will be considered in turn. Grating recording efficiencies are calculated

for these four combinations in Sect. III.B.,, and the corresponding field saturation

behavior is considered in Sect. III.B.2.

III.B.l Idealized Grating Recording Efficiencies

The bipolar comb results from a periodic comb illumination function combined

with a half wavelength translation. The resulting space charge density p(x) induced by
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this illumination and transport combination is a periodic comb function superimposed on

a periodic comb function of opposite sign shifted by half wavelength, as shown in Fig.

S. For a given peak photogenerated charge density po (proportional to I0 t, in which t is

the exposure time), the resultant space charge distribution P(x) is given by:

p(x) = p0 [comb(x/AG) - comb(I/2 + x/AG)] . (9)

This space charge profile p(x) can be readily integrated (see Eq. (1)) to yield a space

charge field E(x) which is a square pulse train (Fig. 8). The first spatial harmonic

component El, defined by

E = 2AG-1 f E(x) sin(2rx/AG) dx , (10)

has a magnitude of

El = 4ep0 / o K , (11) 

in which KG - 2 x/AG is the wave vector of the illumination profile.

The monopolar comb commands interest because it can support the highest space

charge field before saturation due to limited ionized trap density, as discussed in the

next section. The monopolar comb results from a periodic comb illumination function

combined with electron randomization. The resulting space charge profile P(x) induced

by this illumination and transport combination is a periodic comb function superimposed

on a uniform background of opposite charge, as shown in Fig. 9. The resulting charge

distribution is represented by

p(x) = p0 [comb(x/AG) - 1). (12)

The corresponding space charge field exhibits a sawtooth profile (Fig. 9), and the

magnitude El of its first spatial harmonic is
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El1  
2 e po/e c KG• (13)

The transport-efficient sinusoid results from a sinusoidal illumination profile

combined with a half wavelength translation, as shown schematically in Fig. 10, leading

to a charge density p(x) given by-

p(x) = 2 p0 cos(2 rX/AG) , (14)

and a first spatial harmonic field component E l of

El = 2 e po/e c0 KG • (15)

The transport-efficient sinusoid combination is included for completeness, but is not

emphasized because it is neither realistic nor does it correspond to any upper bound of

grating recording efficiency or saturation performance.

The baseline sinusoid, although seemingly artificial, is of very pronounced

interest because it represents an asymptotic upper bound on the grating recording

efficiency predicted by more realistic recording models, as discussed in Sect. III.C below.

The baseline sinusoid results from a sinusoidal illumination profile combined with

electron distribution randomization. The resulting space charge distribution exhibits a

sinusoidal profile, as does the corresponding space charge field, as shown in Fig. 10.

The charge density is given by-

p(x) = p0 cos( 2lrx/AG) (16)

corresponding to a first spatial harmonic field component El of

El  e po/e o KG" (17)

As can be seen from the analysis above, the bipolar comb photogeneration/charge

transport combination generates the maximum quantum limited space charge field at
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unity dielectric constant, and hence provides the normalization constant required for

evaluation of the grating recording efficiencies of both idealized and realistic

photorefractive recording models. Physically, this optimum combination of

photogeneration and charge transport results from the maximum possible average

separation of the positive and negative charge distributions, as well as from the fact that

the amplitude of the first harmonic of a square wave exceeds the amplitude of the

square wave itself.

The grating recording efficiencies for the four idealized photorefractive grating

recording combinations are shown in Table 1. The most quantum efficient recording

occurs for the bipolar comb, which therefore is assigned a grating recording efficiency

of unity. The next most efficient configurations are the monopolar comb and the

transport-efficient sinusoid, which both yield a grating recording efficiency of 0.5. The

least efficient configuration is the baseline sinusoid, with a grating recording efficiency

of 0.25. As we shall show later, the efficiency of the baseline sinusoid is an asymptotic

upper limit of more realistic recording models. Table 2 gives the relative

photorefractive grating recording sensitivities for these four cases in terms of diffraction

efficiency per unit incident photon flux, assuming low diffraction efficiencies such that

the efficiency is proportional to the square of the space charge field component EI.

Note that by this measure the sensitivity of the baseline sinusoid is degraded by a factor

of 16, over an order of magnitude, compared with the quantum limit represented by the

bipolar comb charge distribution function.

III.B.2 Space Charge Saturation for the Idealized Models

Not only is the photorefractive recording sensitivity of concern, but also

saturation limitations of the space charge field occurring because of limited ionized trap

density. Consider for example the bipolar comb example shown in Fig. 8. The regions

of positive space charge grow by the photoexcitation of neutral donors, which converts

PA
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them into positively ionized donors (traps) and generates mobile electrons. The electrons

are removed from this region by the various transport processes, leaving behind the

positively ionized donors. As will be shown later, it is these regions of net positive space

charge that primarily contribute to the buildup of the space charge field. The regions of

negative space charge grow by the reverse process, i.e., by capturing mobile electrons at

local ionized donor sites to form neutral donors. In photorefractive crystals which

initially are in quasi-thermodynamic equilibrium, the density of donors typically far

exceeds the density of ionized donors, which implies that the regions of negative space

charge will saturate first. This corresponds to the complete conversion of all ionized

donors into neutral donors at the peaks of the negative space charge distribution,

resulting in the local complete cancellation of ND+(x, t=0) = NA, as shown schematically

in Fig. 11.

The bipolar comb combination exhibits by far the most rapid charge saturation at

the lowest space charge field of the four combinations considered herein, because for

this combination the electrons after transport are concentrated into a very small volume,

with a correspondingly small number of ionized donors available to capture these

electrons. Conversely, the monopolar comb combination exhibits the slowest saturation

at the highest space charge field because the electrons are essentially uniformly

distributed throughout the volume of the photorefractive medium, and hence can be

captured by almost all of the ionized donors. The saturation characteristics of the

sinusoidal combinations are intermediate between the bipolar and the monopolar

combinations.

The relative photorefractive grating recording sensitivities (grating recording

efficiencies) and saturation chara,.teristics of these four photogeneration/charge transport

combinations are schematically diagrammed in Fig. 12. The photosensitivities are

indicated by the inital linear slopes, and the saturation by the final space charge field
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levels. The space charge field is plotted here in units of Eq., which is defined as

eNA/eeoKG (Amodei, 1971) (this expression is valid when the density of charge

compensation sites NA is much smaller than the total density of potential donor sites

ND). Note that the saturation level for the bipolar comb should really be much closer to

the horizontal axis; it has been overstated for clarity of illustration.

Having calculated the grating recording efficiencies and saturation fields for

these four highly idealized cases, we now proceed to compare these ideal results with

more realistic photogeneration and charge transport models in the next two sections.

IU.C Realistic Recording Models

The idealized photorefractive recording models discussed above allow the effects

of the photogeneration profile and charge transport process on the grating recording

efficiency to be assessed relative to the fundamental quantum limits. We now examine a

more realistic model applicable to a wide range of commonly investigated

photorefractive media, which exhibits an overall efficiency degraded from that of the

baseline sinusoid case presented above by several additional factors. In this model, the

photogeneration profile is assumed to be sinusoidal, and the effects of the

photogeneration quantum efficiency, absorption coefficients, and reflections losses are

assumed to be space-invariant and hence can be directly incorporated in any estimate of

the photorefractive grating recording sensitivity. Another major factor is an inherent ....

inefficiency in the charge transport process; this inefficiency is studied in Sect. III.C.l

using analytical solutions derived by Young et al. (1974; see also Moharam et al., 1979)

which are valid in the initial recording interval, before significant space charge fields

have evolved. A related factor derives from the reduced recording sensitivity exhibited

as the space charge field approaches its steady state limit. This is studied in Sect. III.C.2

using analytical solutions derived by Kukhtarev (1976) which describe the temporal

evolution of the space charge field in the limit of very low illumination profile
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modulation depths. Recording configurations using low modulation depths are

inherently inefficient, as most of the photons in the illumination contribute a uniform

background photocurrent, and only a fraction of the incident intensity contributes to the

spatial structure of the image. The modulation depth, therefore, is also a factor that

reduces the photorefractive grating recording sensitivity. However, low modulation

depths are necessary in certain recording techniques for enhancing the space charge field

in the steady state limit, such as the running grating process discussed in Sect. III.C.3.

HI.C.l Initial Recording Sensitivity

To determine the existence of degraded charge transport efficiency, the idealized

recording models must be compared with more realist'c charge transport solutions, such

as those given by Young et al. (1974; see also Moharam et al., 1979). Under normal

recording conditions, the coupled photorefractive recording equations are nonlinear,

making analytic solutions difficult or impossible to derive. However, a significantly

simplified analysis can be utilized during the initial recording period, which enables

analytic solutions to be derived at least for certain illumination profiles. These analytic

solutions are well worth studying for the physical insight they furnish into the charge

transport process.

The analytical simplification derives from a linearization of the recording

equations, in which two recording parameters, the total electric field and the ionized

donor (trap) density, remain essentially constant throughout space during the initial

recording interval (Young et al., 1974; Moharam et al., 1979). This assumes that the

photorefractive crystal is initially in quasi-thermodynamic equilibrium, i.e., with a

spatially uniform distribution of ionized donors ND+(X, t=O) = NA, and that the trap

density remains essentially constant throughout this initial recording interval.
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The analytic solutions which exist in this regime have typically emphasized

recording with sinusoidal illumination profiles. While such a profile corresponds closely

with typical experimental situations and simplifies the mathematics, the physics of the

transport process is somewhat obscured in comparisua with an alternative illumination

profile, that of a very narrow spike, an approximation of a Dirac delta function.

Typical electron density profiles obtained in response to a narrow spike illumination

profile are shown in Fig. 13 for the cases of diffusion-only transport (top illustration),

drift-only transport (middle illustration), and one particular combination of drift and

diffusion processes (bottom illustration); the derivation of these figures is described

below. These figures emphasize several important features of a more realistic transport

analysis. The transport mechanism is inherently a random process, with a spread in

characteristic transport lengths associated with a corresponding spread in charge carrier

lifetimes. Useful parameters for characterizing the transport processes are the average

transport lengths LE for drift-induced transport and LD for diffusive transport, defined

as (Young et al., 1974; Moharam et al., 1979)

LE - ArE 0 , (18)

and LD _ (Dr)1/ 2 - (kBT/e) /2 (Pr)'/ 2  , (19)

in which p is the mobility of the free carriers, E0 is the applied bias electric field, r is

the free carrier lifetime, D is the diffusion coefficient for the free carriers, kB is

Boltzmann's constant, T is the crystal temperature, and e is the charge of an electron.

Einstein's relation between the diffusion coefficient and the mobility has been used in

Eq. (19). Note that in both cases, the transport lengths are functions of the Pr product.

For the diffusion-only case, the electron spread is symmetrical, which introduces

no net phase shift in the photorefractive response to any arbitrary illumination profile.

For the drift case, as well as for the combined drift/diffusion case, the electron
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distribution is skewed to one side by the presence of an applied bias field, which does in

fact introduce a phase shift when recording particular illumination profiles, as shown in

Fig. 13.

Now consider an illumination profile I(x) which is sinusoidal and of the form

I(x) - 10 [1 + m cos(KGx)], (20)

in which m is the modulation depth of the light profile, and KG is the wave vector

associated with the interference pattern. Young et al. (1974; see also Moharam et al.,

1979) have derived expressions for the growth of the space charge field for the initial

recording interval. When transport is dominated by diffusion, the initial growth of the

first harmonic component E l of the space charge field is expressed by

E l - m [teg0 /ee 0 KG] [KG 2 LD 2 /(I+KG 2 LD 2 )], (21)

in which go is the photogeneration rate and t is the time relative to the initiation of

grating recording. The initial growth when drift transport dominates is expressed by

El m [teg0 /ee 0KGI [KGLE(I+KG 2 LE2 )I/ 2 ei1, (22)

in which the phase shift € is defined by

tan € = KGLE. (23)

The first bracketed term [teg 0 /ee 0 KG] in Eqs. (21) and (22) corresponds to the

grating recording efficiency predicted by the baseline sinusoid model (with po - tego),

as discussed in Sect. III.B. This represents the upper bound on achievable recording

sensitivity. The second bracketed terms in Eqs. (21) and (22) correspond to an

additional charge transport inefficiency inherent in more realistic models of

photorefractive recording, the subject of this section. This transport inefficiency factor

is plotted as a function of increasing transport length in Fig. 14 for diffusion-only
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transport and in Fig. 15 for drift-only transport. Recall that these curves apply only

during the initial recording interval, before significant space charge has accrued. Later --

recording will have less transport efficiency because of the presence of the space charge

field. Note in Figs. 14 and 15 that the charge transport efficiency asymptotically

approaches its maximum value in the limit of very long transport lengths, as intuitively

expected, but even in this limit the maximum recording sensitivity is that of the baseline

sinusoid, not that of the transport efficient sinusoid.

The reason why the recording sensitivity only reaches the baseline sinusoid level

in this limit is best understood by considering the spatial modulation profile of the

mobile charge density n(x). Analytical expressions for the modulation depth of the

mobile charge density can be readily derived from the same analysis that led to Eqs. (21)

and (22) (Young et al., 1974; Moharam et al., 1979), for times sufficiently long

compared with the mobile carrier lifetime so that the mobile charge density represents a

quasi-steady state distribution, and also sufficiently short so as to remain in the initial

recording regime. In the diffusion only case, the mobile charge density is

n(x) = rg0 [1 + me(KGLD)cos( 2 rx/AG)] (24)

in which r is the mobile carrier lifetime, and in which the modulation depth me(KGLD)

is given by

me(KGLD) = m /(I+KG 2 LD 2 ). (25)

Note that this charge distribution has the least efficient possible phase for building up a

space charge field. Recall from the discussion in Sect. III.B.1 that the optimum phase of

the mobile charge profile is a 1800 phase shift with respect to the incident illumination

profile, allowing the space charge field contribution of the mobile charge after

subsequent trapping to add to the contribution of the excess positively charged trap

profile produced by the photogeneration p-ocess. Here, however, we find that the
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mobile charge profile is aligned coincident with the illumination and with the excess

positively charged trap profiles. As a consequence, when a mobile charge is captured, it

removes one of the incremental photogenerated traps, thereby reducing the overall space

charge profile. A net space charge field can then accrue in the diffusion-dominated

transport case only by randomizing the mobile charge distribution, leading to a reduction

in the modulation depth me(KGLD). Note in Fig. 14 that the rise in charge transport

efficiency with increasing transport length KGLD is coincident with a reduction of the

mobile charge modulation depth. Optimum charge transport efficiency occurs when the

mobile charge profile has been completely randomized.

Similarly, for drift-dominated transport, the mobile charge profile has a

modulation depth of

me(KGLE) - m / (I+KG 2 LE 2 ) / 2  (26)

and a phase shift of 0, as given by Eq. (23). The charge transport efficiency, mobile

charge modulation depth, and phase shift of the mobile charge profile with respect to

the incident illumination are plotted in Fig. 15 as a function of transport length KGLE

for drift-dominated transport, which is in turn proportional to the applied bias field

E0 . For short transport lengths KGLE, the phase shift is close to 00, which as pointed

out above is the least efficient phase for building a space charge field, and the

modulation depth m e exhibits its maximum value of m, the modulation depth of the --

illumination profile. For longer transport lengths, the mobile charge profile phase shifts

away from 00, but is always less than 900, and hence always degrades the net space

charge. The modulation depth m e similarly decreases with increasing charge transport

length. The -most efficient charge transport occurs for very large transport lengths

KGLE, for which the mobile charge profile has become completely randomized.
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The reason why the phase of the mobile charge profile never exceeds 900 for

drift-dominated transport (and why the phase is always 00 for diffusion-dominated

transport) can perhaps best be appreciated from Fig. 13, which shows the mobile charge

profile which is generated in response to a narrow spike (i.e., very tightly focused)

illumination profile. The profiles shown in Fig. 13 can be derived by Fourier

decomposing the Dirac delta function of the illumination profile into an equivalent set

of spatial harmonics, applying Eqs. (25) and (26) to find the mobile charge profile in

response to each spatial frequency, and then performing an inverse Fourier transform.

But the profiles shown in Fig. 13 are also intuitively reasonable. Diffusion tends to

broaden the mobile charge density symmetrically about the location of an illumination

region, whereas drift tends to pull the mobile charges all to one side. Finally, note that

the mobile charge distribution resulting from any arbitrary illumination profile can be

derived by convolving the illumination profile with the distributions shown in Fig. 13

(which can be considered to be blur functions). Because of the monotonically decreasing

shape of these blur functions, no phase shift in excess of 900 is feasible.

Thus we find that the baseline sinusoid model represents an upper bound on the

grating recording efficiency predicted by the single mobile charge species/single

donor/single trap photorefractive recording model.

III.C.2 Temporal Approach to Steady State

In addition to the charge transport inefficiency factor just discussed, two

additional factors must be considered when evaluating any realistic recording situation.

One factor pertains to the saturation in temporal growth of the space charge field,

resulting in a reduced growth rate as the field approaches its steady stat" limit. The

second factor pertains to the modulation depth m of the illumination profile, which is

often chosen to be small to enable enhanced recording techniques, as discussed in the

next section.
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The reduction in sensitivity of the recording process as the space charge field

approaches its steady state limit can be assessed from analytic solutions which have been

derived by Kukhtarev (1976). Typical solutions are shown in Fig. 16 for a variety of

bias fields E0 , scaled to the maximum possible field Eq due to limited ionized tzip

density (discussed in Sect. 3.2.2). These curves were generated based upon typical

charge mobility-lifetime product pr parameters for bismuth silicon oxide (Bil 2SiO 20;

BSO), as given in Table 3. (A bias field to saturation field ratio of 10:1 is unphysical

for BSO, requiring exceptionally high bias fields and/or spatial frequencies, but is

included for generality.) Note that in all cases shown the time needed to reach

saturation is approximately a factor of two longer than that predicted by the baseline

sinusoid idealized transport model.

Due to the fact that the analytical solutions for temporal evolution derived by

Kukhtarev (1976) are valid only for small modulation depths m of the illumination

profile, such solutions describe low recording efficiency situations in which the majority

of the photons in the illumination beam contribute a uniform photocurrent and only a

small fraction of the photons convey the spatial structure in the image profile. This

point is emphasized in Fig. 17, in which numerical solutions of the photorefractive

equations are presented showing the temporal evolution of the first spatial harmonic

component of the space charge field for various modulation depths m. These solutions

have been produced by the authors using numerical techniques discussed by Moharam et

al. (1979), but applied to the full set of photorefractive equations proposed by

Kukhtarev (1976).

In Fig. 17, a crystal of bismuth silicon oxide illuminated by a 300 cycle/mm

sinusoid has been assumed. Note in this figure the slight temporal oscillations which can

be observed in the temporal evolution. The strength of these oscillations is directly

dependent on the charge mobility-lifetime product 1jr, the curves in Fig. 17 correspond
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to the material and configuration parameters as listed in Table 3. The reader is

cautioned that a wide distribution in mobility-lifetime products has been measured in

crystals with nominally the same composition (Lesaux et al., 1986).

Note also in Fig. 17 that the highest space charge fields are associated with the

highest illumination profile modulation depths, a regime for which the analytical

solutions derived by Kukhtarev are no longer applicable. Furthermore, to first order the

space charge field El both in the initial recording regime as well as in saturation is

directly proportional to the modulation depth parameter m.

III.C.3 Enhanced Recording Techniques

The recording configuration just considered assumes a stationary illumination

profile and a constant applied bias field (for brevity, called hereinafter the stationary

illumination technique). Space charge fields with much higher steady state limits can be

obtained by either of two alternative nonstationary recording configurations: one

technique is to translate the illumination profile with respect to the photorefractive

crystal (hereinafter referred to as the running grating technique) (Huignard and

Marrakchi, 1981, Stepanov et al., 1982; Valley, 1984; Refregier et al., 1985), and the

second technique is to periodically reverse the direction of the applied bias field (the

alternating field technique) (Stepanov and Petrov, 1985). These techniques do not

improve the rate at which space charge builds up with time under constant illumination

intensity, compared with the stationary illumination/constant field recording

configuration.

The running grating technique in particular was chosen for study herein, both to

illustrate enhanced photorefractive recording concepts, and because it is commonly

employed to provide significant amplification of weak images. This technique can be
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studied by a combination of analytical solutions which are valid in the linearized regime

of very small modulation depths, and numerical solutions for larger image modulations.

The relative advantage of the running grating technique is summarized in Fig.

18, which has been derived from the analytical solutions of Valley (1984) and Refregier

et al. (1985) in the limit of small illumination profile modulation depths. A grating

spatial frequency of 110 cycles/mm, and parameters typical of BSO have been assumed

in the solutions shown in Fig. 18. The spatial frequency is chosen to be I 10 cycles/mm,

rather than 300 cycles/mm, because the enhancement of the steady state space charge

field is maximized for this grating frequency, assuming material parameters for BSO as

given in Table 3. Note that the steady state limit of the space charge field is in fact

increased by the running grating technique relative to that obtained with a stationary

grating, but that the initial recording sensitivities are asymptotically equal. The initial

growth of the space charge field continues to be bounded by a combination of quantum

limitations and charge transport inefficiencies, as described above. Furthermore, the -

additional factor of two reduction in sensitivity observed on approach to saturation

obtains for both solutions.

The magnitude of the steady state space charge field is necessarily quite small in

the linearized regime for which the analytical solutions apply, as the field is proportional

to the modulation depth m of the illumination profile, which must be kept small to

assure accurate analytical solutions. Larger space charge fields require larger

illumination modulation depths, and eventual nonlinear saturation in the space charge

field. Numerical solutions have been generated by the authors to explore the onset of

this field saturation, with typical results as shown in Fig. 19, assuming typical BSO

material parameters listed in Table 3. Note that the saturation of the steady state field

occurs at quite modest values of the modulation depth, which is consistent with

experimental observations reported by Refregier et al. (1985). Thus the running grating
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technique proves to be most effective for amplifying weak images, but not for recording

large space charge fields. For recording the largest fields, stationary illumination is

preferred.
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IV. Representative Grating Recording Efficiency Calculations

In order to illustrate the above concepts, we proceed in this section to consider

the several factors that contribute to the overall grating recording efficiency for two

different types of materials and for two different types of applications. The materials

considered are bismuth silicon oxide (Bil 2SiO 20 , or BSO) and barium titanate (BaTiO 3);

the principal material parameters assumed in the estimates are listed in Table 3, based

upon a set of values published by Valley and Klein (1983). The two applications

considered are those of reconfigurable holographic interconnections and the

amplification of weak images.

Let us first consider a reconfigurable holographic interconnection implemented in

bismuth silicon oxide. For simplicity, we assume that only one grating with a spatial

frequency of 300 cycles/mm is recorded in the crystal. To achieve maximum diffraction

efficiency, the modulation depth of the recording beams should be as large as possible;

ideally, m 1 1. Also, a bias electric field is typically applied to crystals of BSO to

enhance the photosensitivity; a field of 6 kV/cm is typical, implying a drift transport

length LE from Eq. (18) of 9 pm, assuming the mobility-lifetime product given in Table

3. For a 300 cycle/mm grating frequency, th'3 implies an (LE/AG) ratio of about 2.7,

and from Fig. 15 we see 'that this corresponds to essentially 100% charge transport

efficiency in the initial stages of recording.

The recording efficiency for a BSO interconnect, compared with the ideal (i.e.,

bipolar comb) quantum efficiency limit, is listed in Table 4. Three factors are

considered in this and subsequent tables. The first is the 25% efficiency factor that

applies between the baseline sinusoid and bipolar comb cases, a factor which is common

to all recording configurations considered in this section. The second factor is the

charge transport efficiency, comparing actual recording performance to that of the

baseline sinusoid case. The BSO interconnect is assigned a 50% charge transport
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efficiency to account for the factor of 2 increase in recording energy (photon flux)

estimated to reach saturation, as shown in Fig. 16 and discussed in Sect. If.C.2. The

final factor is the modulation depth, which we have assumed to be unity for a

reconfigurable interconnect. Thus the total grating recording efficiency, in terms of the

magnitude of the space charge field generated per unit photon flux, compared with ideal

quantum efficient recording, is only about 12.5% for a BSO interconnection. This gives

a diffraction efficiency derating factor of only 1.6% (assuming a diffraction efficiency

which is proportional to the square of the space charge field).

As a second example, consider image amplification in BSO using a running

grating enhanced recording technique. We will again assume a 110 cycle/mm grating

spatial frequency (see Sect. 3.3.3), and a bias field of 6 kV/cm applied to the BSO

crystal. However, the modulation depth must be reduced from 100% to of order 10% to

achieve the peak space charge enhancement in saturation provided by the running

grating recording technique, as shown in Fig. 19 and as discussed in Sect. HI.C.3. For

our calculations, we'll assume a modulation depth of 10%, implying a corresponding

reduction in the quantum efficiency of the recording process; i.e., most of the photons

must supply the pump beam, with comparatively few photons in the signal beam

containing signal information. Thus the total quantum efficiency for image

amplification, shown in Table 5, is an order of magnitude lower than that given in Table

4 for the reconfigurable interconnection. Correspondingly, the diffraction efficiency

derating factor is two orders of magnitude lower for this case than for the case of the

reconfigurable interconnection, and nearly four orders of magnitude less efficient than

the quantum limitation.

As a final example, consider a reconfigurable interconnection in barium titanate,

with grating recording efficiency as shown in Table 6 for the case of recording by

diffusion transport only. Because of the large electrooptic coefficient in barium titanate,
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only very modest space charge fields, typically a fraction of the diffusion field for a 300

cycle/mm grating, are needed to achieve peak diffraction efficiencies in reasonable size

crystals. Hence diffusion transport often proves to be sufficient in this material in order

to generate experimentally useful diffraction efficiencies. Unfortunately, two factors

work against the high electrooptic coefficient in barium titanate. One is the

concomitantly high dielectric constant, which from Maxwell's first equation implies that

a considerable amount of space charge must be moved to achieve a modest space charge

field. As mentioned in the Introduction, the combined material parameter (n03reff/e),

which is a measure of the amount of optical index modulation per unit space charge,

proves to be surprisingly constant from material to material (Glass et al., 1984; Glass,

1984). Based upon this measure alone, barium titanate proves to be modestly superior to

BSO as shown in Table 3.

The second, and far more serious, factor degrading grating recording efficiency

for diffusion recording in barium titanate is its low mobility-lifetime product pur which

is almost two orders of magnitude lower than that for BSO, implying a seriously

degraded charge transport efficiency. The diffusion transport length LD predicted by

Eq. (19) is of order 35 am, based upon the mobility-lifetime product ;Ar given in Table

3. Assuming a 300 cycle/mm grating, this implies by Eq. (21) a charge transport

inefficiency factor of order 0.004. We include an additional factor of 0.5 in Table 6 to

account for the additional photon flux required to reach saturation, as indicated in Fig.

16 and the discussion in Sect. III.C.2. Thus we find that the grating recording efficiency

for diffusion recording in barium titanate is some 250 times less than that for drift

recording in BSO, in terms of space charge generated per unit photon.

Al
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Thus we have considered representative examples of several different materials,

* transport mechanisms and efficiencies, and recording applications. We find that, even in

the most efficient grating recording configurations, a significant inefficiency still exists

between the ideal quantum limitations and actual performance.

0"

0.

C = - , ,.,-, - mm m--- i m ,, a mmm . .
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V. Conclusions

In this paper, we have considered a number of the fundamental physical

limitations that delimit the potential performance of photorefractive materials. In

particular, we have described several idealized photogener-tion and charge transport

models in terms of the grating recording efficiency, and have identified one such model

(the bipolar comb) as the quantum limit against which other such models may be

compared. The bipolar comb model generates the maximum possible fundamental

harmonic of the space charge field at unity dielectric constant for a given number of

photoexcited mobile charge carriers. A second idealized model, the baseline sinusoid,

provides an upper bound for the grating recording efficiency of a more realistic

photorefractive grating recording model involving a single mobile charge carrier and a

single donor/single trap photorefractive center. This upper bound was shown to be a

factor of 4 less efficient in generating a given space charge field than the quantum

limitations imply for an optimum photogeneration distribution and perfectly efficient

charge transport. An additional factor of 2 accrues from the nonlinearity of the grating

recording process observed as the space charge field nears saturation. The combination

of absorption and reflection losses in typical photorefractive recording configurations

contributes approximately one order of magnitude to the inefficiency of grating

recording relative to the incident photon flux. Hence overall, the usual photorefractive

recording configuration exhibits a sensitivity that is approximately two orders of

magnitude less than that achievable in the quantum limit. This results in roughly four

orders of magnitude reduction in the corresponding diffraction efficiency per incident

photon.
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These considerations explain to a certain degree why photorefractive recording

has proven to be relatively insensitive as compared with distinct but related mechanisms

of spatial light modulation. Perhaps far more important, however, are the implications

of the above analysis for the conceptual design and technological implementation of

grating recording media that operate far closer to the quantum limits.
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Table 1: Grating Recording Efficiencies of the Various Idealized Models

Bipolar Comb 1.0

Monopolar Comb 0.5

Transport-Efficient Sinusoid 0.5

Baseline Sinusoid 0.25

Table 2: Relative Diffraction Efficiencies of the Various Idealized Models

Bipolar Comb 1.0

Monopolar Comb 0.25

Transport-Efficient Sinusoid 0.25

Baseline Sinusoid 0.0625

Table 3: Material Parameters Assumed in the Calculations8

Bil 2 SiO20  BaTiO 3  Units

Mobility-Lifetime Product pT 15 0.5 #m2 /V

Trap Density NA I x 1016 2 x 1016 cm - 3

Dielectric Constant e 56 4300 (e

Index of Refraction no  2.5 2.4

Electrooptic coefficient rij 5 (r4 1) 1640 (r42) pm/V

n3rij/e 1.4 5.3 pm/V
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Table 4: Representative Grating Recording Efficiency Calculation:

Reconfigurable Interconnection

Drift Recording in Bismuth Silicon Oxide

Modulation Depth - 1.0

300 cycles/mm Grating Frequency

Space Charge Efficiency Factors:

Baseline Sinusoid / Bipolar Comb 0.25

Charge Transport (to saturation) 0.5

Modulation Depth Factor 1.0

Grating Recording Efficiency 0.125

Diffraction Efficiency Derating Factor 0.015

Table 5: Representative Grating Recording Efficiency Calculation:

Two-Wave Image Amplification

Running Gratings in Bismuth Silicon Oxide

Modulation Depth - 0.1

110 cycles/mm Grating Frequency

Space Charge Efficiency Factors:

Baseline Sinusoid / Bipolar Comb 0.25

Charge Transport (to saturation) 0.5

Modulation Depth Factor 0.1

Grating Recording Efficiency 0.0125

Diffraction Efficiency Derating Factor 0.00015
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Table 6: Representative Grating Recording Efficiency Calculation:

Reconfigurable Interconnect

Diffusion Recording in Barium Titanate

Modulation Depth - 1.0

300 cycles/mm Grating Frequency

Space Charge Efficiency Factors:

Baseline Sinusoid / Bipolar Comb 0.25

Charge Transport (to saturation) 0.002

Modulation Depth Factor 1.0

Grating Recording Efficiency 0.0005

Diffraction Efficiency Derating Factor 2.5 x 10-7
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ELECTRON TRANSPORT ASSUMPTIONS
FOR SINUSOIDAL ILLUMINATION
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